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Body/Mind Integration Through Yoga

Marie Paulyn

Abstract

Certain yoga techniques have been used since prehistorical times to develop the
memory Step in the sequence to achieve an optimal receptive state to learn large
amounts of new information are breath control, thought control, concentration, use of
appropriate music and teacher's voice control.

In the East, Yoga has been used for thousandr of years in order to
develop a harmonized body/mind connection. The ancient texts, the
Vedas and Upanishads, were entirely memorized in order to keep alive
the traditions and to pass on to the initiates the precious esoteric
knowledge. For this purpose, it was essential to develop the memory and
to find ways to increase the absorption of new knowledge.

In order to achieve an optimum receptive state and to allow the
brain to function at a much better level than normally, several steps
have to be undertaken.

1. Deep relaxation and breath control (Pranayama). Both are
prerequisites for slowing down the brain waves to a count of 7 to 13
cycles per second (alpha level) from the regular 13 cycles and above (beta
level). It is in the alpha level that one reaches slightly altered states of
consciousness, states of reverie, necessary to block mundane thoughts
and achieve a receptive state particularly conducive for absorbing new
information.

2. Control and heightening of sensory perception:: (Pratyahara). In
order to sharpen one's concentration, one has to learn how to selectivey
filter out from the environment the one sensation which one chooses to
heighten (hearing aew words), or to block out (noise, pain).

3. Concentration (Dharana), lea "og to one-pointedness, can only
be successfully achieved once the deliberate control of outside and/or
inside stimuli has been undertaken.

4. Music, specially chosen to create a resonance with the respira-
tory rhythm, is particularly conducive to a state of relaxed attention,
indispensable for achieving heightened mental performance.

5. The voice of the teacher is extremely important. Modulation and
the tone of voice play a great part in achieving the desired state of
profound physical relaxation and heightened brain receptivity.

As every sound is a vibration, through Yoga one learns to absorb ere
teacher's voice's vibrations through the entire body, not just through the
ears peach muscle has a memory of its own). A synergistic blending of
various sensory perceptions occurs, creating an optimum state of
receptivity.

In order to prepare the body for such deep states, Yogic postures are
specifically designed to either strengthen, stretch or stimulate various
body parts. Each group of physical postures is followed by a group of
counterpostures and a brief guided relaxation. Certain physical move-

Paper presented at the 1982 SALT Conference
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meats help re-establish certain neurological connections, thus directly
affecting the brain. The student's attention to the body's reap. and to the
postures is essential in order to achieve an attimement (at- comment) to
the various blocks and rigidities one will inevitably discovez

At the physical level, one has to become so sensitised to one's own
limitations that one should always stop before experiencing pain. Pain is
the signal that one has gone beyond one's level, allowing the impatient
ego to force the body into a position for which it is not yet ready
emotionally as well as physically There is no competition, we are not
only different from each other; we are unique. Acknowledge this
uniqueness end make the best of it. Keeping the eyes dosed during the
body's movements helps prevent competitiveness and post ale iniuries.

By the end of the physical Kilei011, it is essential to reach a state of
deep relaxation. This requires an act of will; one cannot just stop moving
and start relaxing.

Relaxation, the act of discontinuing tension, demands a natal
effort of concentration and a thorough cooperation between thoughts
and sensations. Muscles are held in a state of chronic txation because
they continuously receive impulses from the autonomic nervous system.
In relaxation, there is a restoration of the neuro-muscular balance in the
organism. This can only be achieved through total attunentent to one's
body and through a conscious dialogue between the body and the mind
(tensing and relaxing every part of the body).

Once the body reaches a state of perfect limpness, the mind is not
needed any more to control it, and a gradual 'letting go' occurs. This
letting go is essential to allow a thorough mind/body integration. Once
the body relaxes sufficiently on its own, needing no mare monitoring
from the brain, the mind, free from its customary obligations, can be
used for more specific tasks, such as receiving and stocking new
information, solving intuitively previously unresolved problems, and
achieve a state of transcendence from the mundane.

Integration du corps et de l'esprit au moyen du yoga.
Certaines techniques de yoga soot utilisies dupuis is prihistoire

pour developper la avimoire. Les stapes successives pour parvenir i un
.tat de reception optimal. pour retenir une quantiti atoms de
rensm3nernents nouveaux soot le control* de Is respiration, Is centrals
de la pensee, N concentration, l'usage duns musique approprilm
control. de la voix de l'enseignant.

Korper,'Geist Integration dumb Jogs.
Salt prShistorischen Zeiten sind gewisse Jogaverfahren angewendet

worden, um die Erinnerungsfihigkeit zu entwickeln. Stufen, die
erforderlich sind, um den hechstrezeptiven Geisteszustand zu erreichen
sind di. Rngelung des Mavens, die Regelung des Denkens,
Konzentration, Gebrauch von smeigneter Musik and Regelung der Stine.*
des L.hrers. Wenn dissent Prozess g.folgt wird, kann vial moue
Information galernt warden.

Cuerpo/rnente integracifin a travels del yoga.
C,ertos ticnicas del yoga han side usados dead* Memos

prehistericos pars d.sarrollar la mernoria. Los pesos en Is secuencia
pars obtener un estado receptivo toptimo en el aprendizaje de grandes
cantidedes de nueva infonnecien son: control de la respirecien, control
del pensamiento, concentracidn, um* de N nuisice apropiada y control de

voz del profesor.
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The Effectiveness of Three Classroom Teaching Methods:
Programmed Instruction, Simulation and Guided Fantasy*

Elizabeth B. Groff
Green River, Wyoming

and
Gary F. Render

University of Wyoming

Abstract

This study investigated the effectiveness of three cl isaroom teaching methods:
programmed instruction, simulation and guided fantasy, in terms of improvement in
achievement as a function of the treatment in a unit of social studies at the fourth grade
level The treatments were purposely designed to facilitate achievement in a social
studies unit. The results indicate that significant gains in achievement were made by all
groups including the control group There were also significant differences between
groups

Introduction

Instructional procedures used by classroom teachers are significant
in guiding the development of pupils' level of knowledge and achieve-
ment. Although much research on learning has been conducted in the
past, only recently has systematic attention been given to methods of
instruction. It is necessary to evaluate instructional procedures used in
relatior. to resultant outcomes. lb accurately assess which methods are
effective for which purpose, experimental research is needed.

Therefore, it was the purpose of this experiment to investigate the
effectiveness of three classroom teaching methods: programmed (exposi-
tory) instruction, simulation and guided fantasy, in terms of imprave-
ment in achievement as a function of the treatment in a unit of social
studies at the fourth grade level.
Expository teaching.

Expository teaching is often referred to as deductive teaching
because the teacher presents the student with the entire content of what
is to be learned in final form. Expository teaching can present a rich
body of highly-related facts, concepts and principles which students can
learn and transfer, and which results in an efficient (time-saving)
approach.

Programmed instruction is a form of expository teaching. Skinner
(1968) suggested that programmed instruction is a plan for making
effective use of reinforcers, or feedback, not only in shaping new
b"haviors but in maintaining behaviors. He said a good program leads
students step by step, each step within his range, based on operant
conditioning, in which there is a basic contingency between an act and
its consequences. The student gets immediate corrective :eedback or
reinforcement.

*Portions of this paper were presented at the Annual Meeting of the American
Educational Research Association, New York, March 1982,
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Glaser's (1966) studies support the use of programmed instruction,
the Ruleg system (rule, then example) specificali3 in which the student
is presented with an explicit statement of rules or principles followed by
one or more carefully chosen examples. Keislar (1969) and Keislar and
McNeil (1961) conducted experimental research using programmed
instruction with sixth graders who scored significantly higher on the
posttest than did a control group which did not receive programmed
instruction. These studies showed acquisition of a demonstrated type
occurs with programmed instruction. Carroll (1963) said the major
variable is rate of learning (time spent on completing a task). Research
by Krumboltz and Weisman (1962) and Hershberger and 'Awry (1966)
pointed to the significance of type and degree of feedback: more
confirmation yields fewer errors; difficulty and consequent error rate
may be a function of delay in feedback.

Most research with programmed instruction tends to center on
situations unlike the classro. A. More comparative research regarding
programmed instruction and other classroom teaching methods is
needed.

Simulation.
Historical development of simulations or games, suggests a gradual

process of the recognition of potential learning functions thereof. Only
within the present century have games been intentionally designed for
specific educational goals. Many gaming experts and educational
psychologists (Moreno, 1953; Piaget, 1948; Caillois, 1961) have agreed
that gaming as an instructional medium can be a powerful classroom
tool. The game design and selection of key concepts and relationships
are significant to increased achievement (Orbach, 1977).

Research has indicated that simulations do not teach more &gni-
tive information than do more conventional methods. B0000ck (1 J83),
Boocock and Coleman (1966), Cherryholmes (1965), Garvey ant/ Seiler
(1965), and Robinson, at al. (1966) concurred with this finding. however,
it was theorized that this was due to the strategy game model on which
simulation investigation in the past has been based. The strategy game
model is by design open-ended, and it therefore cannot strictly control
content which is often the major conveyor of cognitive information.

In 1966, Baker was the first to demonstrate that a simulation had
greater effect on achievement when it was content-miented. Therefore,
evidence suggested that when altering games toward a content orienta-
tion, the results of a comparison between this method and a convention-
al method would favor simulation (Stembler, 1975).

Gaming experts have suggested further comparative research with
simulation games to better assess the significance of achievement pins
made as a result of learning through simulation.
Guided fantar$

Fantazy, or mental imagery, offers possibilities of learning, under-
standing and retaining information through symbolic identification
with elements. It serves as a tool of integration (Crampton, 1975).
Speculative scientific research has suggested that the brain is double,
each cerebral hemisphere being capable of functioning independently,
each in a manner different from the other. There are two different sets of
information-processirg rules (Bogen, 1975). The fantasy approach offers
opportunity to invoke potential of both sides of the brain integrating
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rational, analytical thinking with intuitive, creative thinking. lb date,
little empirical research has been conducted in comparing guided
fantasy with other more conventional classroom teaching methods for
learning and retaining information.
Conclusion.

A review of the literature revealed the need for comparative
research in the effectiveness of these classroom procedures (programmed
instructiun, simulation, guided fantasy) in relation to achievement and
retention. Few studies have compared the effectiveness of methods
purposefully designed to facilitate achievement or specifically concerned
with the same content. In particular, the use of guided fantasy as a tool
of integration in the classroom has received little systematic attention.

In conducting such comparative research, then, it is significant that
the methods are designed to deliberately teach to cognitive outcomes.
More accurate assessment of the effectiveness can be made if this
objective is initially clarified and is reflected in the procedural designs.

Method

Subjects.
Subjects (Ss) were 57 fourth graders identified from the population

of students in a southwestern Wyoming school district. All Ss had been
randomly assigned to classes previously by the administration. One
subject was identified as an outlier, falling 3.5 standard deviations below
the mean of the control group achievement scores (112), and hence was
not included in the final analysis. 'treatments were randomly assigned
to teachers and classes.

neatments. Three teachers were randomly assigned to three
instructional procedures. The control group teacher used conventional
methods. The content used in each method was the same and was based
on that information covered in the text book. The unit focused on the
history of beaver trapping and trading in Wyoming. All teachers
received a chapter outline and behavioral objectives. All treatment Ss
also received copies of the same behavioral objectives. The treatment
was administered in 40-minute periods on three consecutive days. The
investigator did not actively participate in the administration of the
treatment, but was available to assure that procedures were carried out
as directed. The following were the three methods used.

1. Programmed instruction. Content information was recast in
the form of a programmed booklet of the branching type, which allows
the learner to make, identify and correct errors. Whatever errors made
are corrected before new information is given. Subjects used the booklet
in the classroom during regularly-scheduled periods. The teacher was
available for .questions. No other activity was employed.

2. Simulation. Content information was recast in a simulation
(role-playing game), in which Ss were assigned to roles and given a
minimum number and type of aids and props and a brief scenario and
description of roles and situations. Transactions took place in timed
intervals within the classroom setting. Debriefing or discussion followed
the simulation.

3. Guided fantasy Content information was recast in a guided
fantasy journey in which Ss were led by the instuctor in creating mental
images. Pictures pertaining to the content were shown previously to the

7 1Q



guided fantasy Debriefing or discussion about the Ss' experiences
followed.

Instrumentation.
An achievement measure of 42 items (matching, multiple choice,

true-false, and completion) constructed by the investigator was used.
Items were constructed to test stated objectives. Coefficients of stability
and equivalence with a time period between administrations was
obtained. A coefficient of equivalence of .67 wad computed between
pretest and posttest with a one-week time period elapsing. A coefficient
of stability of .74 was computed between pretest and retention test with
a five-week time interval. The pretest and retention test were identical,
whereas, the pretest and the posttest were alternate firms. These
correlation coefficients represent a moderate level of test-retest r eliabili-
ty. Scores were determined by the number of correct answers.
Results.

'lb check for group equivalency beforehand, the mean achievement
scores for each group were computed (see Thble 1). Scores from the 1978
Science Research Assessment were used. A one-way analysis of variance
of mean achievement scores pretest showed there was no significant
difference among the groups (p<.05); see Table 2. The data were
submitted to a Cochran's C test. No violation of the assumption of
homogeneity of variances occurred.

lible 1

'eans and Standard Deviations of Pretest Achievement Scores

Group Ss Mean S.D.

Programmed Imbue:Sim 13 111.61 12.72
Snnulation 11 11&00 8.92
Fantasy 14 113.29 14.67
Comet 14 11114 13.24

lible 2

Analysis of Variance of Pretest Achievement Scores

Sante df SS MS

Between Groups
Within Groups
'Ibtal

3
48
51

295.179
7813.645
8108.824

98.393
162.784

.601 .615

Cochran's C = maximum variance/sum (variances) .3407

The means of the group gains and group standard deviations were
summarized for pretest-posttest gains (see Table 3). Gains in achieve-
ment were made by all groups. A one-way analysis of variance showed
there was a significant difference among groups (F = 3.821, p<.05); see
Table 4. A multiple range test revealed that the control group differed
significantly from the programmed instruction group and the guided
fantasy group, the latter groups showing higher mean gains. The
simulation group was not significantly different from the other groups.
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The Cochran's C statistic demoustrated that the variances were relative-
ly homogeneous.

Ibb le 3

Posttest-Pretest Mean Gains by Group Treatment

Grew Se Mean SD

Proramme:I Instruction 14 12.64 440
&mention 14 10.29 5.21
Fantasy 15 12.07 3.61
Control 14 743 4.72

Table 4

Analysis of Variance of Posttest-Pretest Mean Gains

Source df SS MS F P

Between thugs 3 232 830 77 610 3 821 .016
Widen Groupe 53 1076.433 20 310
Ibtal 56 1309.263

Cothran C = maximum vanancelaum (variances) - .3318

The means of group gains and group standard deviations were
summarized for retention-pretest gains (see Table 5). A one-way
analysis of variance revealed no significant differences among groups
(F =2.61, p<.05); see Ilible 6. However, the F test approached signifi-
cance (p = .06). The Cochran's C statistic showed that homogeneity of
variance held.

The t-test results determined that the mean gain of all groups was
significant beyond the .001 level (see Table 7).

Table g

Retention-Pretest Mean Gains

Group Se Mean S.D.

hopmaant luatr.icnon 14 11 43 543
Simulation 14 12 57 411
Fantasy 16 10 53 3.68
Control 14 8 14 4.03

Table 6

Analysis of Variance of Retention-Pretest Mean Gains

Source df SS MS F P

Between Groupe
%thin Groups
Ina!

1

53
56

148.362
1004 304
1152.666

49.454
18.949

2.610 061

Cechran'a C -= maximum vareuvie/aum (variances) = .3870
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Table 7

Means, Standard Deviations, Correlation Coefficients and
t Values by Group and Mating

Qom Tot Fit Mean S.D.
Correlation

Value Prob.
Dianne.

t Prob.

Pregrammed
Instrudams

Pretest

Posttest
14

20 14

32.79

6.75

6.48
78 001 -10.76 <.001

A stet 20 14 6.76
14 .74 002 - 7.87 <.001

Re -tun.. 31 602

9mrulaboa r stela 26.57 5.02
14 16 .586 - :.39 <.001

Posttest 36.86 9.41

Pretest 2657 5.02
14 .62 018 .11.46 <.021

Retentacn 9914 190

Fantasy Pretest 26.33 4.89
15 .72 OM .1293 <.001

Posttest 38.40 4.80

Pretest 36.33 426
15 fie 004 - 11.'06 <.001

0413robon 36.87 4.36

Control Pretest 22.71 4.46
14 .68 006 - 5.88 < 001

Posttest 30 14 641

Pretest 22.71 446
14 .83 .000 - 7.55 < 001

Reeenban 30.86 UR

In anticipation of differences among groups in terms of the
dependent variable and because groups had not been di:actly formed by
random assignment, an analysis of covariance was computed to adjust
for pretest, differences (see Table 8).

Table 8

Analysis of Covariance of Posttest Scone by Group and Pretest

SOUrCe 88 df MS

Covanate: Pretest, 937.969 1 937.969 58.315 .0001
Main Effects Grasp 289.456 3 89 818 6.393 .0038
Residual 886.092 62 18.868
lbtal 2073.508 68 37.027

Coverlet. Beta (Pretest) = .899

The main effect of group treatment on adjusted posttest scores was
significant (F = 5.393, p<.01). The Scheffe post-hoc comparison was used
to determine which mean gains were significantly different. The timtasy
group gain was significantly higher than both the control group and
programmed instruction mean gains.

13



In Table 9, we have tabulated similarly the analysis of covariance of
group treatment on adjusted retention scores with a resulting signifi-
cant. ma ,n effect. The Scheffe post-hoc comparison revealed that both the
fantasy group and simulation group mean gains were sigr icantly
higher than the programmed instruction and the control group mean
gains.

Table 9

Analysis of Covariance of Retention Thst Scores by Group and Pretest

Sou.-ce SS df MS

Covariate: Pretest 1353.637 1 1353.539 77.250 .0001
Main Effects. Group 192325 3 64 108 3 659 .0181
Residual 911.120 52 17 422
'Nal 2466 982

Covariate Beta (Pretest) .8398

In summary, results illustrate a significant gain in pretest-posttest
and pretest- retor.tion test scores for all groups, Also, on the pretest-
poettmst gain, the control group mean was significantly lov ar than the
programmed instruction and fantasy group. The assumption of homoge-
neity of variances was tested and the conclusion drawn that no violation
occurred. The t-test results illustrate that the mean gains of all groups
were significant beyond the .001 level. An analysis of covariance,
adjusting for pretest differences, revealed significance for the main effect
of group treatment on posttest achievement as well as on retention test
gain.

Discussion
The purpose of this study was to investigate the effect of three

classroom teaching methods: programmed instruction, simulation and
guided fantasy, on achievement. The treatments were purposefully
designed to facilitate achievement. The results showed that significant
gains in achievement were made by an groups including the control
group. Also there were significant differences among groups.

In interpreting these results, several limitations must be consid-
ered. The population sampling was limited to 57 subjects from a
southwestern Wyoming community. Generalizability is qualified by such
sampling as there may be a cultural influence. The treatment may also
have been influened by teacher attitude and effectiveness. The use of
behavioral objectives in all treatment groups may have contributed to
the achievement gain.

On basis of the data presented, the following conclusion appears
warranted: Each method isms rammed instruction, simulation ane
guided fantasy offers an alternative to teaching content information
for achievement as well as for retention. Although these significant
results may not be exclusively a4- ibuted to the treatment, t
illustrate that these methods are likely to facilitate learning.

It is important for teachers to have alternative approacht
instruction available to them. If teachers attempt to individualize
instruction and adapt instruction to stud . ts' styles learning, they
must have alternative strategies available. 'blip stud, suggests that the
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methods of simulation, programmed instruction and guided fantasy can
assist teachers in adding to their repertoire of instructional approaches.
Teachers can choose from these methods without strong reservations
regarding their effectiveness. Teachers can assume that any one of these
approaches can facilitate student learning. The approaches then are not
frills, fads nor untested. This study suggests that these methods can
assist teachers' reaching their educational goals.

The limitations of this study lead to the following suggestions for
further study in this area:

1. The effectiveness of these methods with different age levels,
larger and geographically-different sample and different curricula needs
to be investigated.

2. There is a need for further investigation of the influence of
behavioral objectives on achievement apart from instructional method-
ologies.

3. Further comparative research of the effectiveness of methods
purposefully designed to facilitate achievement should be conducted.

is also suggested that further research be conducted to assess
which methods are effective for particular outcomes and which methods
are most effective for various learning styles. A variety of effective
methods provides alternatives for deliberately teaching to the unique
interests, needs and abilities of individuals and to attain mastery level
learning. The degree to which behavioral objectives are dearly under-
stood by the instructor and student; and the extent to which the presenta-
tion, explanation and ordering of the elements of the task to be learned
approach the optimum for a given learner, determine the caddy of in-
struction (Carroll, 1963). These methods, programmed instruction, simu-
lation and guided fantasy, offer viable alternatives for teachers and stu-
dents to obtain high level achievement through a systematic approach.
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L'efficacita des merhodos d'enseignement de trois classes: l'instruc.ion
program:mile, la simulation et le rove &Mini dirigei.

Cette etude a examine l'efficacitO de r:-.4thodes d'enseignement de
trois classes: ('instruction programmes, 1-.4 simulation et Is rove iveillb
dirigi, en relation avec ('amelioration cm la performance canine foricti-in
de traitement d'une unite d'eatudes oociales du grads quatre. Les
traitements Relent &libel-foment concus pour encourager
l'accomclissement dans une unite d'itudes socials:. Los resultats
Hovilbrent que des gains significatifs dans la performance avalent rte
enregistrois chez tout les groupes, y compris le groups de controls.
Des diffOrences significative: apparaissaient igalement entre les
groupes.

DM Wi ksamkeit von drei Methadon des Klassenunterricnts:
Programomertes Lehren Nachahmung und gefPrte Phantase.

Diem Arboit befasst sich mit der Wirksamkeit von drei Methadon des
Klassenunterrichts: Programmiertes Lohren, Nachahmung und geftihrts
Phantasie. In saner Lehreinheit fur Gemeinschaftskunde im viottan
Schuljahr mini* Verbesserung in Beziehung zu deci Lernerfolg als Tell
des Versuchs untersucht. Die Behandlungen wurden absichtlich
geplant, urn Erfolg in einer Gemeinschaftskundenlehrplaneinlunt zu
%Morn. Die Resultaten zeigen, daB bsdeutungsvolle Fortsch*itte in
ellen Gruppen, edischlieBlich der Kontrollgruppe, erreicht wurden. Es
gab auch bedeutsame Unterschiede zwischen den Gruppen.
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La efectividad de los trim metodas de ensellanza en el salon de class:
Instruccion programed., siMulacien y fantasia guiada.

Este estudio investig6 la efectivided de los tres mitodos de
enserianza en el salon de class: instruccion programed., simulacion y
fantasia guiada en condiciones de majorsoniento en la obra coma una
funcion del tratemiento en uno unidad de @studios social's en el nival
del cuarto grado. Los ejecucion en una unidad de estudios socNIes.
Los resultados indicaron que logros significativos en la reelizamilm
fueron obtenidos por bolos los grupos incluyendo .1 grupo de control.
Tambian hoibieron diferenciess significativas antra los grupos.
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lbaching Relaxation in School:
A Survey of Research and Empirical Studies

Sven Setterlind
University of Goteborg

Abstract

The main aim of this project, which started in 1979, was to work out and evaluate
simple relaxation techniques for school pupils. Apart from this major a m, several related
questions were studied, such as. What short-term and/or long-term effects might a simple
tre.ning program in relaxation achieve? Hu relaxation any importance for recovery after
physically-strenuous activity? A further and important aim of the prqiect was to make a
critical examination of previous research in the tension control area. This survey of
research showed that much of the earlier scientific work had rather severe shortcomings
in research methodology and design. Therefore some of the previous conclusions
concerning the benefits of different techniques of tension control could not be regarded u
being proved but must be confirmed by more controlled studies. One important result from
the review of literature was that no single relaxation method -lowed to be more effective
than the others. For that reason, various methods were combined in the final tape-
recorded progams that were used in this study. The 'via anon program started with an
abridged version of progressive relaxation followed by some autogemc exercises and
simple meditation techniques.

The main study could shortly be characteriled as an experimental
study in a natural milieu (the school) with one experimental group

= 294) and one control group (N = 287). The pupils (12-17 years of age)
in the experimental group received relaxation training two or three
times a week during a six-week period. Measurements were done before,
during and after the experimental period. Experience of relaxation
training was measured on four different occasions. About 90% of the
pupils found that relaxation was pleasant and positive. There proved to
be a clear majority who thought that relaxation had worked and that
they had learned to relax. Most of them were now able to relax
themselves without assistance. Over 90% felt that it had been easy to
learn to relax using the model they had tried. Some other results were
that over half said that they managed their school work better and one
third that they slept better. Sixty percent felt less stressed, 44% less
irritated and 40% more rested and alert than earlier.

The results from the two physiological studies gave a clear picture
of recovery from strenous activity on the bicycle ergometer. In the first
recovery study, the differences between the experimental group and tne
control group as regards rate of breathing were significant at 1% level.
With regard to the heart rate, no significant differences were noticeable
between the twu groups. The subjective experiences of rest and recovery
were much stronger in the experimental group than in the control
group. In the second recovery study, major significant differences
between the groups were noted for the rate of breathing, whereas for
variables such as blood pressure, heart rate and catecholamines in the
plasma, there was a tendency towards a more rapid return to a normal
state in the experimental group.

*Reproduced by permission from Auslapprwvistraning t skolan
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Why don't all pupils experience tension control as something
positive?
What form should an effective relaxation program take and how
should relaxation in school be planned?
What trainirg is necessary for teachers and others concerned
with pupil welfare, with regard to the application of relaxation in
school?
What should be included in training programs for teachers
learning relaxation methodology?

A further aim of the project was to attempt to survey and evaluate
the more common tension control techniques, in order to create some
order in the mass of techniques and concepts at present used in connec-
tion with relaxation and self-control. This part of the project is reported
in part I of this book. The methods or techniques which were used in
their entirety or in part in my investigation into tension control tech-
niques were progressive relaxation, autogenic training and meditation.

The design of the project.
In the main investigation, approximately 300 pupils between the

ages of 12 and 17 received relaxation training three times a week for six
weeks during the autumn term of 1979. The relaxation program, which
was recorded on tape, was practiced at the end of each physical
education lesson. A schematic presentation of the main study is given in
the diagram below:

Pretest

Evaluation

Theory
lesson penod

Figure 1. Schematic presentation of the main study.

Retest

In the first place, questionnaires were used to measure experiences,
somatics and behavior. The physiological effects, both as regards
relaxation and recovery after physical effort, were registered in a special
study in the autumn of 1980. Further, a survey of the requirements for
training and further training of teachers and other staff concerned with
pupil welfare was made.
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Main Study
The overall plan of the main study is s;:own below:

Autumn 1979

[POPU-
LATION

EXPERIMENT

Al UI-U IV All El

A 1 A II

Fig. 2. Plan of the main study.
A = general questionnaire
U = questionnaire on experiences during relaxation session
E = questionnaire on more long-term results.

Questionnaire AI (pretest) consisted of :42 questions and was filled
in during the week prior to the cornmeamment of tension control
training. At that time, the pupils did not know that a study would be
carried out at their school. Both the control group and the experiments
group answered the questions, which were intended to measure th
following:

1. Previous experience of and motivation for relaxation.
2. Attitude to and experience of school.
3. Sport, exercise and smoking.
4. Worry, anxiety and psychosowatic problems.
5. Mood test.
Questionnaire AB (posttest) was identical to AI except for the fact

that the questions on previous experience of and motivation for
relaxation were deleted. This questionnaire was answered during the
week after the completion of relaxation training. Thgettier with ques-
tionnaire A;., W8P :::11y one that was filled in by both the
experimental and control groups. Questionnaire U was intended to
provide a picture of the pupils' experiences while they were learning
relaxation. The questions were answered immediately after the pupils
had awakened after relaxation sessions on four different occasions
during the six-week training period. Each questionnaire U included four
types of questions:

1. General experiences of relaxation training.
2. Special experiences during relaxation.
3. Degree of physical and mental relaxation.
4. Mood test.
The final questionnaire (E) in the main study was handed out just

before the Christmas holiday of 1979. The questions, a total of 26, were
constructed to measure what the pupils got from relaxation training.

1. The experience of learning relaxation.
2. Views on the relaxation program.
3. Views on the design of relaxation training.
4. The effects they received from relaxation training.
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Selection of schools and subject&
One middle school (6th grade), two upper level echools 7th and 8th

grades), and two high schools (1st and 2nd years) with a total of 294
pupils took part in the experiment; there were also 287 pupqs in the
control group. The distribution of the sexes was as follow . In the
experiment;.! group, 48% were boys and 52% girls, in thf.: control group
52% boys and 48% girls.

'Bible 1

Distribution of pupils in the Main Study

Level Experimental group (n) Control group (n)

6
7
8
I
II

51
51)

63
56
69

53
54
60
58
62

294 287

Application of the techniques in school. In order to discover the most
suitable method of teaching relaxation in school, I made a detailed study
of various tension control techniques with regard to learning and effects
(Part I in this book). As I was not able to find any comparative studies
which provided evidence for the advantages of any one technique over
another, I combined various methods of learning relaxation.

From a pedagogical point of view, I found that it was most suitable
to commence with an abridged version of progressive relaxation,
followed by a tension control program with some autogenic exercises
such as heaviness and warmth. The pupils also learned to deepen
relaxation and, further, to use simple meditation techniques of the type
recommended by Benson (1975), the "Relaxation Response.' The airr ^f
the relaxation training in school was to allow the pupils to test
techniques in order to choose, at a later stage, the technique or
combination of techniques that would suit them best. It was hoped that
they would then be able to continue training on their own without the
aid of a cassette or a teacher. The order, contents and length of the
programs a .e described below:

1. Muscular relaxation 12 min week 1
2. Muscular relaxation 8 min week 2
3. Mental relaxation 10 min week 3
4. Mental relaxation 8 min
5. Conditioning by a signal 8 min week 4
6. heating of methods 8 min
7. Choice of one's own method g min week 5
8. Self-instruction 7 min week 6

A model for learning relaxation.
As with all complex learning, it may be presumed that components

from various theories of learning are important when learning relaxa-
tion. A comparison may be made with Gagne's (1970) hierarchic
construction of the learning process. With reference to the above,
learning relaxation can, therefore, be explained by means of a number of
factors. My final theoretical model for learning consists of eight different
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with bodily sensations, such as a feeling of heaviness, which an average
of about 70% experienced to a high degree. Other bodily experiences and
average values were: the release of various tensions (63%), a feeling of
sinking (59%), warmth in various parts of the body (43%), various parts
of tlie body became numb (41%), and lightness in the body (30%). About
half the pupils experienced mental sensations, to a high degree, their
surroundings disappeared, their mind berme blank and they had
difficulty in estimating the time they had been in a state of relaxation.
About 50% felt tired when they woke up and as many felt very rested.

An analysis of the results for various subgroups rewals a slight
tendency for boys, pupils in the upper level schools, and pupils evincing
a high degree of anxiety to show positive development throughout.

Various methods of measuring the degree or depth of relaxation
were tested. By noting all those who indicated throughout that they
experienced the different variables to a high degree, I arrived at the
following categorization of the pupils as regards depth of relaxation:
about 25% experienced light relaxation, 50% medium and 25% deep.

The final measuring device on the questionnaire was a mood test,
covering 11 positive emotional states and their opposites. The emotional
states that were most relevant for the study received consistently high
values. Thus, about 90% of the pupils felt assured, satisfied, happy
friendly; relaxed and calm immediately after relaxation exercises during
the physical education lessons. These emotional states were more fir less
stable but, on the final occasion, there was a slight reduction in most
of them.

Questionnaires AI and Ail were used to measure the possible effects
of relaxation in the experimental group as compared with the control
group. The first questions concerned the pupils' attitude to and
experience of school. Almost 60% thought that it was fun to go to school
every day or at least 3-4 days per week. A little more than 30% thought
that it was fun 2-3 days per week. Just under 25% wished they didn't
have to go to school every morning or at least 3-4 days per week. About
15% experienced stress at school every day or at least 3-4 days per week.
About 35% experienced this 1-2 days per week. The retest revealed some
changes to the advartage of the experimental group. These c'unges are
strengthened if an analysis is made on the subgroup le 'el. It was
particularly the boys in the experimental group that clukrged; they
became more positive to school. Pupils at upper level schools and pupils
evincing a high degree of anxiety were most negative to school but those
in the experimental group revealed some positive change. The girls,
pupils at the upper level schools and high schools, and those evincing a
high degree of anxiety found school a greater stress situation than other
groups did. The retest revealed more and greater changes in a positive
direction for the experimental group than for the control group.

A number of questions in the tests were collected under the
headings "Worry," 'Anxiety," and "Psychosomatic Problems." There
seemed to be some difference between the groups in some questions right
from the start. Thus, more pupils in the control group were calm,
assured and not particularly nervous before examinations than in the
experimental group. The retest revealed, however, that the pupils in the
experimental group had more often changed in a positive direction while
those in the control group hadn't experienced any change at all. On the
subgroup level, the greatest changes were found in the girls, pupils in
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the middle school, and upper level schools, and those evincing a high
degree of anxiety in the experimental group, as regards the questionson
calmness, securitx nervousness before examinations, uneasiness about
being alone and about going to the dentist, and satisfaction or
dissatisfaction with themselves.

As regards the questions on psychosomatic problem, howevet the
changes were very small and went in both directions. This was the only
point in this study where the trend was not quite cleat it is difficult to
give any definite reasons for this. Probably the instruments for testing
were not sensitive enough.

The mood test seemed to be a sensitive measuring device for
detecting changes in emotional states before and after the test period in
school. In general, it may be stated that there were many positive
changes in the experimental group and many of them were relatively
large in comparison with the control group. The total percentage of
change in the 22 variables was almost three titres as great for the
experimental group as for the control group (159 to 58). The eight most
relevant emotional states for the study were combined in order to
calculate the percentage of change for the subgroups. These emotional
states were: relaxed, tense, unstressed, stressed, alert, tired, self-assured
and shy.

A short summary of the results of the mood test shows that the
girls, high school pupils and those evincing a high degree of anxiety in
the experimental group changed most from the pretest to the retest. The
total percentage of positive change for the three subgroups in the
experimental group was 645 and for the control group 184. 'lb this must
be added 106 percentage of negative change for the control group as
against 0 for the experimental group.

When the experiment was over, the pupils were asked to answer
questionnaire E, which dealt with their experience of the relaxation
programs and of the way the training was carried out. There proved to
be a clear majority who thought that relaxation had worked and that
they had learned to relax. Fifty-six percent were absolutely convinced of
this while 1% didn't at all feel that they had learned to relax. Most of
them were now able to relax themselves without assistance. Only 1%
considered that they couldn't manage this. Almost half stated they had
definitely found it useful to be able to relax. About 25 pupils or 10%
didn't want to continue with relaxation training during the spring term.

One-third of the pupils in the experimental group thought that
relaxation training had been of great value and 8% considered it
worthless. Over 90% felt that it had been easy to learn to relax using the
model they had tried. Just over half of the pupils had been positive to
relaxation exercises from the beginning and still were, while over 40%
had become more positive. Seven percent were negative to tension
control exercises.

Finally; the pupils in the experimental group were asked to answer
questions about what they thought had been improved or worsened by
the six-week relaxation training. Some of the noteworthy resultswere
that over half said that they managed their school work better andone-
third slept better, 60% felt less stressed, 44% less irritated and 46% more
rested and alert than previously. Many pupils (24%) felt it was easier for
them to learn things in school.
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The experiment with relaxation training in school seems to have
been very successful if one takes the results of the pretest and retest into
account However, certain reservations concerning the measuring tech-
niques should be made. As the sample of subjects in the experimental
group and control group was not entirely random, but was regulated by
organizational and timetable considerations, regression effects pose a
threat to unambiguous results (Stukat, 1970). These effects are,
however, most noticeable when the individuals are taken from extreme
groups and when it is a question of one-group experiments. In this study,
it should be the group of pupils evincing a high or a low degree of anxiety
that are most exposed to regression effects, as these groups were made
up of the approximately 15% who evinced the highest or the lowest
degree of anxiety according to the criteria used in this study. There is
also a risk in studies like this that the individuals distributed non-
randomly differ with regard to spontaneous individual changes.

In all experimental field studies where new methods are tested,
irrelevant environmental influence is always present becauGa of, for
example, the special attention the experimental group receives. This so-
called 'Hawthorne effect" is expressed in the form of positive change.
Another source of error is the effect of expectation and suggestion
=consciously conveyed by the teachers involved. 'lb avoid these sources
of errors; the individuals in the control group should receive the same
attention as the experimental group or a similar treatment with a
neutral content, the so-called placebo. In the pilot study mentioned
earlier (Setterlind and Unestahl, 1977a), such a method study was
carried out; the pupils in the control group were asked to lie down on the
floor air:, dose their eyes, but they received no stimulus. They soon got
bored and were not interested in participating in the program for the full
length of the experiment. Just over 40% were satisfied with this
training, as compared to 90% in the experimental group who listened to
the relaxation program on tape. I did not, therefore, find it meaningful to
use a placebo control group in this extensive study because of the risk
that the pupils would not want to complete the experiment. The control
group did, however, receive some "treatment' since they took part in the
same physical education program with the exception of the relaxation
training. It may also be said that many in the experimental group
thought that this training took too long.

Diaburbances in the measuring process may also have influenced
the influenced the result. It appears that there was a tendency for many
pupils to get tired with the many tests while they were learning
relaxation. They were, in particular, negative to the last test, something
that was confirmed in the interviews with pupils and teachers. It seems
that the pupils in the middle school were especially sensitive to this. The
results also suggest that the various age groups experienced relaxation
differently Thus, the middle school pupils were most positive to
muscular relaxation but they were less interested in the programs
where the pupils started tension control and trained on their own. Upper
level pupils and, in particular, pupils in the high schools were positive
throughout the period of learning and were especially interested in the
mental and meditative programs.

When interpreting the results in the groups evincing a high or low
degree of anxiety, one should note that the girls were over-represented in
tb.z. high anxiety group (63%) and the boys in the low anxiety (62%). It is,
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therefore, probable that there was some interaction with sex division at
least at the beginning when the girls were more motivated and felt that
they learned more quickly.

It is not likely that thew sources of error are the only explanation of
all the major changes to the advantage of the experimental group. Some
of the changes that took place can possibly be explained by an artificial
flexibility in the .ater:al, but such great and systematic changes as
those found must suggest real changes as a result of relaxation training.
Furthermore, if fewer measurement had been taken during the period of
learning, the results would pad- sbly hrve been more positive.
Physiological studies.

The aim of the special studies, which were carried out in the middle
of the autumn term of 1980, was tr. register the -ovary phase in a
group of 14-15-year old pupils afte- strenote I '4 Ity on a bicycle
ergometer. A comparison was made betwere the ..aperizental group
which had trained relaxation over a five-week period, and a control
group which hadn't received any relaxation training. One study covered
40 pupils (recovery study n and the other 20 (recovery study M. Some of
the questions raised in connection with these studies were

Is it possible to measure, by physiological methods, what happens
to children and adolescents during relaxation and rest?
Is it possible to establish any differences in effects and experi-
ences between the experimental group's relaxation and the
control group's rent?
Has relaxation any significance for the feeling of recovery after
physically strenuous activity in children and adolescents?

In an attempt to find answers IA, these questions, a test battery
consisting basically of physiological, but also of psychological measuring
devices was used.

The studies were carried out with 8th grade pupils. Theywere from
the same group that had taken part in the main study during the yv
1979-80, when they were in the 7th grade. In the middle of Octobeg
the pupils in the 8th grade (98 altogether) underwent a sub-maximum
work test on a bicycle ergometer to calculate their ability to absorb
oxygen (Astrand and Rodahl, 1970). With the dLe of the test values and
the weight of the individuals, twenty pairs of pupils were matched; ten
pairs of girls and ten pairs of boys, thus forming an experimental group
and a control group.

In the next week, the matched pairs were submitted to two tests
consisting of four minutes' warm-up on a normally-loaded bicycle
ergometer and then ten minutes' work at 80% of the calculated
maximum ability to absorb oxygen. Before the testing began, thepupils
had lain down and rested for four minutes while their pulse rate at rest
was While they worked on the bicycle ergometeg the pupils' heart
rate was ntinuously monitored by a cardiometec After five and ten
mimes, the pupils made a subjective assessment of their exertion (Borg,
1973). The load was on average about 790 kpm in both the pretest and
retest for both the experimental group and control group. In the pretest,
the load varied between 600 and 1050 kpm and in the retest between
600 and 900 kpm.

After ten minutes' work on the bicycle monistic the pupils lay
down on mats to rest for ten minutes. Their heart rate was measured
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after 1, 3, 5, 7, 8, 9 and 10 minutes. Their rate of respiration was also
measured after 4, 6, 8 and 10 minutes. The rate of breathing was
measured with the help of a piece of paper that was folded and placed on
the chest of the subject, and its movement was counted over a period of

60 seconds. Immediately after their ten-minute rest, the pupils were
asked to complete a 'rest tests where they were asked about their state
of rest and recovery.

During the following five weeks (44-48), the ten boys and ten girls
in the experimental group were urged to practicerelaxation at home five
times per week. They were instructed by the project leader how they
should train with the structured programs used during the autumn term
of 1579. These were recorded on a cassette so that they could use them at
home. They also received a simple record card tobe filled in after each
training session. This consisted of three simple questions about the
frequency and the experience of physical and mental relaxation.

The following week, two retests were carried out and during these
the pupils in t lerimental group consciously applied their relaxa-
tion technique while resting. Ott ;wise, the test took place under the
same controlled conditions as in the pretest.

A further special study was carried out in the following week,
recovery study II, on five boys and five girls from both the experimental
group and the control group. The criteria for the selection of these
matched pairs were that the pupils had to have taken part in all the
teats during both the pretest and retest so that there would be no
dropout in the matched y irs.

The reason why two pretests and retests were made in the same
week with a day between them was to provide as reliable results as
possible and to remove all potential sources of error, such as mistakes in
measurement and variations in form. In the presentation of the results,
the mean values for the two test occasion will be used throughout.

Recovery study II was carried out at the pupils' own school m the
same way as the pre tests and retests with the larger group, but this time
blood pressure and blood tests were also taken. Before the pupils started
work on the bicycle ergometer, a blood test at rest was taken; tibx a rest
was taken due, the last minute's work and again on four occasions
during the ten-minute rest period. The blood tests were taken from a
vein catheter placed in the bend of the arm 1045 minutes prior to the
start of the experiment. The blood pressure was registered by an indirect
method (sleeve and auscultation) at rest, just before the work was
completed and again on four occasions during the rest period. As before,
the pupils were asked to give a subjective assessment of their exertion
after five and ten minutes' work on the ergometer, and after the rest
period, assess their degree of recovery.

The blood tests were taken for later analysis of lactic acid (Lowry
and Passonneau, 1973), adrenaline and noradrenaline (Christensen,
1973). The blood samples were centrifuged immediately after the
experiments and the plasma kept at -80° C until analyzed. Catechol-
amine analyses were made on a limited number of pupils (five boys and
five girls) from the experimental group and the control group. As in the
previous study, the heart rate was determined with a cardiometer and
the rate of respiration counted over a period of 60 seconds.

Results of the physiological studies.
The results from both the special studies give a clear picture of
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recovery from strenucris physical activity on the bicycle ergometer. In
recovery study I, the differences between the experimental group and
the control group as regards rate of respiration were significant at the
1% level. Even at the pretest stage, the test group's rate of breathing was
considerably lower than that of the control group. A probable explana-
tion for this is that the pupils in the experimentalgroup took part in the
experiment in relaxation training the previous year. The result of the
pretest is therefore an indication that learning relaxation was success-
ful, even in a long-term perspective. In spite of this the experimental
group lowertd their rate of breathing further and even more than the
control group. With regard to the heart rate, the tendencies were clear
but in contrast to the rate of breathing, no significant differences of rest
and recovery were much stronger in the experimental group than in the
control group.

Even in recovery study II, the picture was relatively uniform.
During recovery, major significant differences between the groups were
only noted for the rate of respiration whereas for the variables such as
lood pressure, heart rate and catecholamines in the plasma, there was

.a slight tendency towards a more rapid return to normal in the
experimental group. Even if the group mean values only showed small
differences, there were some individual cases in the experimental group
where the return to normal for all the relevant variables was more
pronounced, as can be seen from the greater deviations around the mean
values.

The clear difference in rate of respiration with a more rapid return to
normal in the experimental group is linked to the fact that breathing is
more easily influenced by the will and that relaxation training focuses on
breathing. The subjects worked on similarly-loaded ergometers. Mechan-
ical effects showed only small individual variations, so it can be assumed
that both oxygen consumption and ventilation were the same for both
groups at the commencement of the work, about 50 1/min. It is not likely
that the resting level 4- ventilation was achieved in eithergroup during
the ten-minute rest period. This conclusion is also supported by the fact
that the lactic acid concentration in the blood was heightened after the
ten-minute rest This means that the experimental group probably
compensated for their low rate of respiratior with a slightly greater
volume per breath. Alveolar ventilation was therefore greater which
could lead to somewhat better conditions for gas exchange. It is more
difficult to assess to what degree the deeper breathing helped to explain
the differences in the reduction of the heart rate.

The identical reduction of catecholomines suggests that the dam-
pening of sympathetic activity after wor s the same in both groups.
The somewhat lower heart rate in the experimental group was, however
connected with a somewhat more powerful parasympathetic activity In
this connection, it can be noted that vagus activity is primarily
significant for frequencies under 120-130 beats per minute. It was also
here that the small differences between the groups was most obvious.

In spite of a more extensive and disturbing measuring procedure in
recovery study 11 than in recovery study I, many of the pupils in the
experimental giro,- found no difficulty in resting and they felt rested
afterwards. TI ils in the control group did not feel anything nearlyas recovered 1rwards and thus thought it was more difficult to rest.

The conclut ..m is that most of the results show that relaxation
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training se to have a certain physiological effect but in par ocular, a
psychological effect with regard to the feeling of rest and recovery.

Conclusion.
An important task in today's school is to make the pupils more

aware of their health. This can be done by increasing their awareness of
their body and its possibilities. This includes teaching them to listen to
their own body and to be sensitive to its signals. The delicate interplay
betwaen mental and physical factors is easily disturber and disturb-
ances in the form of acute or chronic stress can lead to ill health.
However, not enough information is given about the various methods of
preventing and dealing with the straw and overstimulation to which our
complicated and easily-disturbed nervous system is exposed in today's
society. R 1arcation could be included under the healing 'mental
prophylaxis* and could play an important part in a holistic health care
perspective.

L'ensiegnement de la relaxation i l'ecole: une enquete des recherches
it des etudes. empiriques.

Le principal but de co projet, qui commence en 1979, .fait de
decouvr.r it d'evaluer de simples techniques de relaxation pour les
(flews. En dehors de car but principal, plusieurs questions se
rapportant au sujet furent examinees tellers quo, par exemplar: Quels
sort i court terme it i long term. is effete que peevent avoir un
simple programme de relaxation: La relaxation joue-t-ells un r61e
quelconque dans N recuperation apres une actkite physique nicessitant
beaucoup d'efforts? Un autre but plus important du projet Malt de
fairs un examen critique des recherche: anterieures dans le domains du
control. de N tension. Cette etude des recherche, a revile quo la
plupart des travaux scientifiques and anterieurs denonceient plutfit de
serieux defauts dans lour method. de recherche et de conception. II en
fsulte donc quo certain's des conclusions anterterues au sujet des
bienfaits des different.: techniques du controls do la tension no
pourront etre prises enconsideration et in outre cos gionfalts devront
etre, confirms: par des Etudes plus contrerlees. Le passage en revue
des documents out pour con-equence de signaler qu'aucJne method. de
relaxation nest plus officer," qu'une autre. C'est pour cotter raison que
differentiae method.* furent enregistrees dans les programmes finals qui
front utilises dans cotta Mude. Le programme de relaxation commence
avec une version abregu de relaxation progressive suivi de certain:
exercices autogeniques it de simple., techniques de meditation.

La principal. etude pourrait etre brevement caracterisee comma Rant
une etude experimental. d'un milieu nature! (l'ecole), de cello d'un
troupe experimental (W294) et de cello d'un growe de control"
(fiz287). Les olives (de 12 1 17 any) du groups expfrimente subirent
un entrainement de relaxation i raison de deux i trees seances par
seinsine pendent une duree de six semaines. Les awsunw ont EtE
prises avant, pendant it apres la period" experimental.. L'experience
de l'entrainement de relaxation fut mesuree i Quatro reprises
different... A peu pre 90% des olives trouverent Is relaxation agreable
et positive. Cola prouve donc qu'une majorite Wen nette :amble penser
que la relaxation a reussi it qu'ils ont appris 1 se detendre sans raid.
de quiconque. Plus de 90% ressentirent qu'il &telt facile d'apprendre
se detendre in copiant le models qu'lls avalent assays. D'autres
resultats montrerent que plus de la moitie des Hives arrivalent i misux
fairs leurs devoirs it qu'un tiers d'entre eux dormalent mieux. 80% se
sentarent mains tendus, 44% moans Writes it 46% plus reposes it plus
alert.: qu'avant.

Les resultats des deux etudes physiologiques donnerent une image
bien netts de is recuperation apres un effort eprouvant E raid. d'un
ergometre place sur une bicyclette. Dans la premiere etude de
recuperation, as diffeerences entre le group. experimental it le group"
de controls .fait c 1% en co qui concern" le taux de respiration. En
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ce qui concerns Is taux du coour aucune difference significative ns futnotes. Les experiences subje.ctives de repos et de recuperation itaient
plus omportantes dans Is groups experimental que dans le groups en ce
qui concerns Is taux de respiration, alors que 'pour les variables tents
que la tension, le taux du cosur et des catcholamines dans Is plasma, la
tendance soulignait un retour plus rapid. a la normals pour le group*
experimental.

Die Estspannungsiehre in den Schulen: Eine eingehende Pri Hung der
Forschung und der empirischen Arbeiten.

theses Projekt, das 1979 angefangen wurclo, hafts ale Hauptzie! das
Ausarbeiten und doe Bewertung von einfachen Entspannungsverfahren
fur Schuler. Dazu wurden emige verwandte Fragen eingehend
untersucht, wie z.B.: Was far kurzfristige und/oder langfristige
Workungen konnts eon einfraches Ausbildungsprogranin far Entspannung
erreichen? Hat Entspannung orgenwelche Bedeutung far die Erholung
nach physosch anstrengend-r Aktwitat? Noch eon weiteres und ebenso
wiclotiges Ziel war eine kritische OberprUfung vorherbehenden
Forschens im Beeoch der Spannungskentrolle. Diese eingehende
Prafung zeigte, dee die frahere Forschungsmethodologie und -planung
oft ernsthafte Fehler enthilt. Daher sind sinige der Beach lasse, die
nut den Vorteilen verschiedener Verfahren von Spannungskontrolle zutun haben, nicht Ale erprobt angenommen werden konnten, sondern,
daB sie durch kontroiliertere Arbeiten unterstatzt werden massen. Ein
wichtiges Resultat, das aus der eingehenden Prafung der Literature
kam, war, daft nicht eine der Entspannungemethoden sich als effektiverale die anderen zeigte. Aus chrism Grund wurden die verschieclenen
Methoden in den in dieser Arbeit benutzten auf Tonband aufgonommenen
Program:nen zusammengebracht. Das Entspannungsprogramm fing mit
einer verkarzten Form von progressiver Entspannung an, worauf sinige
autogenorche Obungen und einiacha Meditationsverfahren folgen.

Die Hauptarbeit kannte man kurz als sins experimenting) Forschung
on einem natiirlichen Milieu (der Schule) mit einer Versuchsgruppo
(N.--294) und einer Kontrzugruppe (N=287) charakterisieren. DieSchuler (12-17 Jahn alt) in der Versuchsgruppe erhielten wlihrwod
einer Period, von 6 Wochen Entspannungstraining zwei bis drei Mal inder Woche. Vor, wthrend und nach der experimentellen Periode
wurden Vermessungen aufgenommen. Die Erfahrung von Vermessungea
aufgenommen. Doe Erfahruns yen Entspannungstraining wurde vierverechiedene Male gernessen. Ungefihr 90% der Schiller fanchm
Entspar;,ung angenehm und positiv. Es milts sich h , daB sins
klare Mehreit dachten, daB Entspannung effektiv cow/soon war, und daB
sue galernt hatten, such zu entspannen. Die meietsn waren jetzt ohne
Hulfe fahig, sich zu antspannen. Ober 90% fanden, daB es einfoch
gewesen war, sich mit dem versuchter. Modell zu entspannen. Anders
Resultate, die von riber die HIM° erwShnt wurden, zeigten, daB ein
Druttel besser nat.hts schlief. Sechzig Pu"zent fahlten sich weniger
gespannt, 44% softener verirgert, und 46% ausgeruhter und lebhaftur
ale frier.

Die Resultate der zwei physiologischen Arbeiten gaben ein klares
Bold der Erholung von anstrengender Aktiviti auf dem Radorgonseter.
Bel dem ersten Erholungsversuch warn die Unterschiede zwischen der
Versuchs- un der Kontrollgruppe in Bezug auf Atmengeschwindigkelt
sognifikant bis zur 1% Sicherheitsgrenze. In Beziehung
Herzsciolaggeschwondigkeit warn keens signifikanten Unterschiode
zwischen den zwei Gruppen zu erkennen. Die subjektIven Erfahrungsn
von Aueruhen und Erholung warn vial starktr in der Vers-Jchsgruppe
als in der Kontrologruppe. In dem zweiten Erholungsversuch wurden
wochtige signifikante Underschiede in Erholungsversuch wurden wichtige
sognifokante Unterschiede in Atmengeschwindigkeit zwischen den
Gruppen gefunden, wlihrend es far solche Variablen wie Blutdruck,
Herzschlaggeschwinclogkeit und Catechin in dem Plasma ein Tendenz In
der Versuc!osgruppe zu einem schnelleren Wiederkshr zur normalen Lege
gab.
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Ensenanza de Is relajacien en la escuela: Un reconocimiento de la

investigation y estudios empiricos.
El objeto principal de este proyecto, el cual comenzo en 1979, fue

trabajar arduamente y evaluar tecnicas sencillas de relapcion pare
(pupilm.) estudiantes escolares. Apart* de lo anterior. muchas

preguntas relacionadas fueron estudiados, tales como: Que efectos a
corto o largo plazo tendria un sencullo programa de entrenamtento en la
ejecucien de la relajecifin? Tiene la relajacilm alguna inportancia para
racobrarse despues de Ia actividad fisicamente vigorosa? Un ulterior e
important. prop6sito del proyecto fue hater un examen crittcc de

investigation previa en el area de control de tension. Este

reconocimiento investigati. 3 mostr6 que N mayor parte del trabajo

cientifico anterior, tuvo mis bien severas deficiencies en N

investigation inetodolOgica y disarm. Por to tanto, algunos de as

conclusions previas, control de tension, no pudueron ser observadas ni

comprobades pero conf.rmados por mis *studios controlados. Un

important* resulted° del napes° de la literature (los sscritos) fue que
ninguno de los metodos de relajacion mostrados, es per si solo riles

efectivo que los otros. Por este raz6n, varios metodos fueron

combinados en los programs. finales grabados y usedos en este estudio.
El programs de relajacion comenz6 con una versien abreviada de la
relajacien progresiva, seguida de algunos sjsrcicios autoo.uicos 6

tenicas simples de insklitacien.
El estudio principal podria ..!er cortamente caratterizado como un

estudio experimental en un sitio natural (la escuela) con un grupo
experimental (Nz294) y un grupo de control (N2287). Los alumnos

(12-17 altos de *dad) en ei grupo experimental, recibiendo
adiestramiento de relajacien dos o tres veces per semana durante un
period° de Ws' sensanae. %elides fueron tomadas antes, durante y
despises del period° experimental. La sxperisncia de entralamiento de
relajacilin fue mei:lids en cuatro ocesiones 4iferentes. Alrededor del 90%

de los alumnai encontraron la relajacion placentera y positive. Como

consecuencia de lo anterior la gran mayorla (90%) comprob6 la

e fectividad de la relajecien y tacnbien aprensii6 a ..lajarse sin ninguna
asisbencia y usando un mitodo (fell. Otros resultados se reflejaron en
un major rundemiento en el trabajo de to escuela ssgun lo comprob6 mis
de Ia sited. Una tartera parte de los asistentss pudieron dormir major.

El 603 sinberon mans tension, el 44% con mein irritation y el 46% tees
descansados 6 tambien mis activos que anteriormente.

Los resultados de los dos *studios sicolegicos den una clara imigen
de revindicacilm de una energies actividad sobre la bicicleta ergometer.
En el primer *studio de recuperation as diferencias entre el grupo
experimental y .1 grupo de control con respect° at curso de la

respiracien fueron significativas en u.. nivel del 1%. Al eonsiderar los
pulsaciones del coraz6n, no fueron notadas diferencias significativas
e ntre los dos grupos. Las experiencias subjectivas del resto y la
recuperacilm fueron mis fuertes en el grupo experimental que en el
grupo de contr.>I. En el segundo *studio de -ecuperacion, fueron

notadas mis diferencias significativas entre los dos grupos en el curso
de Ia respiracien, mientras que en variables como presien de la sangre,

pulsaciones del corazon y catecholamines en al plasmr, hubo una
tendencia hocia un mis ripido retorno a N normalided en el grupo
experimental.
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Socio-Cultural Environments and Suggestopedia

Mille Bayuk, Ph.D.
University of West Florida

Abstract

An investigation was made into the theoretical bases of suggestopedia the
principle of authonty, psychological 'weakening' of the student, collective growth vs
individual achievement, intuitive learning and the hypnotic element of hetercauggestion

within the context c: contrasting socio-cultural environments: communist and

Witelist systems.

Introduction

The advent of Lozanov's suggestopedia has stimulated worldwide
attention to devising teaching strategies to accelerate learning. Lozanov
is singkal out and cited so frequently because he is the one theoretician
who has consistently teated his hypotheses, continually modifying and
refining his method. Because of this, the seminal work of Lozanov
cannot be ignored in developing any accelerated learning program.
However, there is more than one technique for accelerating learning,
and suggestopedia cannot be taken for gospel. In fact, apart from the
Canadian government programs, fidelity to Lozanov's approach is not
characteristic of Western experimentation on suggestopedia. Some
reseerchers have departed so completely from the Bulgarian develop-
ment that their teaching models cannot be considered suggestopedic.
This infidelity to Lozanov's outline of suggestopedia is often blamed for
the disparity between the spectacular results claimed by the Soviet
Block and much more modest improvement in learning and retention
demonstrated in American experiments. In other words, teaching
rituals rather than the underlying philosophy of suggestology are
considered at fault.

If, on the other hand, one were to examine the theoretical model of
the approach as it was developed by Lozanov and other East European
methodologista, one could perhaps begin to evaluate suggestopedia in
terms of its applicability to noncommunist environments. The model
which remains constant in spite of ever-changing teaching strategies is
referred to by Lozanov as a set of `attitudes,' inherent to socio-cultural
behavior common to the Soviet Block countries. These attitudes include
a built-in obedience reflex, acceptance of authority, lack of com-
petitiveness, promotion of collective growth and a noncritical attitude.
Lozanov's theoretical basis also includes an unquestionable acceptance
of imbrmation promulgated by the government or by any recognized
authority, such as a mentor/teacher on any given subject, e.g., the
superiority of intuitive over cognitive learning and/or the importance of
heterosuggestion in generating hypermnesia.

A paper presented at the First International Symposium on Accelerated
Learning, State University of Rio de Janeiro, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, January 17,
1983.
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Suggestopedia as an Attitude
L at us examine suggestopedia's theoretical basis as it was developed

by Laanov. Suggestopedia is not a technique, maintains Loamy, but
rather an attitude (Lozanov's statement does not deny the importance of
certain teaching strategies; it emphasizes the importance of the underly-
ing theoretical construct of the method). According to Lozanov (1973),
the student in a suggestopedic class must display the following behavior.
He must:

1. become 'weakened" psychologically in order to develop trust in
his mentor and accept his authority.

2. become amenable to suggestions (as result of his weakening);
3. accept rigid discipline (presumably in and out of the classroom),

p_ad
4. contribute continuously to the collective growth of the class

rather than "harmfully' competing with his peers.
None of the preceding attitudes is stressed in the West because they

are not what Western educators consider appropriate in our culture. Let
us examine these attitudes one by one.

The principle of authority and heterosuggestion are predominant in
suggestopedia. The student is said to be Ildesuggested* of his inhibitions
(or reprogrammed) by his instructor/mentor who utilizes every possible
device to relax the student mentally so that he becomes amenable to
incoming suggestions. Then the instructor projects into the student's
mind, either by direct commands or subtle suggestions, the following
ideas:

1. The teacher is the supreme authority on the subject under
investigation.

2. The subject is valuable and/or useful.
3. The student can and will learn effortlessly and retain new

information for a long period of time.
Western attempts to accelerate learning have stressed only one type

of teacher authority: that which comes from 'within? This kind of
authority is based on the teacher's mastery of subject matter, and the
acknowledgement of this mastery by his students. It is a very important
part of Lozanov's suggestopedia, but only a part. Another type of
authority is that of the position or rank of the instructor who, according
to Lozanov, is *never wrong.* His word is final; he is not questioned by
his students, let alone challenged. He remains aloof and formal outside
of the classroom, although during socio-dranias, he may be 'the life of
the party" This is the authority which comes from *above.* Obviously, it
is effective sir_ze it has survived the rigor of testing and remains today
one of the theoretical components of Lozanov's system. Furthermore, it
does not conflict with the communist way of life. In fact, it reinforces it.

Suggestology cannot be either researched or applied in a vacuum.
Delores Schaefer reports in My Experiences with the Lozanov Method
(1980), that it is Lozanov's contention that suggestology's aim is to study
the human personality in its interrelations with the environment. Thus,
it ib natural to infer that Lozanov was working within the context of his
own am' alist environment.

In the Soviet Block where regimentation, obedience and almost
blind belief in authority are common and where mass media is
maintaining the desired political climate rather successfully; the author
ity figure who orders modifications of student behavior is normally
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accepted. After all, people are conditioned to accept suggestions on all
strata of their social milieu. In other words, susceptibility to suggestion
is an integral part of Soviet societal behavior. A. G. Kovalev of the
Leningrad State Institute of Culture, writes in An Experiment in
Reshaping the Personality of a High School Student (1976), that
'...habitual acceptance of the authority of his elders helps the student to
accept their suggestions' (p. 240)

Another researcher, D. Lehman (1973), of Karl Marz Institute in
Leipzig, East Germans does not fail to establish a relationship between
the method and the socio-political system of the Soviet Block by
concluding that suggestopedia makes better Soviet citizens.

N. Shipkovensks in Limits and Dangers of Suggestions (1975),
contends that suggestions will be inhibited by an individual with a
higher degree of mental development, creative ability and individu-
alism. This is an indirect way to equate the success of sugbestopedia
with the absence of individualism.

The attitudes discussed above are incompatible with the socio-
cultural environments prevalent in our classrooms. The concept of
authority (as the Soviet educators view it), heterosuggestion and above
all, the concept of personality reshaping, do not sit well with Western
educational tradition. A great deal of resistance could be expected if we
were to introduce unexpurgated suggestopedia from the Soviet Block
into classrooms in Western countries. Moreover; if we were to accept
Shipkovensky's point of view, the individualism that characterizes the
free world might preclude, or at least hamper, automatic acceptance of
heterosuggestion from any figUre of authority thereby inhibiting the
effectiveness of learning under suggestion.

It should be mentioned at this point that throughout the years,
Lozanov has been modifying his techniques, confusing and annoying his
followers in the process. Some have felt that these changes have been
prompted by Lozanov's search for more productive classroom techniques,
hence, modifications in class time, materials and their sequence of
presentation, musical selections, classroom environment, breathing
techniques, and so forth. Yet, Lozanov's theoretical basis, his 'attitudes,'
have remained pretty much constant although one could argue that he
has been, and still is, searching for a better balance between desired
results and means used to obtain them. In other words, 'How much
acceleration and at what pricer

Lozanov's perception of the collective growth of the class as an
essential principle of suggestopedia may or may not receive whole-
hearted approval in the West. Earl Stevick of the US Foreign Service
Language Institute in his Thaching Languages: A Way and Ways (1980),
advances his view of an American language classroom as being an
'arena' where individuals meet and fight for supremacy for their own
psychological survivals, for their own universes held together by deeply-
ingrained cultural concepts, rules of speech and learning styles. From
the onset, says Stevick, the psychological mood of such a classroom is not
conducive to pleasant learning.

The concern with the collective growth of the class rather than with
that of the individual may be viewed as a positive philosophy if its
application diminishes exaggerated self-concern and its corollaries, self-
pity, the feeling of inadequacy and of not being in control. Lozanov's
collective growth could be compared to the Western concept of "team-
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work,' which has been acclaimed by Western societies as a positive
outcome of group behavior.

Finally, whereas Lozanov advocates avoidance ofcompetition which
he considers harmful, Western educators encourage competition in
games, spelling bee, pesters, projects and other activities. In fact,
competition is one of the basic tenets of the capitalist system, and
classroom instruction is not exempt from its influence.

On the basis of the four attitudes prescribed by Lozanov for a
suggestopedic class, one should be able to perceive the image of an ideal
East European suggestopedic student whose psychological strength is
weakened to make him receptive to heterosuggestions, and who
unselfishly contributes to the growth of his class and dutifully resists
being competitive.

Does this image fit an American student as we know him today?
Hardly. Does an approach based on these attitudes fit in our educational
philosophy? Not on a wide scale, although it might prove useful and
appropriate for a group of consenting adults who must, at all cost,
master a large body of knowledge in the shortest span of time possible.
The Hypnotic Variable

Although this paper does not propose to resolve the ongoing dispute
whether suggestopedia and hypnosis induce essentially the same altered
state of consciousness, it will touch on certain aspects of this controversy.

Evidence indicates a similarity of the two consciousness states. For
example, C. T. Tart defines light hypnosis in Altered States of Con-
sciousness (1969), as a relaxed state of wakefulness, accompanied by
receptivity to suggestion, with alpha brain waves as the dominant
electrical pattern. Moreover, his study establishes a direct relationship
between the light hypnotic state and intellective alertness andhyperm-
nesia which characterize suggestopedia. Descriptions of the sugges-
topedic state found throughout Lozanov's works parallel closely tht
observations recorded by Tart in his studies of hypnosis.

Stanton (1978), confirms the similarity between hypnosis and
suggestopedia by comparing hypnotherapy procedures with the three
phases of the suggestopedic teaching presentation.

1. The preparation phase. The student/patient is being preparedfor
positive expectancy with mental and physical relaxation, rhythmic
breathing and visualization of pleasant experiences.

2. The presentation phase. This is characterized by concentration of
the student/patient on noarelated objects, e.g., music in suggestopedia or
backward counting in hypnotherapy.

3. The practice phase. Lozanov's sociodramas are similar in their
effect to that produced by group therapy encounters.

Lozanov is very reluctant to admit the existence of a hypnotic
element in suggestopedia. Yet a great deal of forceful suggestion is
offered in suggestopedic classes a la Lozanov. E. A. M. Robinett, in her
doctoral dissertation, The Effects of Suggestopedia in Increasing Foreign
Language Achievement (1975), models her deprogramming exercise on
Lozanov's pre-instuctional techniques. The following is an excerpt from
Robinett's deprogramming model:

'lb begin these exercises, assume a position with both feet flat
on the floor. Deep, regular breathing will help you...Let your
eyelids close...and repeat to yourself...Every day, I am getting
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better and better.. My mind moves effectively..I am supremely
calm...My memory is alert...(and so forth)..At the count of
three, let your eyes open, but retain your relaxed state of mind,
and listen with great interest and attention. (p. 63)
Very similar content is offered by A. Kovalev (1973), who terms his

session hypnotic. Kovalev describes a meeting with a Soviet high school
student in need of improvement. A short counseling session during
which Misha (the student) ackowledges his shortcomings and asks for
help, is followed, says Kovaleg by "a regular hypnotic session? Misha is
told to cicse his eyes and relax. Then the mentor begins to suggest
desired behavior modifications. Excerpts from the mentor's speech are
given below:

Listen carefully! Listen carefully! You are a good boy. You
understand that you must do your homework! Always, always,
always...You will go home, have your dinner, rest a while, and
then immediately start on your lessonsihmorirow you will
answer well. Answer well! Answer well!...Repeat after me...to-
day and always I will do my homework...today and always..
today and always...Listen to me...for good behavior and study
we will readmit you to the little Pioneer League...Your peers
will like you...You will be happy, happy happy..Open your eyes
now This is all for today. (p. 244)

The resemblance between the two sessions is indisputable.
It must be stressed at this point that a heterosuggestive approach

which is wholistically beneficial to the student is, or can be, very
valuable, just as is hypnotherapy. Yet, fear of heterosuggestion under
hypnosis as e classroom pedagogy will be detrimental to the method.
This fear, however supreesed, is a negative reinforcement and will
reduce the instructor's effectiveness as well as the student's ability to
let go,' relax, and learn.

No judgment is made in this article on the ethics of classroom
hypnosis, and no definite position is taken on whether hypnosis is indeed
a component of suggestopedia. This writer can only statethat one must
not bar the possibility of light hypnosis being induced in a suggestopedic
class. Keeping this in mind, the instructor then could select either to '.se
or not use suggestopedia.
The Concept of Intuitive Learning

Another stumbling block in accepting suggestopedia in the West is
ti, attitude toward the concept of intuitive learning. Whereas in
Western philosophy explains I. K. 'ftiimni The Science of Yoga (1974),
intuition is often equated with the absence of reasoning, in yogic
philosophy (on which suggestopedia is partially based), intuition is
viewed as a transcendent faculty of perception which dispenses with the
use of customary cognitive sensory paths. Called Pratibha in Hindi, this
faculty is direct and instantaneous. It bypasses all learning barriers so
often referred to by Lezanov and his followers in describing suggestoped-
ic lessons.

Mircea Eliade, in his work, Yoga: Immortality and Freedom (1958),
reports on the superiority of intuitive o,er cognitive learning. According
to yogic doctrines, maintains Eliade, intuitive perception is a subcon-
scious psychomental activity directed toward either an object or
information.
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During deprogramming suggestopedic sessions, auditory channels
remain open initially in order to activate a lever' which 'switches'
cognitive perception to another modality, that of intuitive perception,
also referred to as subliminal perception. Visual channels remain
inactive during deprogramming sessions when students are asked to
mentate (visualize with eyes closed). Once the intuitive, or subliminal,
mode takes hold, all suggestions and/or information are received in
wholistic images rather than in linear progression which is characteris-
tic of cognitive learning, slow, deliberate and judgmental.

Wilson Bryan Key, in his best-seller Subliminal Seduction (1973),
refers to subliminal stimuli and passive receptivity (Lozanov's pseudo-
passiveness), as having an extrordinary effect upon human perception.
Although Key discusses mainly the negative (commercial) aspects of
subliminal perception, there is no reason why one could not take
advantage of the positive aspects of subliminal learning.

At this juncture in our quest for accelerated learning, we should
review our personal attitudes toward altered states of consciousness,
heterosuggestion and the concept of intuition. No method can be
successful if the instructor doubts the validity of its theoretical founda-
tions, because if he harbors such doubts, he will subliminally broadcast
his lac of conviction and consequently undermine the success of the
accelerated teaching.

It must be understood that one cannot obliterate "offensive'
theoretic,.1 bases of suggestopedia by ignoring them. Heterosuggestion,
intuitive perception, and perhapt, hypnosis are part of Lozanov's
theoretical construct which was developed within the confines of a
communist socio-cultural environment.

For those who cannot accept suggestopedia in its pure form,
relaxopedia seems to be the most desirable alternative. The relaxopedic
approach with alpha state induced through autosuggestion rather than
heterosuggestion, can be accepted in the West where the latest findings
in the field of brain research and the popularity of the biofeedback
experiments have lent an aura of respectability to this type of research.

Relaxopedia does not offend. It does not call for sophisticated
hardware or comfortable sleeping accommodations. Above all, it does
not rely heavily on either the principle of authority, as perceived by East
European methodologists, or on heterosuggestion which in the Western
world is often equated with "brainwashing,' and shied away from by
Western educators who view it as a negative and possibly dangerous
mode of instruction. Relaxopedia relies mostly on a type of auto
suggestion described by Elmer and Alyce Green (1977), in their
experiments conducted at the Menninger Clinic in Ibpeka, Kansas. It
was noted that students were able to self-induce a state of 'reverie
which, through routine practice, enabled them to improve their self-
images and accelerate substantially their acquisition of new knowledge.

Procedural Variables
Lozanov's procedural variables, although modified from time to

time, remain more constant than the variables used by American
practitioners. Some of the American innovations are listed below.
Musical selections.

Selections from classical baroque music, largo movements are being
replaced with selections from modern baroque, Halpern music, popular
music and in some cases, no music at all.
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Yoga breathing.
This is either omitted or modified to a degree where the yoga

rhythm becomes no longer recognizable.
Class duration.

The trawtional three-hour class is scaled down to accommodate
individual schedules.
Classroom environment.

Lights are bright rather than dimmed as in the Lazanov experi-
ments; classrooms are often noisy; chairs are uncomfortabl, , the
environment in general is nonconducive to inducing alpha state, that
state of consciousness which is essential to accelerate learning.
Materials.

Very few American educators use traditional Lozanov-design mate-
rials, creating instead their own or adapting the existing textbooks to
their own versions of accelerated lessons.
Sequence of presentation.

This fluctuates from experiment to experiment.
Teacher training.

Whereas suggestopedic teachers from the Soviet Block are trained
in drama and voice, their American counterparts are not Thus their
respective pedagogies are per force dissimilar.

How do these alterations affect the outcome of suggestopedic
experiments in the West? It is the opinion of this writer that since
hypermnesia is achieved when electrical activity of the brain is slowed
to alpha state and since alpha state is induced mainly through such
devices as appropriate musical selections and yoga rhAmic breathing,
these procedural variables must be considered the most important ones
in any classroom where sadantial hypermnesia is expected. Their
omission will affect the success of a suggestopedic session.

When alpha state is achieved and successfully maintained, the
remaining variables become leas important. g however, no alpha orate
is achieved, then the teacher's behavior, classroom environment, mate-
rials and so forth, will become cruLial, just as they are in nonsugges-
topedic classrooms.
Conclusion

Controversy is likely to be stirred wherever suggestopedia is used,
or even discussed. This controversy reflects the value system of the
society to which suggestopedic concepts and practices have been
introduced. The method itself is neither intrinsically good or evil. Ethics
of suggestopedia are determined by the motives of those who control the
experiments. The new practitioner of suggestopedia should expect to
encounter some reeistance to his methodology, and be prepared to
counter raised arguments. He also should realize that successful
adaption of suggestopedia requires thorough knowledge of its theoretical
basis, and that certain phases, namely those used to induce alpha state,
may not be omitted if significant results are expected.

Suggestopedia may not be appropriate in every socio-cultural
setting In noncommunist systems, opposition to some of its philosophies
or techniques may preclude its use. For eery situation, however, there
is a pedagogy of accelerated learning which will satisfy both the student
and society. If the effectiveness of the llosen method is less striking than
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it of suggestopedia a la Lozanou, let us accept this as the price to be
paid for selecting a system on the basis of our own preferred "attitudes.*
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Les onvironnements socio-culturels et N suggestopedle.
Une 4tude Tut faits sur les bases thooriques de N suggestopadie--le

princepii de l'autorte, "l'afoaiblissement" psychologique de l'etudiant, le
developpement collectif con.re l'accomplissement individuel, ('acquisition
intuitive et ('element hypnotique de l'heteosuggestiondans -ii context
l'environnements socio-culturels opposes: Is systems communist. et to
system capitalist..

Sozio-kulturelle Umgebungen und Suggesop.die.
Eon Untersucung fiber die theroetischen Grundiagen von

Suggestopidiedas Prinzip von Autoritit, gesitige "Schwea.hung" des
Studenten, kollektsves Wachsturegegen individual,. Lesitung, intu:tives
Lemon und das hypnotische Element von Heterosuggestion--wurde im
Kontex von konstrastiven soz io- ku It u rellen Umgebungen
(kommunistscschen und kapitalistischen Systemen) durchgefahrt.

Med* ambient* soclo cultural y sugestopedia.
Una investiacion fue hecha con as bases tedricas del la

sugestopedia--el principio de la autoridad, "debilitamiento" sicolifigico del
estudiante, desarrollo (crecimiento) colectivo versus realizacion
individual, aprenclizaje intuitive y el Memento hipmetico de la
heterosugestionsin el contemto de contratte de los methos ambient.*
socio-culturales: sestemas capitalists y comunista.
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Some Implications of Consciousness Research for Education

Stanley Krippner
Saybrook Institute

Abstract

This -rticle examines the histoncal perspectives influencing education in regard to
learning, memory, and related functions of human consciousness. The author explores
how research in hemisphenc-related skills, brain growth stages, learning styles,
imaginative and creative thinking and the potential of suggestion, has led to a time when
education may feel the implications of consciousness research. The author then offers
some education alternatives, existing at this time, promoting mental shifts from the
analytical, logical, verbal mode to the global, intuitive mode of thinking Lastly, the
article investigates possible scenarios for future educational systems.

Historical Perspective
Since the days of the ancient Greeks find Romans, education has

been influenced by knowledge and beliefs about learning, memory and
related functions of human consciousness. Aristotle believed that we
remember information by forming images of it, and that we recall these
images by ordering them in sequence, associating them with one
another according to principles of similarity, contrast and contiguity
(Wittrock, 1978). In ancient Greece and later in Rome, Aristotle's
conception of memory and recall affected educational practices. Stu-
dents, teachers, lawyers, statesmen and civil servants were all taught to
generate images of the ideas they wished to remember, to associate the
images with familiar objects in lieir homes and to order these images
and objects in easily remembered sequences.

During me -.val times, Thomas Aquinas revived the classical art of
memory. He tau it to many clergymen and teachers, mirig Aristotle's
ideas about memory to help people understand and remember his
religious dictums. One of the innovations of the Renaissance was a
revised educational curriculum heavily influenced by the writings of
Plato.

In 1590, Rudolf Goeckel, for the first time, used the word "ps7cholo-
gy" in the title of a book (Watson, 1963, p. 130). Half a century later,
Rene Descartes, in his dualistic approach to consciousness, emphasized
the cognitive aspects of the mind. In the following years, two points of
view the phenomenological and the mechanistic emerged as ways
of dealing with the so-called "mind/body problem."

The psychology of J. F. Herbart, appearing in the 1880s, was based
upon interpretations of experience, metaphysics, and mathematics. He
stated that psychology was fundamental to educational theory and
practice. Herbart's most influential idea, reminiscent of Aristotle, was
that one should introduce new material to students by building upon
familiar ideas.

At about the same time Wilhelm Wundt stated that psychology, as a
science, cannot be based on any metaphysical assumptions; to him, the
experimental method was necessary but incorporated introspection as an
investigative tool. Socrates had made an appeal for the importance of
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introspection in self- knowing, and Descartes had concurred. However,
Wundt combined the introspective process with experimentation in
studying the contents of consciousness (Watson, 1963, p. 243).

In 1887, George 11-umbell Ladd stated that psychology could be
defined as "the description and explanation of states of consciousness as
such.' This point of view was adopted by William James (1892) and
several other early psychologists. However, John B. Watson, in a 1913
paper titled 'Psychology as the Behaviorist Views It? urged that
attempts to understand consciousness be abandoned in favor of objective
observation and measurement. Through observe.on, the study of
animals, infants, and emotionally-disturbed individuals, previously
excluded from a largely introspective psychology, could be easily
included. Thus, it might be argued that Watson both broadened and
narrowed the scope of psychology (Hilgard, 1980).

By the 1920s, psychology had become defined as the scientific study
of observable behavior. But three decades later, developments in
cognitive psychology, humanistic psychology, and the neuroeciences had
begun to reintroduce consciousness as a legitimate scientific concern and
psychology was redefined as the study of behavior and experience. For
example, E. R. Hilgard'e 1956 edition of Theories of Learning empha-
sized fundamental distinctions between stimulus- response theories and
cognitive theories 'Subjective behaviorism' was introduced in the book
Plans and the Structure of Behavior by George Miller, E. H. Galanter,
and Karl Pribram 11960).

Meanwhile, consciousness research was advanced by the discovery
that rapid eye movements were quantitatively related to reported
dreams. This demonstrated that objective and subjective methods could
be combined. Furthermore, research in hypnosis and in psychedelic
drugs suggested ways in which unconscious material could be elicited in
the laboratory. Biofeedback technology produced evidence that many
internal states could be subject to voluntary control.

As a result of these developments, a 'new introspectionism' has
emerged in the study of spontaneous fantasy, daydreaming, meditation,
and creativity. In addition, advances in neurophysiology have produced
data concerning the two cerebral hemispheres as well as the role played
by brain chemicals in regulating behavior This has led to i..- reared
research interest in the integration of physical and mental phenol iena,
and how that integration can be described and conceptualized.

Developments in the new introspectionism have been sLimidate=3 by
recent studies on the stream of consciousness (Hilgard, 1980) The
question has been posed whether interpreting the flow of comic manses
can be done only by literary figures such as James Joyce, Virgin i Wolf,
and John Dos Passes, or whether it can be assimilated inti a scilntific
psychology. Many contemporary investigators have answered that it
belongs to psychology today as much us it did wher Wiliam James
(1892) mentioned the importance of the stream of thought.

Klinger and Singer
Many of the methods used in the new introspectionism fit easily

into familiar experimental patterns. Erik' Klinger (1978) has described
five procedures for obtaining systematic reports of inner .xperienze:
questionnaires, event recording, thinking out loud, descriptive thought
sampling, and thought sampling using rating". For example, s subject
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::n carry out an assigned task during which he or she is interrupted and
&hiked to tell what has been going on in his or her mind. The subject
mentally reconstructs whatever was going on before the interruption. In
the rating variation, the reply requires only acknowledgement of the
presence or absence of specific thoughts.

Using these approaches, Klinger (1971) found that the flow of
fantasy could be analyzed into components. He has argued that fantasies
are response sequences and that images are responses. To Klinger, eidetic
imagery demonstrates that 'sensory fields may be stored in the nervous
system in exquisite detail" (Klinger, 1971, p. 124). Further, he has
produced data suggesting that images and hallucinations can be both
conditioned and extinguished. Consequently, imagery probably plays a
significant role in learning.

Instead of serving frivolous functions, Klinger (1971) considers
fantasy highly adaptive. In the course of fantasy, a person reviews,
recombines, and sometimes reorganizes information often creatively.
Fantasy can be viewed as a channel for performing preparatory work
fortuitously between emergencies. Thus, fantasy, imagery and related
processes perform the significant functior of mental self-organization for
the individual (Klinger, 1971, p. 356).

A cognitive approach to daydreaming research has been taken by
Jerome Singer (1966), who has defined it as a shift of attention away
from an ongoing physical or mental task, or from a perceptual response
to external stimulation, towards a response to some internal stimulus
(Singer, 1966, p. 3). Singer began to study these phenomena by recording
his own daydreams, noting that they fell into two categories: 1)
persistent childhood fantasies and 2) ongoing streams of associations
and interior monologues associated with particular problems or thought
chains. He then arranged for his thought precesses to be interrupted by
an alarm at five-minute intervals, and classified his experiences on such
dimensions as degree of symbolic content, degree of visual imagery, and
degree of non-visual imagery. He then studied the daydreams of others
using questionnaires and interviews, finding few sex differences but
major differences in age, educational backgound, and socio-economic
status.

Singer's (1966) data contained several surprises. Rather than a rare
phenomenon, it was discovered that 96 percent of his subjects reported
that they engaged in daydreaming daily. Against the conception of
daydreaming as primarily pathological, it was found that introverted
children who daydream frequently are unlikely to end up as schizophre-
nics. Furthermore, hallucinating individuals sewed less daydreaming
than non-hallucinators, suggesting that daydreaming prepares adults to
accept their own inner processes and differentiate fantasy from reality
more precisely. Daydreaming, then, is neither trivial nor pathological
but an important cognitive skill, available for the enhancement and
enrichment of life (Pope & Singer, 1978).

Klinger, Singer, and many other contemporary cognition research-
ers have attempted to conceive a set of finite mental systems that people
use to generate infinitely varied actions. This approach has been in
evidence in many of the recent studies of selective attention, imagery,
verbal encoding, memory, and retrieval (Wittrock, 1978, p. 62). Recent
research in artificial intelligence and computer technology has this
cognitive flavor, positing "executives," "buffers," and "memory stores,"
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defined as internal structures and functions that mediate delayed
performances.

Defining Consciousness Research
Consciousness research has been described as the investigation and

mampulation of the psychophysiological processes associated with
awareness, cognition, associative memory, abstract thought, symbolic
communication, and language (Rheingold & Levine, 1982). Two central
concepts of consciousness research differentiate it from brain research
and cognitive science, two fields with which it overlaps to some extent: 1)
the centrality of the role and meaning of subjective experience, the
dynamics and flow of which are not only the central phenomenon of
consciousness but also a resource which can be tapped, and 2) the
concept of altered (or alternate) states of consciousness, with its
implication that training to increase individual flexibility in achieving
different conscious states is a cornerstone for expanding the actualiza-
tion of human potentials (O'Regan & Harman, 1982). In any discussion
of the implications of consciousness research for education, data from
brain research and cognitive science must also be included. However, it
is the variety of subjective experience that provides the unique domain
of consciousness research.

Perhaps the development in all three of these areas which has
received the most publicity in recent years is the research dealing with
the brain's right and left cortical hemispheres. This work dates back to
1836 when Marc Dax, an obscure country physician, read a paper at a
medical society meeting in Montpellier, France. Dax had been struck by
what appeared to be an association between the loss of speech and the
side of the brain where neurological damage had occurred. He sum-
marized these observations and presented his conclusions: each half of
the brain controls different functions, speech being controlled by the left
half. The paper aroused little interest and was soon forgotten. Dax died
the following year unaware that he had anticipated one of the most
active areas of scientific inquiry of the second half of the twentieth
century (Springer & Deutsch, 1981).

As research into the specialized functions of the brain's two
hemispheres proceeded, the results s'iggested a natural dichotomy based
on different ways of dealing with information. The left hemisphere, for
most people, appeared to be specialized forts*, "age fwictims, and these
specializations were shown to be a cons f the left hemisphere's
superior analytic sk;11s, of which langt tie manifestation. The
performance of the nght hemisphere, superior in visual- spatial tasks,
results from its synthetic and holistic manner of dealing with
information.

However, this verbal/nonverbal dichotomy is too simplistic to
explain all of the data from split-brain, brain-damaged, and non-
damaged subjects. Thus, it would be more accurate to speak of an
analytic./holistic distinction. This neurophysiological perspective on
traditionally psychological domains has resulted in a reconsideration of
the scientific ..ivestigation of consciousness. Robert Ornstein (1977), for
example, has called upon psychology to return to its original focus an
examination of conscious experience, using the new tools which are now
available.

Ornstein (1977) proposes that the cerebral hemispheres are special-
ized for different types of thought, and claims that our schools spend
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most of their time training students in what appears to be left-
hemisphere skills. Joseph Bogen (1975) concurs that the hemispheric
differences have important implications for education. In Bogen's view,
Western society has over-estimated reading, writing, and calculation at
the expense of other tasks. For example, he believes that intelligence
tests are directed toward left-hemisphere abilities. The use of these tests
becomes justified in a society that evaluates success in terms of
productivity and financial earning power. However, Bogen states, these
tests do not take into account artistic creativity and other, perhaps
higher, forms of expression.

Some writers have suggested that there are distinct intersocietal
ways of thinking. Bogen and his associates (Bogen, DeZare, Thnhouten
and Marsh, 1972) compared the performance of 1,220 persons of varied
backgrounds on tests which purport to tap hemispheric performance.
The results seemed to demonstrate that Hopi Indians and black
Americans relied on their right hemispheres in thinking more than did
the others tested. However, the study could be criticized on the grounds
that these differences simply restated cultural differences which exist on
verbal intelligence tests (Springer & Deutsch, 1981). Yet, this study and
those like it are often used by proponents of the notion that, due to the
socialization process in Western culture, half of our mental capacity is
neglected, specifically the right half. The major business of the left
hemisphere, these writers claim, is the logical representation of reality
and the ability to communicate with the external world. The province of
the right hemisphere, in contrast, is said to be understanding patterns
and complex relationships that may not be very logical, but which are
essential for innovation and insight (Springer & Deutsch, 1981, p. 191).

However, in an authoritative review of the research literature, S. P.
Springer and George Deutsch (1981) found no reason to believe that
styles of thinking are divided along hemispheric lines. They note that in
certain stages, the formation of new ideas may involve intuitive
processes independent of analytic reasoning or verbal argument. Prelim-
inary ordering of new data or reordering of pre-existing knowledge
might arise from random activity. However, we have no conclusive
evidence that these are exclusively right-hemisphere functions. Accord-
ing to Springer and Deutsch, our educational system may miss training
or developing half of the brain, but it probably does so by neglecting the
talents of both hemispheres (p. 192).

The cortical hemispheres overlap greatly in ability and function;
they are intimately connected with each other throuch the cerebral
commissures and other tissues. For example, the right hemisphere
comprehends but cannot reproduce speech. The so-called dichotomy
between the hemispheric functions probably results from a slight
advantage one strategy has over another strategy, which is operationally
sufficient to produce specialization of some functions. However, to apply
such data to educational planning would probably be premature.

In regard to this issue, Marcel Kinsbourne (1982) discusses the
copying of shapes. According to his model, the left hemisphere contrib-
utes to the overall performance and formulation of an action plan,
transducible into acts of copying. The right hemisphere contributes the
spatial framework into which the outcome of each act is successively
entered, to preserve the proper relationship between action components.
To think of each of these two ingredients as independent, representing



alternative approaches to the act of figure copying, makes little sense.
But this is precisely what some enthusiastic writers have done who
speak of drawing from different sides of the brain. Kinsbourne points out
that all parts of the healthy brain are at all times available for use.
However, some people will use certain parts of the brain more frequently
and intensely than will others. Most of the lime, people range freely
across and between the hemispheres, integrating the products of diverse
mental operations into their overt behavior or covert mental activity.

Abundant evidence exists that cerebral lateralization is important
for the development of human cognition. It is also clear that if
asymmetric neural circlits of the brain are not brought into play at
certain critical times of development, they may never be capable of full
functioning (MacLean, 1978, p. 341).

Indeed, there is a division of labor between the hemispheres, and
attempts to capture the essence of this dichotomy in a simplifying
formulation are justifiable. But there is no reason to assume that this
dichotomy in the brain represents the most polarity in human behavior
There are many polarities around which useful constructs about aspects
of the mind can be formulated. Such constructs have their own
justifications, and need not appeal to brain organization for validation.

Brain Growth Stages
Human brain growth occurs primarily during the age intervals of 3

to 10 months and from the ages of 2 to 4, 6 to 8,10 to about 12, and 14 to
about 16 years (Epstein, 1978). These well-established intervals corre-
late in time with the classical stages of intellectual development as
described by Piaget, except that the 14 to 16 year growth stage has no
Piagetian counterpart. Recent work, however, has yielded preliminary
evidence for such a stage appearing at that age span (p. 344).

Intensive and novel intellecitol inputs to children may be most
effective during the stages of brain growth and subsequent integration.
Novel challenges that are presented at the wrong time, however, might
turn off the ability to absorb some of these challa.zges at a more
appropriate age. The typical results of the Head Start programs were a
rise in IQ from 10 to 15 points during the first year, followed bya steady
decline so that by the end of second grade there was no difference
between Head Start and non-Head Start children. This could have
resulted from an unfortunate choice of exactly the wrong ages for the
intervention because the 4 to 6 year age period is one of minimal brain
and mind growth; both earlier and later programs would be more likely
to succeed. A number of such projects, in fact, have produced apparently
permanent increases in intellectual functioning of children from low-
income homes providing that intervention started after age 6 or by age 2
(Epstein, 1978, pp. 359, 362; Rhine, 1981).

H. T. Epstein ( 1978) points out that intensive intellectual input
should be situated at the spurt ages. He claims that the benchmarks of
development are the simultaneous appearance of cognitive and moral
stages whose fostering should be a minimal goal of both home and school
activities (p. 362). Paul MacLean (1978) adds that if empathy is not
learned at a critical age, it may never become fully developed. According
to MacLean, 'Adolescents not only need to be exposed to human
suffering, but also need to be given the responsibility for ministeringto
it' (p. 341).
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When the human brain is being programmed for the mental growth
spurt and the correlated jump in brain growth between ages 2 and 4, it is
simultaneously being programmed fog vision, language, hearing, and
speaking. Educational workers, according to Epstein (1978) also need to
help very young children to overcome physical handicaps impinging on
their learning capacities. They world possibly have a more positive
prognosis if such efforts were implemented during periods of rapid
growth (p. 370).

Postnatal insults to human brain development are usually the
result of undernutrition and perhaps also environmental deprivation.
The former causes decreases in both cell number and the complexity of
neural networks. The latter has been studied with rodents but not, to
any significant degree, with humans (Epstein, 1978, p. 353). Nutritional
deficit in some studies has produced an average lowered IQ of 25 points;
this effect persists even if the children later receive adequate diets.
Epstein states, "The building of an adolescent brain on top of an
architectually abnormal brain yields an even greater abnormality than
that existing at the end of the original condition" (p. 357).

As far as major brain injury is concerned, the young child's brain is
highly plastic. Portions of the brain damaged wt.en the child is very
young may lose some of their full functioning. However, over time, with
proper stimulation, the functions may reappear (Chall & Miraky, 1978,
p. 372).

Epstein (1978) also points out that the brain growth spurt of girls at
age 11 is about twice that of boys, while something like the converse is
true of the brain growth acceleration that occurs around age 15. It could
be stated that girls, in general, need a different curriculum from that of
boys at those ages, with far more intense and complex input being
appropriate for girls around the age of 11 and less intense and complex
around the age of 15. The current system's failure to adapt educational
inputs at the proper age for the far greater capacities of girls at this age
might be partly responsible for the relative lack of females in the more
theoretical or abstract professions (p. 367). In addition, of course, there
are important sociological factors at work dealing with sexual stereo-
types, self-concept, and the expectations of families and teachers.
Learning Styles

It is too early to make definitive statements concerning the presence
or absence of relationships between brain structure and learning styles.
However, there are research data bearing on the existence of various
styles of learning. As the diversity of the public school population
continues to grow, educators are being called upon to incorporate various
instructional strategies that are designed to accommodate different
learning styles (Zigler & Muenchow, 1979).

Learning, or cognitive, styles can be thought of as relatively stable
ways by which individuals perceive, conceptualize, and organize infor-
mation. One model holds that the child's initial global percepts and
concepts become more highly articulated and differentiated with devel-
opment (Wittrock, 1978, p. 90). This model posits two conceptual
orientations: egocentric and stimulus-centered; and three conceptual
classes: analytic-descriptive, inferential-categorical, and relational (the
latter two being non-analytic in nature).

A child with an analytic-descriptive style would groty stimuli by
their similar elements, e.g., a tab and a chair fall together because they
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both have four legs. The non-analytical styles group would link stimuli
that are functionally related to one another (e.g., a table and chair are
both used for dining) or on commonalities of the whole (e.g., people can be
classed together who are all farmers). Children with analytic orientations
are found to ignore distracting stimuli, whereas non-analytic children
tended to be impulsive (Kagan, Moss, & Sigel, 1963).

'Rimer Zelniker and W. E. Jeffrey (1976) related learning styles to a
model of cognitive processes of the brain. They hypothesized that
reflective children (e.g., children who are above average on both
accuracy and latency of response) differ from impulsive children (e.g.,
those who are below the mean on both accuracy and latency of response)
in their information-processing Ztrategies. They found that the reflective
children used an analytic cogniti e style while impulsive children useda
global, non-analytic cognitive le. Impulsive children are more fre-
quently found in the lower sod. 'c classes but are not necessarily
inferior to reflective children in problem-solving ability, especially when
a global strategy is appropriate. From this, we can expec. learning to be
difficult when a mismatch exists between a child's global learning
strategy and the analytic organization of instruction favored by most
teachers.

Some writers hold that two incompatible learning styles analytic
and relational develop in cultures emphasizing either shared func-
tions or formal primary social groupings. Children with a relational (or
non-analytic) style typically experience difficulty in schools and on tests
where an analytic strategy is needed to succeed. Relational children in
an analytically-organized school environment face a cultural conflict
which must be seen as different than cultural deprivation (Wittrock,
1978, p. 92).

In an extensive series of studies, H. A. Witkin and his associates
(1962) defined a field-independent or differentiated cognitive style and a
field-dependent or global style. A field-independent person can better
locate an embedded figure in a complex background. Compared with
field-independent people, field-dependent people are more socially ori-
ented, more aware of social cues, better able to discern the feelings of
others from their facial expressions, are more responsive to a myriad of
incoming information, are more dependent on others for reinforcement
and for defining their own beliefs and sentiments, and more in need of
extrinsic motivation and externally-defined objectives. Field-
independent persons are relatively impersonal, individualistic, insensi-
tive to others and their reinforcements, interested in abstract subject
matter, and intrinsically motivated. They have internalized frames of
reference, and experience themselves as separate or differentiated from
others and the environment. They tend to use previously-learned
principles and rules to guide their behavior

There are data suggesting that boys who are most popular with
their peers tend to be field-independent while the most popular girls are
field-dependent (Witkin, et al., 1968, p. 221). Field-dependent adults
tend to have more identity problems and unresolved dependency needs,
often leading to alroholirm, obesitx ulcers, and asthma (p. 213). Field-
independent adults tend to have more difficulties involving overcontrol,
delusions of grandeur, and social isolation. Field independent students
typically do better on examinations because they me lees dependent on
the examiner for a definition of the task and their role in it tp. 156). The
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analytical nature of the field-independent students also permits them to
do better in the typical school situation.

M. C. Wittrock (1978) suggests that instruction can be improved
when it is based upon process-oriented learning styles that relate to
knowledge about the encodir o: strategies of the learner. Instruction
should begin with careful observation of learners, their constructive
processes, and their individual differences. Instead of age, sex, and
intelligence, Wittrock proposes that the understanding of cognitive
styles and learning strategies of students promises to lead more directly
tf., proper instructional procedures. One clear implication that emerges is
the importance of the mental processes and intellectual backgrounds of
learners that occur during instruction and teaching. The same treat-
ment may mean something different to different learners; different
treatments may be needed to attain the same ends with different
individuals (p. 96).

For Wittrock, the teacher rather than the subject matter is given
new importance. Original challenging functions need to be performed
with students. Learning is not confined to one objective at a time, nor is
it a one-dimensional, step-by-step procedure. Recent research data imply
that the brain constructs meaning in at least two different ways by
imposing either analytic or holistic organizations on information.

The extensions of this important finding lead into curriculum
design, the sequencing of instruction, and the learner's elaboration of
information by means of different organizational strategies. This finding
also implies that instruction organized to induce gestalt-synthetic
processes will be different from a linear sequence of information
illustrated with pictures. An inductive, or other non-linear, order of
information seems more appropriate for inducing a synthetic or global
processing strategy. Reinforcement (defined either as informational
feedback or as an automatic process of learning) that is appropriately
designed for one learning style may be poorly timed, random, or
disruptive for the cognitive strategy of another learner. The organized
multivariate reality constructed by the learner is far more sophisticated
than the reality that simplistic instructional procedures are designed to
accommodate ( Wittrock, 1978, p. 100).

It .,ay be asked whether an integration of cognitive approaches
produces superior learning. Preliminary data are available from a study
of 57 academically-gifted high school seniors conducted by Conchita
Tan- Willman (1982). In comparison to 52 students who were not
academically gifted (as identified by school records), a gifted group
demonstrated more integration on the Tbrrance Style of Learning and
Thinking questionnaire. However, the female subjects, both gifted and
non-gifted, showed more of an inclination toward integrated learning
and thinking styles than the male subjects. The gifted males were more
specialized in their styles (either linear or global) than both the female
groups, supporting the notion that there is a need to utilize more
educational methods emphasizing global, non-linear synthesizing, and
simultaneous intuitive processing of information for female students.
Moreover, the wide range of thinking and learning styles revealed in the
study indicated the necessity to view learners as individuals.

This capability to view learners individually is typical of the
creative teachers identified by Paul Tbrrance ('Ibrrance & Myers, 1970).
In a class on "Creative Ways of Beaching," 165 of 200 teachers were able
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to recall instances in which they encouraged students in ways that
resulted in transformational experiences. For example, 1) children
changed from 'hopeless, unteachable non-readers' to average or super-
ior readers; 2) children turned from well-established patterns of vandal-
ism, destructiveness, and lack of school achievement to productive,
altruistic behavior 3) emotionally disturbed and unproductive behavior
changed to constructive behavior and above- average achievement; 4)
alienation and rejection transformed into acceptance and healthy
contact with reality; 5) apathy and hatred of school changed to
enthusiasm about learning and outstanding achievement; 6) bitter,
hostile sarcasm changed to kind, thoughtful behavior, and 7) children
officially diagnosed as mentally retarded moved to above average
intellectual functioning and school achievement.
Research on Imaginative and Creative Thinking

Paul Witty (1965) describes gifted individuals as those whose
performance in any valuable line of human activity is consistently or
repeatedly remarkable. Thrrance (1970) defines creativity as the process
of sensing gaps or disturbing, missing elements; forming ideas or
hypotheses about them; testing these hypotheses; and communicating
the results, possibly modifying and retesting the hypotheses. Creative
thinking has been described as the imaginatively gifted recombination of
known elements into something new (Shaughnessy & Tbvelowitz, 1981).

Torrance has designed the most frequently used treasure of
creativity, the Thrrance Mats of Creative Thinking (Thrrance, 1974). He
has used these tests in his well-kno,- classroom studies of creative
behavior. 'lb examine the validity of the measures, Thrrance (1974)
followed up a group of 103 male and a9 female students who had been
examined in 1959 when they were enrolled in grades 9 through 12 of a
midwestern U.S. high school. Portions of the tests were scored for 13
criterion-referenced indicators of creative ability. In 1971, they were
evaluated on the basis of three criteria of adult creativity: number of
publicly-recognized creative achievements, quality of highest creative
achievements, and creativeness of future career image. AB males and all
former 12th graders showed significant correlations between the 13 test
indicators and the three criteria of creative achievement. For the rest of
the sample, 12 of the 13 correlations were significant. Hence, the data
strongly supported the validity of the Thrrance Tests of Creative
Thinking.

Jerome Singer and Dorothy Singer (1977) have presented evidence
that a high level of imaginative play in children is closely related to an
extended vocabulary, the ability to categorize materials, and the ready
retrieval of words or images. Play in early childhood appears to be a
crucial, adaptive resource by which children can organize complex
experiences into manageable forms, providing anticipatory images for
future guidance. In one study involving 140 three- and four-year-old
children, the imaginativeness of play was associated with ratings of
positive affect and elation. Children who develop their ability to pretend
appeared to be happier and more deeply involved with learning.

Beverly Galyean (1982) trained three tenth-grade teachers of
remedial composition to use a specific imagery activity during one 50-
minute class period. Post-imagery compositions improved to a greater
extent than in control sessions devoid of imagery activity. One student
made the comment, "After we did the imagery, everything became easy
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It was as if someone were writing for me. I want to do this again" (p. 7).
Other studies also demonstrate the utility of imagery in successful
programs for remedial readers and writers (Chall & Mirsky, 1978, p.
374; Samuels & Samuels, 1975; Redeker, 1963). Further, Wirrock (1978,
p. 97) cites a series of studies which led to an improvement of
individuals' response to instruction due to procedures designed to induce
the generation of images to accompany the text being read.

There are several parallels between the research studies on the
encoding processes of the brain and the psychological research on verbal
processes and imagery in encoding. Dual process models of encoding that
emphasize imagery on the one hand, and verbal and analytical processes
on the other, are frequently studied. The brain stores neither words nor
pictures but representations of both. Pictures generated by elementary
school children somewhat enhanced the learning of definitions of words
in one study, while teaching strategies that elaborate verbal information
in a synthetic spatial or imagery strategy have been found to facilitate
memory (Wittrock, 1978, p. 75).
The Potential of Suggestion

Since no individual is able to acquire from his or her own personal
experience all of the knowledge needed to survive and function in
modern society, we must each develop a selective readiness to accept and
to incorporate into our reality system various bits of knowledge which
have not been verified or logically tested. Young children quickly learn
to trust the judgment of their parents and to rely upon them to help
define the nature of the real world. This procedure is followed through-
out lir% usually unconsciously, as suggestions are accepted and incorpo-
rated into an individual's system of perceived reality. Hypnosis repre-
sents the most obvious example of suggestion (Hilgard, 1980), but there
are more subtle suggestive phenomena which operate in learning.
Interpersonal expectancy effects in education have been identified;
teachers will often obtain the results they expect from students due to
bias, labels, or other suggestive effects that can produce self-fulfilling
prophecies (Rosenthal & Rubin, 1978).

Perhaps the most carefully articulated approach combining verbal
processes, imagery, and suggestion has been developed by Georgi
Lozanov (1978) who has concluded that there are a number of laws of
suggestisn" which operate in education and other forms of human
communication. These laws" form the basis of "suggestology," the
practical application of which Lozanov terms "Suggestopedia." Sugges-
topedic methods claim to involve the simultaneous activation of concen-
tration and relaxation, of logic and emotion, of both brain hemispheres,
and of both conscious and unconscious processes. Often, students are
presented with new information such as vocabulary words while
reading them silently as the teacher dramatically intones the material.
Then the teacher may present the material again with a different
intonation accompanied by background music.

Suggestopedia also involves skits, psychodrama, and other opportu-
nities to use the new learnings, such as a foreign language, in a lifelike
situation. Lozanov has divided the material in foreign language
learning into segments that comprise the basic grammar of each
language as well as at least 2,000 words. He clauns that students
generally learn 90 percent of the vocabulary well enough to read it and
60 percent well enough to speak it (Krippner, 1970, p. 134).
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When Lozanov measured the brain waves, muscle tone, and akin
electricity of the students, he noted that theywere in a condition of 'alert
calmness" which did not resemble hypnosis, dreaming, or sleeping. Both
hemispheres of the brain were active and many students showed higher
than average percentages of alpha waves. The major attempts to
investigate the efficacy of suggestopedia in controlled research settings
have been carried out by Donald Schuster (e.g., 1976) and his colleagues.
In general, the use of suggestopedic techniques in teaching foreign
language has been found to be superior to traditional techniques, but the
use of imagery is a crucial element In one experiment, students were
told not to use imagery and their scores dropped fifty percent (Krippner,
1980, p. 137).

One application of suggestology is the sOptimalearnine moss
developed by Ivan Barzakov (1982). Its expressed purpose is to acceler-
ate learning while a larger purpose is to evoke creative potential. These
aims are attempted through engaging participants with art, classical
music, literature, visual design, theater, dance, games, group processes,
suggestion, and both traditional and novel instructional materials. All
of these are `orchestrated' in an attempt to activate the brain's full
functional capacities.

Another application of suggestology has been made for children
with learning disabilities. P P Brownlee (1981) suspects that many of
these children are the victims of labelling; their hyperactivity, short
attention span, and anxiety may reflect their defense mechanisms or
even their particular learning style rather than neurological dysfimc-
tion. Suggestopedia has been found to be effective with some learning
disability children, especially in regard to stress management, relaxa-
tion, use of imagery use of positive affirmations, and use of suggestion.
Even though no major alterations of consciousness occur during sugges-
topedic teaching, it is quite likely that suggestology represents the best
example to date of the application of data from consciousness research to
education.

Suggestopedic techniques typically involve the shifting of students'
attention in learning tasks. Attention may be definedas the focusing of
awareness on some environmental stimulus. The study of attention
includes all the events from the impinging of stimuli on the receptor
organs of the body through the central processing of the information in
the brain, to the final expression of the process, usually in some motor or
muscular 'ct (Mirsky 1978, p. 33).

Also critical to effective learning are a person's past experiences,
training, motivation, or level of interest in a particular task at a
particular time. These can modify his or her apparent attentive capacity
at a given moment The interaction of motivation and attention can be
complicated. Motivation that is too high can be as deleterious for
performance requiring attention as motivation that is too low

Failure of attention does not occur so much as gradual diminution of
a function the way a generator slows down when its fuel supply is cut
off Failure is characterized by a series of sporadic or episodic grief
failures interspersed with periods of normal or near-normal functioning
of the system. The impairment of attention thus resembles that of an
automobile engine with a dirty carburetor. The engine will sputter and
misfire while running in a more or less normal fashion between
misfirings. As the degree of impairment increases, the number of
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discrete failures increases, possibly to the pain"; of coml. ate absence of
functioning. The term lapses* has been usec to describe the discrete and
episodic failures in attentive performance and it resembles similar
terms coined by other researchers. Thus, there is scarcely any human
performance that is not dependent on some attentive capacity on the
part of the learner (Mirsky, 1978, pp. 48-50).

In education, attention is a highly important area to explore is
order to determine ways to influence encoding of information. In
addition, attention is influenced by the past experiences and plans of the
learners. The stimulation of attention can involve modifying a learner's
goals and intentions, as well as involving novel instructional stimuli,
subject matter, and texts.

Recent research on attentional mechanisms suggests that regular,
repeated reinforcemer s for responses seem more likely to produce
habituation and a lack of interest, perseverance, attention, and motiva-
tion. The attentional mechanisms of the brain often respond to novelty
or the unexpected, in keeping with cognitive dissonance theory, or with
some expectancy theories, or stimulus pattern theories.

In reviewing the data on attention, Wittrock (1978) identifies three
relationships between education an the brain's cognitive processing: 1)
Recent brain research findings suggest that process-oriented approaches
are usefitl in the study of the ways human learners construct meaning
from instruction; 2) Recent brain research is consistent with some
cognitive models of learning and memory; however, cognitive functions
cnnot be reduced to neural structures, and psychological processes and
educational methods should not be grafted onto the neurosciences; 3)
Research on the human brain is consistent with some anciont ideas
about the art of teaching such as those offered oy Socrates, Plato, and
Aristotle. These ideas emphasize the importance of the mental elabora-
tions of the learner (p. 63). indeed, in an educational process based on
consciousness research, the learner must be given an important role. To
learn, one should attend to the information and concepts in order to
construct, elaborate, and extent. ^ogniti-.... representations of them. The
teacher can facilitate these prof -2,3es but the learner is the only one who
can perform them (p. 1011.

One of the most interesting finding about the brain is that it
actively constructs models of the world. Learning and memory are
influenced by the sets, intentions, and plans generated in the brain as
well as by the information received from the immediate environment
and from internal states, drives, and muscular responses (Wittrock,
1978, p. 64).

From research on the orienting response and other attentional
mechanisms of the brain, discrepant, novel, original, and challenging
stimulation whose pattern is not always apparent ems likely to
excite at least transitory attention, and perhaps stirs -Ites differ-
entially one of several encoding strategies. Motivation reflects more
than momentary environmental stimulation. In this framework, repeti-
tions of reinfercers and -oehaviors seem more likely to prc duce habitua-
tion and boredom t),an increased attention and sustained interest.

Carl Bereiter (1982) has claimed that most learning is structural in
nature and involves reorganization and recce auction. This idea of a
high level of structural learning that is hierarchically related to lower
levels of learning that are also structural is one that can serve as the



foundation for a powerful cognitive-developmc -I psychology of in-
struction. More effective cognitive development: can be achieved if
rroper timing is observed.
Educational Innovation

The authorizing statute of the National Institute of Education
mandates the policy of providing to every person an equal opportunity to
receive an education of high quality. The statute further tn.: ,`.airs that
the American educational system has not yet attained that objective
(Curran, 1982). As director of the National Institute, E. A. Curran
(1982) stated that the most successful schools are characterized by
identifiable factors, e.g., an order:', school climate conducive to learning
principles, emphasis on basic Acing, teacher expectations of high student
echievoment But in additi xi to the basic academic skills, Curran called
icr better achievement in the higher-order cognitive skills of analyzing,
understanding, distinguishing, and evalurt-ig.

those nho view the development of cognitive skills as an
intellectual pursuit that will favor the analytically- oriented student
over the globally-perceiving stud Int, Jean Houston (1981) has described
an alternative. She and her colleagues at the Foundation for Mind
Research have assisted many schools in the development of an 'arts-
related curriculum" in which children learn to think from a larger
sensory and neurological base. Pupils are taught to work with dr.; block
printing, weaving, papier mache, tissue collage, chalks, and paints. In
working with these items, children also have to learn in a tangible and
expressive way many of the mathematical principles needed tocarry out
tit_ work as well as principles of design, line, form, color, texture, and
structure. Measurement and fractions are learned naturally and with
ease as the child constructs art work. In order to weave, the pupils have
to learn about making grids but not in an abstract context. These
children are taught to think in images as well as words, to learn spelling
and arithmetic in rhythmic pattern, to think with the a hole body in
other words, to learn basic skills by means ofan enlarged spectrum of
sensory and cognitive possibilities.

There are a number of guides for the teacher who wishes to use
imaginative approaches in his or her classroom. Drawing on the Right
Side of the Frain (Edwards, 1979) presents a set of basic exercises which
purport to release creative potential; mental shifts are encouraged from
verbal, logical thinking to a global, intuitive mow. Put Your Mother on
the Ceiling (deMille, 1981) contains a series of games designed to
r romote flexibility and creativity in solving problems. It is based on the
assumption that conscious and unconscious processes, including imag-
ery, can bring about important changes in behavior. Experiences ii.
Visual Thinking (McKim, 197') and The Metaphoric Mind (Samples,
1976) also contain exercises which can be used by students of all ages.
Educational consultants from Synectics, a firm specializing in teackng

etaphorical thin!: '-ng, were invited to organize a program in Lawrence;
Massachusetts. After one year of training, first graders showed a 363
percent increase in knowledge of letters and sounds, a 286 percent
increase in al ttry comprehension, and a 1,036 percent increase in
word reading. Among the questions in the exercises were, 'What needs
more protection, K turtle or a rock?" "Which weighs more, a boulder or a
heavy heart?' "Which grows more, a tree or self-confidence?" The
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program is based on the belief that learning involves making con..ec-
tions that relate the new to the familiar. It is also believed that the
exercises develop connections among various parts of the brain; indeed,
education is seen as essential for optimal brain growth (Ferguson, 1980,
pp. 303-305).

Self-Regulation
One of the most important developments in consciousnes3 research

is that of biofeedback and associated forms of voluntary control of
internal states. In biofeedback, an instrument attached to the body gives
a continuous record of one or more of :-.1)erson's physiological processes
so that he or she might learn to alter those processes directly. Thus,
biofeedback can be used to help people control their pulse, blood
pressure, brain waves, muscular tension, stomach acidity, etc. Similar
effects have been obtained without instrumentation by autogenic
training, hypnosis, progressive relaxation, and other types of self-
regulation. A few pilot studies with students have yielded encouraging
indications that biofeedback and training in self-regulation can improve
academic performance and reduce anxiety (Ferguson, 1980).

If self-regulation could eventually extend to control of the brain's
neurotransmitters, students could exert powerful effects on their own
learning processes. George Leonard (1968) foresees an educational
milieu combining self-regulation and computers which would include: 1)
a full bank of the basic cultural knowledge, arranged for each pupil by
computers in dialogue form; 2) the same basic material arranged in cross
matrix form which would enable pupils to utilize cultural knowledge in
creative ways. The material would be programmed to provide novelty
and surprise, thus stimulating unique associations and discoveries; 3) a
recort.i of the child's physiological responses which would be fed into the
instructional devices to provide an individually-adapted program based
on each pupil's learning curve, short-term memory strength, changes in
consciousness while learning, special skills and disabilities, as well as
perceptual and cognitive styles.

Many other scenarios for future educational systems also emphasize
procedures consistent with self-regulation. Claude Maths a982) pointe
out that the Learning Society is here and we should expand our
thinking to accommodate it (p. 10). He observes that education must be
liberated from schools and schooling with their accompanying concen-
tration on school age populations. The model of schools as the only
empowered mechanism for education is now inadequate. Rather, many
varied and different elements are needed as education becomes 3 self-
directed development with a curriculum t»-,at weaves its way through all
of society's institutions.

This self-directed development will enable people to manage their
lives in a manner which will provide both personal and economic
satisfactions within the framework of a value system that recognizes the
rights of others to do the same. Such a human learning network would
include formal schooling as a central core, but extend into the family, the
community, the church, the workplace, self-help groups, clubs and social
organizations, etc. In addition to the formal school cwiculum, it would
encompass socialization, education for leisure, education for acculturiza-
tion, continring education for professional advancement and c- -eer
change, training for skill development and education for personal
enlightenment.
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Rudolf Arnheim (1979) would organize a `dream university" around
philosophy, the art studio, and the poetry workshop. Philosophy would
be asked to return to teaching of on:ology epistemoloo ethics and logic.
Art education would provide students with the skills to carry out such
thinking while poetry would give students the capacity for thinking in
usages

J. S. Chall and A. F. Mirsky (1978) describe the test battery of the
21st century as the responsibility of a team of specialists including the
neuroscientist. It would encompass behaviaral and photographic analy-
sis designed to identify motor patterns, cerebral maturity, and related
physiomotor and psychological capacities. It might also include electro-
graphic and sensory tests which would provide data about the relative
maturity and efficiency of information processing in all relevant sensory
modalities. Attentional capacities would be assessed by both behavioral
and electrophysiological means, and the sources of atte- difficul-
ties (if any) would be categorized and identified with respect to infra- as
opposed to extra-cerebral causes. Brain size, brain development, and
relative degree of myelenization in key areas would be assessed by
means of non-injuriout euro-radiological techniques (the progeny of
today's computerized axial tomography scanners). Oxygen utilization in
various brain regions at rest and during a variety of mental activities
would be assessed by means of dynamic energy utilization techniques.
Such methods currently exist and need only to be refined.

Brain neurohormonal balance and maturity would be assessed by
means of biochemical assays performed on a few drops of urine an
blood. Computer - assisted analysis of these data would enable the
educational neuroscientist to perform an accurage assessment of stu-
dents' developmental stage, their strengths and weakneeses, tbs instruc-
tional materials they would best be able to handle, and the problem
areas that would most likely be encountered during their educational
careers. This information would be made available to the child and
teacher (or teacher.) and would be continually updated and upgraded at
regular intervals (pp. 377-378).

This concept resembles the visionary description of education
offered by Aldous Huxley (1963) in his novel Island. Nn under-secretary
of education in a utopian island republi describes how each child is
evaluated:

We begin...by assessing the difference& Precisely who or what,
anatomically, biochemically and psychologically is this child?
In the organic hierarchy, which takes precedence his gut, his
muscles, or his nervous system?...How harmonious or how
disharmonious is the mixture of his component elements,
physical and mental? How great is his inborn wish to domino,:
or to be sociable or to retreat into his inner world? And how
does he do his thinking and perceiving and remembering? Is he
a visualizer or a non-visualizer? Does his mind work with
images or with words, or with both at once, or with neither-
?...Does this child absorb all the vitamins in his food, or is he
subject to some chronic deficiency that., if it isn't realized and
treated, will lower his vitality, darken his mood, make him see
ugliness, feel boredom and think foolishness a, malice. And
what about his breathing? What about his posture and the way
he aces his organism when he's working, playing, studying?
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And there are all the ques.ions that have to do with special
gifts. Does he show signs of having a talent for music, for
mathematics, for handling words, for observing accurately and
for thinking logically and imaginatively about what he has
observed? And finally, how suggestible is he going to be when
he grows up?...Out of any hundred children, which are the
twenty who will grow up to be suggestible to the pitch of
somnambulism'? (pp. 208-209)

A New Paradigm
Brendan O'Regan (1982) observes that over the past few decades,

several techniques have been devised, applied and tested that at the
very least promise to give people significantly increased access to their
own potentials and capacities. Many of these approaches have been
spinoffs from consciousness research, while others have emerged from
brain re...arrh and cognitive science. It can be rightfully asked why we
are not applying these techniques more extensively. Further, how does it
happen that Liainstream educational institutions have largely ignored
even fie most -onservative pieces of information regarding these
processes?

Perhaps an important answer rests in the assumption of the old
paradigm, or world-view, of education and their clash with the new,
emerging paradigm. Marilyn Ferguson (1980, pp. 289-291) has contrast-
ed these assumptions, stating that the old educational paradigm
emphasizes content and the acquisition of a body of correct information,
whereas the new paradigm emphasizes how to learn, because what is
"correct" today may change tomorrow. The old paradigm sees learning as
a product, not a process. The old paradigm rewards conformity, not
candor, dissent, or autonomy. The old paradigm has a rigid rather than a
flexible structure, emphasizes lockstep progress, with a priority on
performance rather than emphasizing one's self-image as the generate r
of performance. The new paradigm emphasizes inner experience over
the external world, hence the use of dreams, images, and storytelling.
The new paradigm allows guessing and divergent thinking as well as
holistic, nonlinear and intuitive strategies in addition to the analytical
linear strategies emphasized by the old paradigm. The new paradigm
tries to avoid labelling children, is not concerned with "norms," and
complements theoretical knowledge with experiment and experience,
both in and out of the classroom. 'I he new paradigm encourages
community input, sees education as a lifelong process, and uses
technology in a humanizing way. The new paradigm views the teacher
as a learner in addition to being an instructor.

There is no automatic reason to abr ndon or change a worldview,
especially if it appears to work fairly well. However, today's complex
reality demands humans who can cope with a myriad of problems which
the world has never confronted in such number and with such serious
consequences attendant upon the decisions to be made. Education can
take no chances in short-charsing the brains and improverishing the
spirits of those it services (Houston, 1981). Perhaps the insights of
consciousness research can play a critical role in developing the
individuals and societies needed for our uncertain future on this planet.
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Quelques implications de la recherche du conscient pour reducation.
Cet article examineles perspectives historiGi2es qui ont influence

l'Aclucatinn en metiers r'etudes, de memaire et des fonctions relives i Ia
conscience humaine. L'auteur explore Ia maniere de laquelle Ia
recherche des capacites dans Ws heispheres associes, les diffeentes
Rapes du deeloppement du cerveau, les styles d'acquisition, Ia pensee
imaginative et le potential de la suggestion ont pu amener reducetion I
ressentir les implications de Ia recherche du conscient. 1:auteur off re
alors i l'education quelques possibilites déjà existantes, en favorisant
les changements mentaux aux detriments des changements analytiques,
en favorisant la pensee globale et intuitive au detriment de W peruses
logique et verbale- En dernier lieu Particle examine les scenarios
possibles pour les systemes educatifs de l'avenir.

Einige Implikationen der Bewusstseinsforschung far die
Erziehungswissenschaft.

Dieser Artikel iiberpruft die historischen Perspectiven, die in Snug
auf Lernen, Erinnerungsfahigkeit und verwandte Tatirkeiten des
menschlichen Beweusstseins Einflua auf Erziehungswissenschaft haben.
Der Autor untersucht, wee die Forschung Ober hemispharisch verwandte
Fehigkeiten, Gehirnswachstumsstufen, Lernstile, phantaslevolles und
kreatives Denken und die Wirkungsfehigkeit von Suggestion uns zu
inner Zeit gebracht haben, woran die Erziehungswissenschaft die
implicationen der Beweusstseinsforschung bemerken ktinnte. Der Autor
bietet chain der Erziehungswissenschaft &nig Alternative, die
heutzutage zuhanded 'Ind. Das fOrdert dann geistiges Umschalten von
der analytischen, logischen, %arbalen Form zur globalen, intuitiven
Form des Denkens. Zuletzt ~den in diesem Artikel moglIche Szenaria
fur zuldinftige Erziehungswissenschaftssysterne untersucht.
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Algunag imphcaciones de investigaciones recta, (concientes) pars la
educacon.

Este articulo examina las porgpoctivas histories quo influya Ia
aducacton con rogpecto al aprendizaje, mernoria y functionos relacionadas
con la rectitud humana. El auto examina conic, Ia investigacidn en as
habilidades hemesfericas relacionadas, grado de deserollo del carom,
modos de aprendizaje, pensamiento imaginativo y creativo y el potencial
de la suggestion, ha guiado a una Opoca donde la oducaciOn pus& sentir
las emplecaciones de la investigaciim recta. Luago, el autor emcee
algunas alternativas educacionales, exigtentes en este tiempo,
promoviendo recursos mentales dal modo analltico, logic*, verbal al
global, modo intuitivo del pensar. Por ultimo, el articulo invsstiga
posibles escenarios para futuros sistenas oducationales.
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How to Develop a Non-Language Course
Using Accelerated Learning

Ron Ennis

Abstract. This is a step-by-step outline for experi-
enced SALT teachers to use in preparing plans and
course materials. Covered are course goals, detailed
plans, sequencing, tryout, preliminaries, decoding,
concert session, elaboratior self-tests and globali-
zation.

This outline is for experienced teachers to use in pre-
paring course content that will use accelerative .warning
techniques. It is as..umed that the teachers are highly
knowledgeable in the theory and methodology of accelerated
learning (suggestology) as well as their subject.

Steps
1. Thoroughly know your subjects.
2. Determine course goal. What knowledge, complete-

ness and feelings, do you want every student to have at
the end of the course? What is the whole picture? If the
knowledge is developed sequentially what is the end of the
sequence you wish to cover in the course? Be prepared to
have that end point extended because of learning accelera-
tion, but for planning, set a clear, well-defined goal.

Examples
English history: "My global goal for this course is to

have every student understand the significance of the Nor-
man conquest for the future history of England. My spe-
cific goals are to have every student aware of the major
contributions in politics, social relations, philosophy, relig-
ion, the arts, education and economics on the continent, as
relevant to English history, and on the British Islands,
from the period of the rise of Alfred the Great to the
period of the War of the Roses and the decline of feudal-
ism."

Statistics. "My global goal for this course is to have
every student comfortable, thinking statistically, and men-
ta'ly prepared to learn as much about statistics as she or
he has a need. My specific goals are to have every stu-
dent competent in all statistical methods required to under-
stand and utilize analysis of covariance."
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Develop a clear means of measuring the specific goals so
that both student and teacher experience the successful
learning. Develop as clear a measure as possible of the
glr_.bal goal as well. This measure may bP very subjective
and perhaps only apparent over time, but set the stage for
awareness of global learning.

3. Wor g back from the specific course goal, lay out
the sections required to reach that goal. Do this at least
three ways:

a) List all of the elements which must ....e: included to
reach the goal and organize them into units. Remember
that a global presentation of the whole course and of
each unit is essential, so do not get too sequential at
this p int.

b) Determine the last element (unit of knowledge)
necessary to have all the pieces together to reach the
course goal. Tentaively set that unit as the last to be
covered in the course. Figure out the last element nec-
essary to reach the "last element" determined above.
Continue to figure out the elements required sequen-
tially, working backward from the course goal to the
beginning of the course.

c) Now that you have, ir: effect, a course outline,
review it to see if it, as a whole, gets you to your spe-
cific course goals, and if it gets you to your global
course goal. Test the outnue on knowledgeable others.
Get all the feedback you have time for. Reorganize the
outline as required. Continually ask yourself, "Why am
I including this?" and "What else do I need?" Then
ask, "Why?" again.

4. Organize the units so that they fit into the three-
stage Accelerated Learning format and into your time
sequencing. Plan where decoding, concerts, and elabora-
tion will take place. Can you have a concert session at the
end of a class and then a full period (or whatever is
required, for elaboration the following class day? If not,
how close can you come to having an integrated, logical,
global presentation of the key concepts? Perhaps you have
to reorganize the units to tit into the tame slots available.

5. STOP. Do a final review of your outline. to see how
it "feels." If it "feels" good and you have gotten supportive
feedback from your associates, then begin to plan for the
first sessior. This first session plan will have to be very
flexible be,..ause you do not at this point know very much,
if anything, about the students who will be 1.1 the class.
In this first session, ycu have at least the following goals:
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a' Establishing a base level of knowledge for each
student. This may be done by a pretest, through
introductions, as a prerequisite for the course, by a
pretest administered prior to class, by interviews prior
to class, 'ay biographies submitted prior to class or
whatewer best fits you and your me. You must have
this knowledge, however, both to know how to proceed
and to have each student and yourself see a base from
which to measure the amount and rate of accelerated
learning.

b) Establish a shared knc vledge of the personalities,
interests, fears, etc., of ycu and the students. This
is important not only for setting a tone for sharing, but
to give you additional clues as to student strengths
upon which to capitalize and fears which may block
learning.

c) Begin to remove the blocks to (earn;ng. Estab-
Ii.,h the clima., of fun, openness and relaxation You
may need to spend a great deal of time in this area, or
very little, depending on your subject matter and the
students in the class. In an introduction to statistics
for social science majors, you probably are goiny to
have to do a lot of work on overcoming blocks. You
might schedule a "bitch hour" where everyone lays down
their worst experiences, feelings and expectations on
how horrible statistics is. You might have everyone
write a "statistics autobiography" to review and express
all _ the negatives (and possible positives) related to
statistics. You probably need to connect the subject to
their prior learning to convince them that they already
not only know about the subject bt.' have done well in
some element of it.

d) Plan so that everyone has a positive learning
experience as a consequence of the first class. The
ideal is for everyone to learn something he or she did
not think they could learn and for them to publicly
acknowlet .e Jr share this revelation, at least by the
second cli ss. I frankly would suggest that you think a
lot about this measurable first learning outcome and
"guarantee" it by any means at your disposal. Use a
clever trick...talk to a "magician"...use memory
pegs...use the power of suggestion... repeat some-
thin,: so many times, in so many ways, with many subli-
msnals, that there is no chance they will not know it. I

think this is very important because your students are
going to f;nd your course "different"; probably fun and
relaxing (as soon as they overcome their resistance to
their barrier that learning IS hard), but if they do not
think they learned anythirci, then it will just be another
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of a long string of 'alternative' classes which are okay,but not productive Remember that your students are
there to learn, and even if they love the class, the
bottom-line judgment will be made on whether they
learned anything or not, so make them know they
!earned.

e) Do a relaxation and visualization if you are good
at it and it is well tested on others.

f) Give the students a view of the course and of the
method. They need to know enough so that they are
both expectant of what is to come, and also never
shocked or negatively surprised by what you will do in
class. The conscious relaxation of students can be
shocking to some. The music sessions can seem wierd.
Establish a comfort level. Explain as much as you need
to "take the edge" off of the strangeness. I believe in
course outlines. I do not believe in the sharing of spe-
cific expected competencies in an cutiine, but I want my
students to know what subject we will be covering when
and to build up an expectation that they will complete
the course with some good knowledge of all major course
elements.

g) If you do not have high learning anxiety to deal
with, all the above can be limited to some fairly exten-
sive introductions of class members You do not have
to compete introductions in the first session, but it is
good to have minimal introductions so everyone at least
has a name and face to go by. I suspect, however, if I
have the time, I will always have only two goals for my
first meeting with the students: 1) get to know each
other and ..et the tone for the course, and 2) have one
specific learning outc-

0 A critical element of the class "tone" is the set-
ting of the norm that participation and making mistakes
are the keys to learning not passive absorption, correct
answers, or non-risk-taking behavior. You will be giv-
ing only affirmative feedback and will be making it notonly kay to take risks and make mistakes, but essential
to the individual, so that they ;eel gorc1 about them-
selves for taking risks and making mistakes, and less
self-contented when they only venture safe, correct
answers.

In my opinion, this first class is the most important, so
I recommend putting more time into planning it than into
any ether section...remembering that whatever you plan has
to be flexible because you generally do not know enough
about the human beings in the class to know specifically
what you should do.
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6. Nov: you should repeat the wh-1- process outlined in
steps 1-4 above for each unit. Follov the Lozanov guide-
lines about giving each unit me s information Lilian most
individuals would expect to learn, knowing that you can be
sure the unit is learned through extra activations in the
first few sections and through review. Typically what will
happen is that it will appear slow at first and then acceler-
ate as the students become comfortable with the method and
begin overcoming their blocks to learning. Determine the
global and specific goals fcr that unit. How will you meas-
ure them to demonstrate learning to the students and to
you? What elements have to be included to reach the goals;
in what order; in what format.. Why? Remember you have
to have both a global presentation and a developmental
sequence.

7. How specifically can you best decode this unit? What
are the critical concepts or terms you want to introduce to
the students to lay the foundation for their learning the
elements of the unit? What are the best forms of activa-
tions to establish theses concepts or terms as memory pegs
upon which to hang all of the information, both global and
specific, that is required to thoroughly understand the
whole unit? How many different senses can you use in a

very short period of time to set out this outline? How little
can you say, and how much participation can you elicit from
each student given the short time frame? How can you
best facilitate everyone's learning from each other as each
person speaks or activates?

Note that you are not expecting the students to "learn"
(in the sense of being able to say back) even the terms or
concepts in the decoding, just as you do not expect to
"learn" a table of contents. But you are building a frame-
work as to what the unit .s a" about and are setting the
key concepts about which "learning" will take place.

Consider what other elements you need to -Id to each
decoding session (I prefer to call it introductory session).
Do you need to establish more mutual trust; better inter-
personal relations; deal with a learning block; reduce ten-
sion; have some hostility expressed; have some light-
hearted fun; have silliness; have some review or prior
learning reinforcement? In short, this is always a time to
assess where you and the students are, and to deal with
whatever issues may block the learning.

You may wish to consider relaxation, guided i.nagery,
speak-and-listens, group discussions, small group discus-
sions, a quiz, taking a break, a psychodrama, group ther-
apy or whatever you are comfortable doing to deal with the
issues. Most of the time you will probably be able to just
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go on with the coursework, but always be ready to deal
with learning blocks, remembering that dealing wit'-. them
can be a block to others who are ready to go on.

8. Write your dialogue or piece to accompany the music
session. I will not go into detail at this time about the "art
and science" of writing a dialogue, but a few thoughts:

a) Remember that you are simultaneously pre-enting
a global unit idea, that this unit idea is part of the
whole idea of the course, and that it is also made up of
elements. Everything you present is important in itself,
as part of a larger whole, and is composed of elements.
Therefore, your dialogue should have everything needed
to have the student learn the full unit, its elements and
its relation to the whole subject.

b) I approach this by the same method that I use to
outline the whole course or each unit of the course,
steps 1-4 above. Outline everything which needs to be
covered.

c) Ask yourself how many ways can you communicate
the idea and list them for each element. See which
work best for you and which are the most fun. Is itclear, fun, useful, complete, properly sequenced, abso-
lutely necessary, etc. When in doubt, check it out with
others, both "experts" and "naive" subjects.

d) Sce if you can develop a story line to link all of
the elements together. Talk to a lot of others about it.
Use your craziest friends. Do not be afraid to be a bit
"far out," but constantly remember who your students
will be. Everyone has a range of tolerance for "differ-
entness" and you may wish to push the upper limits,
but too "far out" is worse than not at all, because you
will lose credibility and the dialogue will be discounted.
Use graphics and visual imagery. Pre-introduce key
concepts from Dialogue II in I, front III in II, etc.

e) Limit the dialogue to tw<Inty minutes at least at
first until v.0 are sure the stuaents can handle more.

f) Keep it as direct to the subject as possible.
Carry on the storyline to make it interesting, but try to
have each sentence relate directly to the information you
are conveying The goal is to have the students wa -t-
mg to know what comes next.

g) Read the whole thing silently and aloud to your-
self. Do you like it Does it cover all that it needs to
for you? Read it aloud to others and see how it feels
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and sounds to them. Have an expert in the area check
it for errors. Then, based on the dual judgment of is
it fun, and does it have all the important information
correctly stated, revise it.

h) Choose your music to carry the feeling you want
the dialogue to convey. Practice reading it to the
music. Now how does it feel? Read it to the music to
someone else. What c.., they think? Does it flow, doesit fit? Read as if your voice is one of the instruments.
Tape yourself and play it back. Practice just as you
would have to if you were the concert master in an
orchestra. You are the concert master.

9. Flan out the elaboration (practice session). What is
unique about this unit? How does it relate to the whole
course? What are its elements? Is there a logical progres-
sion of knowledge, a logical beginning and/or a logical end?
Now can I best have the studerts experience this knowl-
edggo How many different ways (different senses utilized)
can we experience this material? How many different ways
do we need to experience to learn it? Sometimes it is bet-
ter to do one activation thoroughly rather than having sev-
eral quick-paced activations. How much repetition is
required? How heavy are the potential blocks? What will
be the most memorable and fun? Can I use any traditional
methods somewhat modified to make them nonthreatening andfun, eg., solving problems, but perhaps collectively in
small groups? Can I d se the dialogue in ' creative way?
Is there anything in a helpful textbook or other traditional
sources of information?

Review all techniques used in accelerated learning cour-
ses. Review all techniques used by traditional and non-
trad tional educators to activate learning.

Be sure you thoroughly test each activation. Why are
you using it? How does it work? Are you comfortable with
it? Is it fun for you? Test it on others. Is it fun and
educationai for them?

Finally, review the entire elaboration Does it hang
together? Is it properly sequenced? Are breaks included
and does it have a good rhythm? Rtnember that all high
energy, active involvement games can be as tiring or boring
as a monotone. Perhaps the best rhythm is one which var-
ies the tempo, intensity, playfulness tension, etc.

How much room is there for questicns, discussion and
other "random acts of violence" from the students? Remem-ter that you are only setting part of the pace for the
course. A great deal of the pace will be set by the stt.-
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dents, so a fair am-itont of time has to be made available to
deviate from your agenda. If you plan for these devia-
tions, then you will not experience them as "violence" to
your plans because you will be assured that you can cover
all of the activations in the time allotted. You also know
that you can either let people out early, or cover additional
material, or do a review (if needed) when you complete all
of the material in your outline without the interruptions.
This extra time will convey the acceleration to the students.

So, plan to cover Wall of the material in three quarters of
the time allowed. You and the students can only win. You
and they will be more relaxed and learning will accelerate
even more.

10. Plan some form of concrete, measurable review for
each unit as a learning reinforcement and as a criterion for
comparison to nonaccelerative learning. In my opinion,
these self-exams should be as standard as possible without
having the ominous overtone of "test." if the tests are
standardized, you can then compare the results to results
in nonaccelerated courses and, equally important, your stu-
dents can compare to verify their acceleration. I firmly
believe in research, and standardized tests also give you
the ability to compare your classes to other similar classes,
using them as approximations to control groups.

You will have to judge whether the best reinforcement
of learning comes at the end of the elaboration or before
the next introductory section. Some material is best rein-
forced immediately, some after a delay. You will have to
experiment to see which is best for you, your students and
our subject matter. The important thong is to have the
students and you know that accelerated learning is taking
place. These tests, of course, should be self-testing for
the students and have nothing to do with a course grade.

If the majority of your students do not seem to be doing
well on their self-tests, I would talk it over immediately
with the students in a positive, fact-finding way. Not what
is wrong, but what are feelings about it...what are expla-
nations for the situation. It could be that everyone feels
really great about their level of learning and could care
less about a test sme. That is fine for learning, but it
.:ertainly slays havoc with your research. If you perceive
that there is a problem, immediately consult someone who
knows about accelerated learning. Review what you are
doing in detail and have the other person help you trouble-
shoot. You might tape a session or two and/or have the
students write a brief report on what they see happening in
the class. I wouldn't worry too much about low test scot es
because you know that you are a good, competent teacher
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and that the learning is taking place. What you need to do
is find out you can better accelerate the learning and get
the acceleration to be demonstrated by some objective meas-
ure.

One problem might be the test itself. Or, perhaps stu-
dents haven't been able to translate the global ideas into
the specifics required for a test. Perhaps there is a con-
fusion of terms or something simple like that. The main
thing is to get help from a person experienced in acceler-
ated learning.

If you have to turn in letter grades for students, I

recommend the following: Each of the self-tests will give
you and each student a measure or progress. The majority
of your students should have complete knowledge of each
unit presented or you woulc't be going on. You would be
doing more activations, revising your game plan, dealing
more with blocks or whatever voi_: and those with whom you
consult see as indicated. Therefore, each student and you
should have a good idea of the student's progress. If
there are specific problems, see what you can do to deal
with them. Then at the end of the course, give a final
examination which is composed of the material they have
already covered in their self-tests. Naturally let the stu-
dents know this in the first or second session as there will
always be some anxiety about grades. Let the student take
practice final examinations if they wish. Let them create
their own practice finals, however, both as a training
device and to save you some work. I a:.vays believe in
self-grading as a learning tool, but also one which saves me
work. If you use this method of grading, there should be
no surprises for the students. You can write a good stan-
dardized final exam modeled on the self-testing exams, stu-
dents will get their expected tirades and you will have
standardized results for research. I wou'-1 probably relax
the students before the exam and seriously consider a take-
home final of limited length and with an honor system of
maximum mutually-agreed hours which can be spent on it, if
the subject matter lent itself to that format.

11. Pretest your course. This pretest can be done in
whole (the best) or in part. It can be done on a whole
class or on selected friends. But pretest as much as you
can and revise it based on the feedback you get. Ideally,
your pretest would measure whether the learning was accel-
erated, but you will probably have to settle for a pretest
which removes any major glitches and allows you to fill any
major gaps.

Three Inviolable Rules

1. Don't do anything you aren't completely comfortable
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doing.
2. Practice, practice, practice until you are

comfortable.
3. Never work alone.

1-k* *** ***

COmo desai-rollar un curso de no-lenguaje mediante el use
del aprendizaje acelerado.

Este es un bosquejo paso por paso para profesores
experimentados en SALT para usarlo en proyectos prepara-
oos y materiales de curso. Este cubre ideales de curso,
planes detallados, secuencia, ensayos, preliminares, codifi-
cacion, sesien concertada, elaboration, auto- test y gener-
alizaciones.

Comment divelopper des cow s differents des cours de Ian-
gues en utilisant des techniques d'apprentissage accelere.

Voici un programme structure qui oourrait servir aux
professeurs qui s'y connaissent déjà aux techniques de
SALT mais qui auraient besoin de plans de cours et de
materiaux. Cauteur fournit des examples de buts de
cour:, plan detailles, sequence, essais, preliminaires,
decodage, seances de concert, elaboration, auto- tests et
globalisatic

Der Gebrauch von beschleunigtem Lernen in der Entwick-
lung eines nicht-sprachlichen Kursus.

Sch ritt-fiir-Schritt-UmriB Erfah renen SALT-Leh rern wird
ein Schritt-fiir-Schritt-Umrill dargesteilt, der beim Planen
und bei der Vorbereitung vo. Kursmaterielien benutzt war-
den soil. Kursziele, im Detail erarbeitete Plane, Sequen-
zen, Lehrvers,tch, Durcharbeiten, Selbstiiberpriifungen und
Globaltsierung werden behandeit.
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J. of the Society for Accelerative Learning and Teaching,
1983, 8(31.4)

Toward a Taxonomy of Methods for Improving
Teaching and Learning*

Win Wenger

Abstract. A classification system or taxonomy is
proposed to bring order to a field which is already
asprawl with 35G known methods for substantially
improving teaching and learning, and to help orient
researchers toward some possibly productive lines of
inquiry. The "A" dimension consists of five "meta-
strategies," of which just the first meta-strategy is
summarized in this paper. A "B" dimension of the
proposed taxonomy is goal-oriented and evaluative.
The number and variety of improvements to teaching
and learning may well come as a surprise to most
readers.

Most educators probabl' are not very surprised that
there do exist some methods of teaching and learning which
are clearly superior to these in general use in American
classrooms. What may be surprising however, is the
number of such methods, their diversity, and the
disproportionate margin of superiority of some of these
methods.

The writer has been collecting, and occasionally
inventing, such methods since 1962. He has more than 350
methods in very wide variety, varying orders of complexity
and some overlaps. He has fought to find order in this
field by making a classification system or taxonomy, the
subject of this paper. If this paper is of use to readers as
well as to this writer, so much the oetter.

Ti.e present draft of this taxonomy reflects the biases
of the writer's experience. Its general usefulness will be
improved when other researchers 'ework it into a form not
only better balarr:pd but more dynamic. In 3 dynamic
taxonomy such as the periodic table of the elements, a
structural logic highlights gaps In information, and enables
useful predictions as to where more discoveries can be
made. This initial draft of a taxonomy may serve a useful
purpose in bringing some !nitial order to a picture which
hitherto had evidenced confusion

*Presented at the 1983 SALT Conference in Ames, Iowa
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Some readers have been drawn to some particular
improved or promising method or system simply because it
appears to provide possible improvements, only to find that
in their own particular instance the one method yields at
best only marginal benefits. These readers may be heart-
ened in their inquiry by !earring that not only do alterna-
tive methods and approaches exist, but there are alterna-
tive kinds of methods, few of which am bound to impact
productively, right in their own particular teaching situ-
ation.

Even the modest clarification afforded by this draft
taxenoly appears likely to expose promising areas for use-
ful research to researchers, and to give rise to at a few
dynamic predictions as to where further discoveries can be
made. We trust that this paper will also render the diverse
reaches of the field accessible enough to meaningfully
expand the search for synthesis and synergy between
methods.

Details and references for every one of the 350 meth-
ods are beyond the scope of this paper, indeed beyond the
resources of this writer (1). tince these would comprise
not just a full dissertation but a multi-volumed encyclope-
dia. Rather, we provide here just enough detail on a few
of the methods to generate a representative feel for what is
entailed and with a few references wherein the reader can
begin to investigate further in such particular directions as
interest him/her.

The seminal work of Dr. Georgi Lozanov, known vari-
ously as Suggestology, Suggestopedia and the Americanized
"Super Learning," will be barely mentioned here since this
meeting's parti.cipants are already here in that context, and
because nearly every other paper presented here will treat
with some aspect of that work. Here we simply acknowl-
edge that Dr. Lozanov may well be the most seminal educa-
tor since Socrates and Plato, and that the Suggestopedic
learning method is probably the best presently at,3ilable
system by most relevani measures, for mentrrizing large
quantities of information. In this draft taxonomy, it is
practical to turn most of our attention. in other directions in
view of there being at least 350 other such methods and
systems of methods for improving teaching and learning;
most of these approaches are highly different from one
another.

(1) Those resources further were taxed by one fire and two
instances of massive physical theft of stored papers -ind
notes.
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It may be helpful to consider the following classifications
as if they were bags, or loos: baskets, of particular meth-
ods, or as if they were general strategies to improve teach-
ing al.d learning, with each particular method one particular
tar' among many for implementing that strategy. Of
cour4e, our task is made more complex by the fact that
many of the more successful particular methods or sets of
methods incorporate more than one of these strategies, as
well might be expected since the ability of a system to wield
several different complementary strategies would tend to
improve its chances of success.

Meta-Strategies

Since first proposing this paper and presentation, the
writer realized that his initial layout of strategies could be
improved by some further sorting into sets of strategies.
Further, such improvements in this taxonomy are expected
and hoped for. As of now, these ere the five "meta-strat-
egies" or major groupings of strategies:

1. Improved methods by which the teaching is delivered
or by which the learning is achieved.

2. Methods by which to improve the learner.
3. Methods by which to improve the teacher.
4. Methods by which to improve the context and/or set-

ting within which the learning occurs, such as
improving the school and/or school system, improv-
ing the household, community/noosphere/media com-
munity/noosphere/media, whatever.

5. Improw. the content of learning; much of this usually
revolves around either some developmental stages
theory or around some cognitive unifying structure.
For the latter, the General Theory of Systems now
seems to be the best available candidate.

We will call this breakdown of methods and strategies the
"A" dimension in this taxonomy. Nearly all the remainder
of this paper will deal with this A dimension.

Most of the writer's experience, and hence most of this
initial discussion, orients to the first two meta-strategies.
Since the writer has already drafted a paper which accounts
for much of the second meta-strategy, a taxonomy of 150
methods for significantly increasing the learner's apparent
intelligence (2) most of the present discussion will center
on the first meta-strategy above.

(2) Privately published; available among the papers at this
Conference.
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Evaluation standards and goals. Mapping across the
above five meta-strategies and across the strategies and
methods listed below, is the dimension of purposive evalua-
tion. We will call this Dimension B. A method for improv-
ing teaching and/or learning matters only if it improves
learning and deserves inclusion in the listing in this inves-
tigative field, if:

1. It improves the quantity, range, rate, depth, cre-
ative grasp, usable transferability, and/or quality of
learning in the short run. In the long run, such
gains are pernianent for the learner.

2. It gains more than it costs or .Jses in other valued
qualities of the learning experience and/or learner,
i.e., if the learner thinks or perceives or feels bet-
ter as a result of the experience; if the learner's
integrity has been supported or improved or at least
not assaulted; if various personality-trait improve-
ments are sound to relate to the experience; if the
net experience has been found to be pleasurable
and/o: rewlr-ling; if standards of truth and high-
quality in fry are respected or supported; includ-
ing standards of behavior and quality of style and/
or the learner's ease of transacting with his fellows
both in and beyond the immediate learning space,
etc.

3. The method is easy to transmit and be learned, and
if the number of teachers and learners who are able
to use it successully is high.

4. The types and contents of learning for which the
method is best suited are known,

5. The types of learner for which the method is best
suited are determined.

F. The types of teachers who can expect the most suc-
cess with use of the method are ascertained.

7. School, home, and community characteristics related
to the method are discerned.

While on this dimension, the wr .er asks the reader to
seriously consider the thesis that not only is what actually
happens to the learner an important measure to consider,
but that it is the only real standard ultimately. Despite
much rhetoric to the contrary, the educational reality has
been very much otherwise the past few decades.

For example, at conferences, the writer is often asked
to evaluate some particular special program, usually a pro-
gram for gifted learners. The following verbatim exchange
is typical in this writer's experience thus far:

Q. "Dr. Wenger, I've Just started a gifted-and-tal-
ented program in my school. We've got the lat-
est audio-visual equipment budgeted to $10,000,
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and closed-circuit random-access information
retrieval system, redundant tie-in to the commu-
nity college's computer, and we've started build-
ing a 30,000-volume library with SRA and Title

funding...I need your advice on how to
evaluate our new teaching program."

W. "How about evaluating the program in terms of
how well the students in it advance?"

Q. "Huh?"
W. "Why not evaluate the program in terms of how

well the students who are in it learn?"
Q. "Huh?"
W. "Isn't that what your program is for in the first

place? For the students' gains in learning? Why
not evaluate the program in terms of how well
they learn in your program?

Q. "Huh?"

To the extent that schools, teachers and programs fail
to evaluate in terms of the gains by their students, other
consiaeration4 take the place of those students' educational
well being. If that failure is, indeed, as widespread as the
writer's experience thus far indicates, then need we look
much further for the general state of difficulty in American
education today? Conversely, what would happen if educa-
tors were paid, not for holding nsitions or for holding X
amount of students in classrooms, not for 101 other consid-
erations, but for how well their students learned?

The remainder of this present draft treats the first
meta-strategy, leaving the remainder of this field to other
papers and/or other researchers.

Methods and Approaches

Meta-strOegy #1 Improved methods by which the teaching
is deliver d or by which the learning is achieved.

1. Spe 'fic methods create learning:
a. bring to the conscious level what the learner

already knows, then integrate whatever learning
remains to be done, by whatever method, around
thi..t already-known core. The surprise here is
just how much is already known by the learner
even of subjects or skills he or she supposedly
is learning from scratch--perhaps not the 100%
postulated by Plato and Socrates, but a clear
majority!
1) Another description of this key principle of

approach: Induce an experiential prediction
in the learner of what the desired proficiency
would be likeactual cognitive, aesthetic,
sensors -motor and kinaesthetic information
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(which derives readily from right-brain
scenario-type methods). It is impt,Itant to
distinguish this approach from the positive-
thinking or psycho-cybernetic approach
whose efficacies are also often attributed to
right-brain functions. Both approaches often
use visualization, but the present innate
learning approach uses visualizations to dis-
cover information and understandings, the
psycho-cybernetic to impose desired out -
some,,. - The purpose of most of the psyche-
genic methods and processes from which most
of the innate learning methods derive, is to
create a space wherein your more comprehen-
sive z...onscieurness can surprise you itith new
perceptions. A full dozen of these Innate
Learning Methods, and other additional meth-
ods utilizing other strategies, are tr. be
found in An Easy Wr,v to Speed-Learn (Wen-
ger, 1981). Most are also found in Your
Limitless Inventing Machine, (Wenger, 1978).

2) The traditional Socratic Method, despite the
difficulty of finding teachers u.pable of ask-
ing clever questions to indL the learner to
discover his world a^ hi nself through
observation and introspe_ ion, "a...ed on early
forms of this principle, lent enough advan-
tage to g;ve education its very name, "edu-
care,"--to draw forth. It was only it the
industrialized 19th century that education
beta ne reconceptualized upon "tabula rasp."
or hank tablet, pouring information into oth-
erw se empty heads, which model dominates
educationa' practice today.

Strater±v #2: Improve Temporary Conditions in the Lear 'e'
(as elf tinct from actual improvements in the learner, meta-
strategy, as in the article followiny below. ''ee also pages
210-11 below.).

1. Improve learner confidePce, a la psycho-cy'uerneti:s
and positive thinking a above) and as per some
elements of the Lozanov methcd.

2. Reduce stress and noise (entropy/disorder) in and
around the learner to improve signal-to-noise ratio.
This includes:
a. Physiological factor's--look to diet, methods of

reducing food alien ies and congestion, improving
er sory disorders. Naturopathic medicine an.:

holistic practitioners can be excellent
scurces of information in this regard despite
some apparent need to sell. Meditation and
breathing exercises from yoga, and especially the
'Calm-Breathing Patter re exercise from Beyond
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE

CONVENTIONAL LEARNING

Superior

kr owledge

Goes to only on p.1,t of
the brain Au orratic
replay from oh t one spot
into long-term nigh .rcess
o=nary stoi age loses most
of the information the
forgetting curve

Tabula rasa

Figure 1 Ma, .arream educational method since the 19th Century, based
on the earlier tabula rasa chilosoph of James I4lI anc James Stuart
Mill who believed Man to be infinitely perfectable Theirs yrr
intended not as a system to fail people by, but a way to lift everyone,
even the bottom-most, to the very top
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Okay (Wenger, 1980). are particularly designed
to reduce internal note, so that the desired

,jinfgrftippigtaptil)optWetilabr against the cleaner
btitjandatItA

b. Remove emotionally-based learning blocks. A
simple procedure for this in An Easy Way to
Speed-Learn (Wenger, 1981), which `akes about
five minutes to accomplish.

c. Smoothness of presentation and the learning envi-
ronment. Although a teaching method rather
than a direct influencing of the internal state of
the learner, this may considered here because of
its Jse of the same principle from information
theory of signal-to-noise ratio. To the writer's
knowledge, the only place this aspect has yet
been discussed is in the SALT Journal (Wenger,
1976).

3. RNA/DNA nutritional supplementation and other bio-
chemical methods for improving learning performance
temporarily. Vitamin A, the combination of glutamic
acid with Vitamin B-6, and high dosages of folic acid
are among the natural nutrients which appear to be
associated with such desired effects.

4. Machine-enhanced learning methods, including inter-
active computer techniques and, possibly the
effects upon learning by the learner's t iefore
and/or du:-inp. of the Whole-Brain Waveform ynch-
ro- Energize!, which entrains cortical response,
invented by Dr. Denis Gorges of Cleveland, Ohio.

Strategy #3: Reinforce the content of learning to involve
more of the learner's brain and mind. A sufficient diver-
sity of regions of brain or mind inputted with the same
information, and the brain's natural response into high-ac-
cess memory storage will produce information gain instead of
the familiar information loss of the forgetting curve (so
familiar, in fact, that education itself has been defined as
"what you have left when you've forgotten everything
you've been taught."

1. High information technology and audio-visuals, a
multi-sensory way of feeding the same information
simultaneously to different regions of the brain.
Because of the cost and therefore sales potential cf
high tech, this appears to be the one area of meth-
ods for improving teaching and learning for which
conventional education displays any awareness.

2. Alternating attentive, non- attentive, and inatten-
tive-with-baroque-music-background, the Lozanov
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Figure 2 S , Plato and more recently, Protect Renaissance,
saving others, seem to t-ive found that a well-nigh-complete universal
hologram is already in the learner s head Not oi,:v does this hologram
provide some interesting internal 'reading, but it terns to be the eas-
iest and most direct route to learning even the most formal educational
Content
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Suggestopaedic method of putting information into
the I "arner, appears to route the same data to dif-
ferei. .,ted regions of the brain even more than do
audio-visuals, since the latter onlY reduce the rates
of forgetti 3 while. Lozanov's method results in that
rather startling negative forgetting curve, wherein
the longer one goes after the learning session, the
more he or she rememters from it. Instead of losing
data during replay to high-access storage, these
differentiated region of the brain appear to fill in
each other's gaps tc arrive at a more accurate and
complete memory. This hypothesis needs confirming
by stereotaxic EEG or by thermography, the behav-
ioral evidence can carry only so much v,eight.

3. Neuro-linguistic Programming, now readily found in
nearly every major American city finds somewhat
similar improvements in learning peiformance result-
ing from a mult-sensory teaching mode both respect-
ing and compensating for each student's having his
or her own preferred sensory modality in which to
learn. Neuro-linguistic Programming, or NLP,
alongside of Lozano" /SALT, Sophrology, and this
writer's Project Relaissance, is one of several major
diverse systems of methods encompassing diverse
approaches to improving teaching and learning, and
also extending far into other ranges of human affect
as well. To know those four systems is to know a
majority of the field as it exists today.

4. Hard-core behaviorist paychologv itself has given
rise to several ehzellent interview methods for com-
prehensively reinforc.ng the content of learning, not
only to unforgettability but to near- perfection.
These methods yielded some excellent results, but
had the misfortune to come in while behaviorism was
going out If style, and thus are virtually untouched
by American education today. Probably the most
noteworthy of these interview technique teaching
methods was developed by Fester and Perrott
(1969).

5 Playing mind games with the content of learning, a
Synectics-like mental playing in the context, finds
new mod's of perception/conception through which to
experience the structural core or essence of the tar-
gettec: learning. Synectics became known for,
among other things, studying matters of chemistry
by imagining oneself to be, and picturing/sensing/
feeling oneself to be, a molecule caught up in the
Brownian Dance. In the TAVIT procedure (from An
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Easy Way to Speed-Learn (Wenger, 1981), math
students are urged to experience themselves being
an inchworm the length of pi, chasing his tail
around and through a circle, as one way to "dig"
mathematical laws describing dimensional relationships
of circles. Synectics tocky can be found in two
somewhat rival firms in Cambridge, Massachusetts

6. Straight mental practice of some skill, siich as tennis
or the shooting of basketballs, as described in many
sources and generally found to be almost as effective
as live physical practice of that skill. In this writ-
er's experience, the best gains in this quarter are
usually to be made in terms of spacing mental and
live physical practice of the same skill in rapid
alternation of sessions ranging between 5 and 15
minutes in length.

7. Instant Replay to reinforce just-exposed lea-ning.
One source of methods of Instant Replay was by
Raymond Hill Cameron (1983). The writer has
worked with, expanded or, and developed alterna-
tive methods toward this effect, which are in pri-
vately-published papers and which will be incorpo-
rated into the next edition of An Easy Way to
Speed-Learn

8. Mental imagery devices to reinforce ongoing lee-ning,
such as described by the writer in the SALT Journal
1 (3), p 234. Accompany physical acts with an
appropriate accompanying mental image, such as the
football lineman's becoming a giant cutting axe, but
also accompany mental acts with appropriate fantasy
images. For example, in An Easy Way to Speed-
Learn (Wenger, 1981). students are advised to imag-
me their own head to be a large parabolic radar
dish at least a yard from ear to ear, foctitsed on
the lecturer or text, or task at hand. This focuss-
ing technique produces startling subjective effects,
but its impact on formal learning has not yet been
formally assessed.

Strategy #4: Taking advantage of ,nnate traits and charac-
teristics of the learner, until now overlooked by American
education, to bring about learning in new and productive
ways. For example, Neuro-linguistic Programming's discov-
ery of preferred sensory modalities in learners, mentioned
above, or Psycnegenics' discovery of ongoing spontaneous
visual mental imagery in every individual, and of some of
the ways to utilize this neglected spontaneous imagery to
bring specific new information conscious.

'. Specific techniques of memory enhancement-
a. Lozanov-based learning, Suggestopedia or

Super Learning, which in part may be described
as a patterned way of putting information into
the learner in a way which meshes with the nat-
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ural patterns or rhythms of his mind or brain,
which meshing steers the information in such a
way that it is easily -etrieved from memory.
(See also discussion of holographic/holophonic/
flow theory below).

b. The writer's "Tape-Space-Replay System," dating
from 1961 (Wenger, 1961). To memorize vocabu-
lary, for example, take some 20 items at a time.
Record the item on Hank tape, continue record-
ing blank for 5-10 secsids, then record the
translation, then go on to the next item. In
playback simply try to provide the translation
before the tape does. Any items missed can
simply be included in the next batch of 20.
Effective for short-term memorization; long-term
memory rates from this procedure are not known
at the present time.

c. "Grocery List," Harry Lorrayne's "Memory Pegs,"
and other such specific mnemonic devices.
"Pegs" is a lot of work to learn but once you
have your basic cross-indexing system, appar-
ently one can demonstrate prodigious feats of
memory. "Pegs" is taught by any Silva Mind
Control instructor; that program is found in any
major American city or at its homebase at the
Institute of Psycho-Orientology in Laredo,
Texas.

2. Flow and Feedback:
a. The theory of spontaneous learning, Ramon y

Cajal, in brain iustology and neuroandtomy;
Maria Montessori, in education and as derived
from centuries -' the work done at the Univer-
sity of Pisa; Omar <hyyam Moore and his
R:sponsive Environments Foundation, among oth-
ers
Other things equal, learning comes best as eed-
back from one's own activities, epecially one's
own spontaneous activities. Justification for
playfulness; learning by doing; democratic
schooling methods. Play itself is seen as a sapi-
ence-wide method for discovering the pattern of
how things work, and pitched to the strategy of
eliciting those surprises which most extend our
perception of the patterns of how things work.

b. Contextual/wholistic approaches to learning.
This is in contrast to current general practices
based uuon breaking information and skills down
into tiny separate bits (and validated through
tests ci, ienting toward whatever yields marginal
improvements in temporary memorization of bits
such as nonsense syllables). The Brain/Mind
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Bulletin (3) is an excellent beginning point for
finding diverse studies indicating that learning
naturally and best proceeds from whole patterns
to details.

c. Flow to get more feedback. Conventionally, when
one is learning a new skill, he tends to proceed
very carefully, not allowing much to happen and
therefore not allowing much feedback (or learn-
ing) to happen. Generate a rich continuing flow
of relevar, activity, and the resultant enr-ched
feedback modulates the flow at its margins, pro-
duces learning.

d. A new holographic theory of creativity, extending
No. 2 above. Apparently eithe the universe
itself or the way our perceptions ippen to work
in the universe is on the model of the holo-
graphic principle with richness of perceptual
detail caused by intermodulation between a refe-
rent beam or tone or stream, and that beam's
split reflection from content. Establishing a
continuous flow of creative activity, naturally
develops a standing wave effect or pattern into
which drops or emerges increasingly elegant con-
tent. An exampir is the Improvitape Technique
(privately-publistieJ paper.: by this writer)
which enables apparently anyone who can play a
musical instrument to very rapidly become a
high-quality, creative musical composer. The
holographic theory of creativity, which is still
being developed and whose descriptions at this
time are therefore unintentionally rather cryptic,
emerged from a forum, chaired by Professor John
Gowan (ret.) of Westlake Village, California, at
the June, 1983 Creative Problem-Solving Insti-
tute, and participated in by Dr. Sidney Parnes,
recently-retired president of the Creative Educa-
tion Foundation, and by Dr. George Ainsworth-
Land (author of Grow or Die), and by this
writer among others. A paper on this new holo-
graphic theory of creativity may be expected
from at le.,st one of the participants within the
coming year. Thi'. writer's impression is that
once this theory is developed in tha area of cre-
ativity, that its implications for learning will
force its rearrangement in this Taxonomy as a

(3) B-ain/Mind Bulletin, Interface Press, P.O. Box 42211,
Los Angeles CA 90042, Marilyn Ferguson, Editor. Pub-
lished bi-weekly as a summary of findings and references
on ongoing research into nature and function of brain and
mind.
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major strategy, possibly even as a meta-strat-
egy.

Strategy #5: Patterning the Learner into a Better Learner:
Discover and it ternalize the relevant characteristics of
extraordinarily successful learners.

1. Biornonitoring, and eventually biofeedback training,
the physical and brain responses of genius con-
trasted to generality.

2. Modeling, across broad spectrums cit largely uncon-
scious patterns of response, upon the characteristics
of genius:
a. by Neuro-Linguistic Programming methods,
b. by methods of An Easy Way to Speed-Learn and

by this writer's new 1 ransformation Technology"
(Wenger, 1982). It has recently begun to seem
apparent that subtle patterns of muscle stress
(body English), -many of them continuing within
the body of an individual for many years, pow-
erfully inhibit or facilitate that individual's
response and ability to respond to various kinds
of stimuli or situations. These patterns can now
be identified and shifted, at least temporarily.

3 From this taxonomy the writer predicts the eventual
discovery of additional potent systems, wherein the
knack of being an outstandingly excellent learner s
identified and transmitted.

This comrletes this first sKetch of the first Meta-Strat-
egy, wherein may be found headings for the listing of
improved methods by which teaching is delivered or in
which learning occurs. The problems of overlapping classi-
fication associated with the earliest stages of creating a
taxonomy are amply demonstrated in the above, not least of
all by the tendency of the last several entires above to
begin to verge on the se,:ond Meta-Strategy, that of
improving the learner himself. That second Meta-Strategy
is fully as -omprehensive an area of investigation as is the
first one above and includes already, as mentioned before,
another taxonomy by this writer, sorting among 150 methods
simply for increasing human intelligence, to say nothing of
other factors of human quality and learning performance.

Upon closer investigation, it may well be that Meta-
Strategies 3, 4, and 5 may also each prove to be as exten-
sive and as richly filled with possibilities.

What is immediately apparent to this writer, even with
N'eta- Strategy 1 sorting 350 known methods, that probably
as many other methods are known of which this writer does
not yet know. Presenting this initial draft of a taxc
may well help bring them to light and access. It is so
probable that all these taken together in turn are a drop on
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the bucket compared to the methods it is immediately
possible even now to develop.

The numbers can be even somewhat daunting. For
example, this writer has a dozen different specific methods
for just the A-1 strategy heading alone, and is looking at
program elements which would easily be combined into hun-
dreds of different specific methods for just that one entry.
Evaluating and weighing among these (Dimension B) to get
the range of selection back down to manageable proportions,
is strongly needed even in this early phase of development
of the field. The numbers may be daunting, but the possi-
bilities are exciting, since several of that first dozen meth-
ods consistently yield a rate of apparent acquisition of con-
ceptual learning several hundred times greater than that
found from conventional methods. And this is just a begin-
ning.

Whether daunted or excited, those of us who al.- profes-
sionals have the responsibility for nurturing and encourag-
ing the development of other minds and intellects and
human beings, have the responlibii, finding and pur-
suing the best possible ways to encourage that develop-
ment. Perhaps that is our responsibility as human beings
even more than it is our responsibility as professionals.
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*** *** ***

Hacia un taxonomia de metodos para el mejoramiento de la
ensenanza y el aprendizaje.

Un sistema de clasificacion o taxonomia es propuento
para traer orden el cuai esti ya distribuido con 35 metodos
conocidos para un substantial mejoramiento en la ensefianza
y el aprendizaje y para orientar los investigadores hacia
algunos campos posiblemente productivos de investigaciOn.
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La dimension "A" consiste en 5 estrategicas metas de las
cuales solo la primera es resumida en este esldio. Una
dimension "B" de la taxonomia propuesta es el ideal orien-
tado y evaluativo. El rilimero y la variedad de los apa-
rentemente productivos mejoramientos al ensefiar y apren-
der, pueden venir como urra sorpresa para la mayoria de los
lectoreo.

Vers une taxinomie de methodes pour ramelioration de rens-
eignement et de l'apprq..r.tissage.

On propose un system de classification, ou une taxino-
afin de mettre ord"e a un domaine ou on connait au

moins 35 methode.s differentes qui ameliorent con-
siderablement renseignement et l'apprentissage. En mime
temps ce systemo de classification peut aider a orienter les
chercheurs dans leurs enquetes et a rendre ces enquetes
plus productives.

La dimension A comprend 5 meta-strategies dont ce rap-
port ne presente que la premiere, en résumé. La dimension
B. de la taxinomie proposee s'oriente vers len but et vers
revaluation. Le nombre et la variete de ces ameliorations
manifestement productives apportees a renseignement et a
rapprentissage pourraient bien surprendre la plupart des
lecteurs.

Ober eine Taxonomie von Methoden fiir das Fordern von
Lehren und Lernen.

Ein Klassifizierungssytem (oder Taxonomie) wird Kier
vorgeschlagen, urn Ordnung in ein Gebiet zu bringen, das
schon mit 35 bekannten Methoden fiir eine betrachtliche
Verbesoerung des Lehrens und Lernens weit gestraut ist.
Es soil Forschern helfen, sich nach einigen wenigen
moglicherweise produktiven Fragenrichtungen zu orien-
tieren. Die "A" Dimension besteht aus fiinf "Meta-Strateg-
len," wovon nur die erste Meta-Strategie in diesem Papier
zusammenyefaBT wird. Eine B" Dimension der gebotenen
Klassifizierung 1st zielorientiert und behandelt Berwertun-
gen. Die Zahl und Vielfalt der scheinbar produktiven Ver-
besserungen im Lehren und Leri.en IcOnnen den mesiton
Lesern eine Oberraschung bieten.
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J. of the Society for Accelerative Learning and Teaching,
1983, 8(3&4)

A Taxonomy of Methods to Increase Human Intelligenc,?

Win Wenger

Abstract. This is a summary listing of physical,
physiological, mental, and developmental methods,
some proven and some speculative, that increase
human intelligence. The article is intended to pro-
voke discussion and research.

Not just one or a few, but at this writing 150, methods
are now known to produce gains in apparent intelligence,
each one resulting in IQ gains (among other things) rang-
ing between 10 and 25 points. Several hundred additional
procedures are known shich appear to marginally improve
intelligence, usually in combination with some one or other
.f the 150 known main methods.

These methods are very thinly scattered at oss the pro-
fessional, para-professional, and potentialist landscapes.
No one has ever pulled more than a very few of these
methods together. Yet most of these methods reflect com-
plementary differences whose combination promises a posi-
tive synergy ranging far beyond the mere sums of the (IQ
and ether) gains by the separate methods.

The potential impact of most or all of these methods
taken together may be somewhat lessened if some of these
150 methods are simply different ways of bringing the same
set of specific mental and brain functions to the same po'ot
of proficiency. However, the large differences among these
150 approaches indicate more complementarity than redun-
dance--with positive synergies tierefore in prospect.

The p ospective gains also extend well beyond those
simply of increasing intelligence. Many of the cross-linking
methods and approaches also improve insightfulness and
creativity far more eNen than they do apparent intelligence,
to the extent that these quantities can be compared. Many
of the physical methods, and sevenal of the mental, also
produce or reflect other apparent health benefits.

Enumeration of each of the 150 separate methods is
appropriate at least for a dissertation study, if Lot for a
multi-volumed encyclopedia of research. It is also a task
more appropriate to be pursued by many rather than by
just this one writer. Rather than beg the question, how-
ever, we propose with this brief paper to begin a
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c!assification system, or ta :onomy. This taxonomy can then
lay out these methods in some order convenient Tor inspec-
tion, which may enable inquirers to address specific sectors
to good effect.

Such a taxonomy will also convenience any program or
institution which wishes to make a significant human differ-
ence in terms of r.pair of human potential, or which wishes
to actualize such potential well beyond the present conven-
tional norms.

The writer is currently engaged in forming a new uni-
versity and in creating a set of developmental programs in
association with that university. This taxonomy is intended
to also guide and facilitate the carrying forward of these
developmental programs.

This taxonomy is also intended, as did the periodic
table of the elements, to generate predictions of where and
what new elements may be found--in other words, to help
generate new methods sotne of which may be far more pro-
ductive of intelligence gains and other benefits than are
any of the presently known 150 methods.

Some specific methods pertain simultaneously to more
than one of the specific classifications following below.
This effect may disappear as we develop a better classifica-
tion system, or it may increase if this taxonomy suggests
new methods whose heightened effectiveness is by the econ-
omizing strategy of working various types of effect
together.

Here then, is the preliminary outline sketch of such a
proposed taxonomy, with enough detail on just a few of the
example methods to lend a feel for what the entire taxonomy
may eventually become:

A. Physically-based methods
1. Improve circulation to the brain, to increase the

supply of oxygen, food-energy and nutrition, and
improve the cleansing removal of wastes.
a. CO2-enrichment to train the carotid valves and

cranial circulation to open permanentiy wider.
1) "baggie-breathing" (Wenger, 1975, pp.

26-30,50)
2) underwater breath-holding, with underwater

swimming exercises and games. (This was
how this writer unknowingly, accidentally,
strongly increased his own intelligence in
1959 while in summer school to make up aca-
demic deficits.)

3) "sip-breathing" (Wenger, 1979, pp. 136-7)
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4) to limited extent, aerobic exercise and jogging
(but not known to be one of the 150 methods
yielding 10-20 points IQ gain;

5) direct -nrichment from bottle] or dry ice CO2
b. Nutritional ways to expand circulation, such as

with the. niacin flush (in combination with other
means--not enough by itself for the 10+ point IQ
gain).

c. Positional methods--such as upside-down-hanging
(Delacato, 1983) or the "gravity position" medi-
tation (Wenger, 1979).

d. Unblocking circulation, and decongesting
1) by "cleansing diet"
2) by a certain nasal decongestant, Vasopressin,

formerly available over the counter until it
was discovered to increase intelligence. It
may also have other chemical factors also
helping to cause the IQ gains associated with
it.

3) anti-allergy treatments, and possible general
wholistic or preventative treatments.

4) medical and/or sugical intervention to remove
specific blocks to circulation

5) smoothing the flow of body energy
6) correcting blocks to circulation of cerebro-

spinal fluid of lymphatic fluid, of other body
substances.

2. Various other physical approaches:
a. Reduce physiological disorder or "noise," to

improve the signal-to- noise ratio in the organism
(Wenger, 1979, pp. 41-43).

b. Cross-linking opposite or diverse regions of the
brain building up communcations links in between
by means of patterns of sound, of other pat-
terned sensory cumulus, by magnetic pulse, and
by cortical-evo!,ed response. Auditory cross-
linkage developed by Robert Monroe of Monroe
Institute of Applied Sciences in Faber, Virginia;
a more ambitious, multi-sensory, cortical-evoked
Whole-Brain Wave-Form Synchm-Energizer device
invented anti developed by naturopathic physi-
cian Dr. Denis Gorges of Cleveland, Ohio and
tested mainly in clinical settings.

c. Linking the brain.s appetite structures to senscri
and intellectual and aesthetic functions, as
appears to be the case with most exceptionally-
gifted people.

d. Cross-linking mental and selee'c physiological pat-
terns and orientations of response, as in the
Arzona-based Genesa program as researched by
the School of Education, Univer.ity of George at
Athens. San Diego Public Schools has used this
for remediation.
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e. Nutritional building of intelligence (includes
RNA/DNA and folic acid, choline and/or lecithin;
glutamic acid in combination with B-6; nutritional
or brewers' yeast in tandem with heavy emo-
tional, aesthetic or intellectual work; vitamins C
and E for circulation; vitamin A for temporary
improvements of sensory response and conseq-
uent mental functions; many other effects).

f. Specific chanical building of intelligence (includ-
ing magnesium pemoline as distinct from pemo-
line; other effects). Nooprenyle.

g. Hyperbaric and hypobaric processing.
h. Arousing the visual circuitry (flick gazing)

(Wenger, 1975, p. 75). Eighty percent of the
brain is involved in visual response whict,, on
the whole, is highly trainable.

i. Disinhibiting and smoothing visual tracking (visual
tracking at'tomatic responses are part of patterns
of reflexive brain response), as means to disin-
hibit associated brain functions (as per study by
a Dr. Jim Medvedev for Westinghouse Learning
Laboratories, and as per studies since then by
Neurolinguistic Programming and by Psychegen-
ics). This is a much larger and more facile
point of leverage upon patterns of brain
response than at first it sounds.

j. Computer games, tachistoscopic and other dvice-
assisted sensori- motor training approaches
working toward speed, complexity, and finer
discrimination of sensory stimuli together with
correspondingly more sophisticated. mental
responses.

k. Fetal tissue perfusion techniques.
I. Sensori-motor patterned training (the usual more

successful forms recapitulate and enrich the
stages of phylugenetic, ontological and neurologi-
cal, to say nothing of cognitive, development.

m. Bio-sensory identification of initial patterns of
response in genius brains and bodies, with biof-
eedba.:k methods to train these preferred pat-
terns up in others not initially genius.

n. Identifying and shifting body-English stress-pat-
terns, which are powerfully facilitating or inhib-
iting of response in many areas of activity and
skill (the "Transformation Technology" of this
writer's Psychegenics program).

B. Mentally-based methods:
1. Cross-linking opposite sides of consciousness (right

and left brains, as in Wenger (1981) Finding and
exercising activities which engage both opposite
sides simultaneously, building communications
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between the two sides and through everything in
between.

2. Improving mental signal-to-noise ratio, as with medi-
tation and as with the self-release processes found
in Wenger (1979) and elsewhere.

3. Removing inhibiting blocks to intelligence and cre-
ative response.

4. Removing confusions, with and without bio-monitoring
equipment, as in math, in word-meanings, and in
sequential learnings.

5. The SAND program of methods (Wenger, 1980?) for
sharply and easily improving langdage and language-
related faculties.

6. Enriching cognitive structure
a. a la Piaget and Bruner developmental models.
b. philosophically integrative, as with math and with

the general theory of systems.
7. Identifying, and modeling on, the response patterns

(and micro- response patterns) of genius.
8. Re-orienting to play mode even in pursuit of serious

purposes, to enrich feedback.
9. Identifying and revis;ng habituated cognitive strat-

egies.
10. Decoding and working more extensively in the lan-

guages of various portions of the brain as means to
reprogram functions relating to quality of intellectual
performance.

11. Training a strategy of alternating freely the two feet
of the mind, as in Osbourne's model of suspending
judgment to create freely, then judge freely; or as
in the writer's model of freely using both narrow-
beam articulated focus of faculties and the right
brain general pattern-oriented faculties, in frequent
alternation and together.

12. Training up undeveloped or unengaged freely-func-
tionable regions of consciousness and bringing these
to bear on matters in current consciousness. Build-
ing uninhibited satellite intelligences and then inte-
grating these.

13. Working with expectation, self-image and suggestion.
14. Putting the nation'sor world's -- greatest geniuses to

work on the task of finding better methods to create
genius.

15. Putting the best creativity methods and conscious-
ness-involved methods such 'as the above (including
the "Toolbuilder" methods of this writer), on the
task of creating yet better methods for building
intelligence and for creating genius.

C. Methods related to human development:
1. The general model of enrichment and therapeutic

repair; stimulus and treatment at early sequential
stages of development (Wenger, 1972, Chs. 6 &7).
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2. Catching peak per ods of neurological growth, in
fetus and perinatilly, with nutrition-boosts and
headphone/light-show :Aimulus.

3 Catching peak periods of personal growth and
enriching them. Inducing such periods to catch
them more easily for enrichment.

4. Improving the birth process--natural childbirth
training of mother, vitamin E to improve oxygen
efficiency in mother and fetus; antenatal decompres-
sion; drug-free birth procedures; Le Boyer-style
birthing and immcdiate post-natal procedure..

5 Re-birthing by various means?--fcr repair and
enrichment?

D Theoretical areas for further inquiry:
1 Brain-mind-computer linking?
2. Re-routing (by surgery? by fetal perfusion tech-

niques? by hormones? of circulation?
3 Artificial intelligence?
4. Changing the genetic code?
5. Changing schooling?
6. Changing incentives?
7 Other?

This has been a bare-bones outline of some of the pos-
sible approaches to increasing human intelligence. Some
areas are virtually empty of known methods; other areas,
especially the first two, physiological and mental, and the
headings under them, are literally jammed with many known
specific methods, most of which are known to powerfully
build intelligence and some of which also appear to do so
although not yet scientifically validated. In several empty
or near- empty classifications, the writer can already see a
number of plausible new techniques which should be devel-
oped by experiment, which might well be equal in effect to
at least some of the already- known, already-developed and
supported methods -so that if the above taxonomical struc-
ture is as yet very far from ideal, it is already doing its
job nonetheless.

Enough such methods are presently Known and validated
to be combined into a synergistic program powerfully build-
ing apparent human intelligence. How powerfully is
unknown since these methods have, by and large, been
thinly scattered and never before combined.

This initial sketch of an outline toward a taxonomy is
for the purpose of beginning to clarify and define the field
of improvement to human intelligence, and to stimulate fur-
ther resea:ch. That further such research should be done
immediately seems to ths writer evident and urgent, if not
imperative, with profound positive implication for human
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well-being in terms of the qualities identified with the
experience of being human.
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Irk* *** ***

Una taxonomia de metodos para acrecentar inteligencia
humana.

He aqui una lis+a b eve de metodos fisicos, fisioiOgicos,
mentales y -volucionistos, unos probados unos especulati-
vos, que ar -ecentan la inteligencia humana. La meta del
articulo es de provocar discusiOn e investigaciOn.

Une taxincmie de methodes pour faire accroitre !intelligence
humaine.

Voici, en resume, une liste de methodes psychologiques,
mentales et developoementales pour faire accroitre !'intelli-
gence humaine. On a dela prouve refficacite de certaines
de ces methodes; Ia valour des autres nest basee que sur
Ia pure speculation. Cet article a pour but de provoquer la
discussion et la recherche.

Eine Taxonorcie von Methoden fur das Fordern von der
menschlichen Denkfahigkeit.

Diese Arbeit 1st ein zusammenfassendes Verzeichnis der
physischen, physiologischen und geistigen Methoden und
Entwicklungsmethoden, the die menschliche DeAfShigkeit
fordern. Einige sind schon gepr6ft, andere sind spekula-
tiv. Der Autor beabsichtigt, Diskussion und Forschung
hervorzurufen.
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J. of the Society for Accelerative Learning and Teaching,
8(3), 1983

Suggestive, Accelerative Functioning in Industry Training*

Otto Altorfer

Abstract. The author details his experiences apply-
ing suggestology in an airline company to various
employee training seminars.

Industry is an environment with handicaps and limita-
tions to try out and research new and especially risky
things. By presenting some of my material to you, I look
forward to feedback from people who apply suggestology in
different settings and with a greater degree of specializa-
tion.

I feel respect and gratitude for this newly-discovered
avenue of human deve:opment. For me, suggestology has
become not merely another educational technique, it has
influenced my life to a great extent and in highly beneficial
ways.

For over 20 years, I have been fmniliar with the notion
that normal successful people like you and me don't use
more than five to seven percent of available mental capac-
ity. I didn't believe it until 1978 when I became familiar
with the compelling data about suggestology. Then I was
certain; there is almost an unlimited supply of human
reserve energy. Even if we don't accelerate human func-
tioning in industry ten- or twentyfold but only double it, it
would have startling effects.

If I only double the use of my energy, I either double
my present success rate or attain it at half the effort. In
both cases, I win, and with me, my organization gains. I

got excited about the potential blessings of accelerated and
enriched human functioning. I included accelerated func-
tioning at work as a meaningful pursuit, adding it to my
already-existing goal to make work a more pyful and har-
monious experience through emotional fitness (Altorfer,
1977). To make this happ-n, I knew it had first to work
for myself.

I. Formal Suggestology

*Paper presented at the 1983 SALT Conference
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I was impressed at the beginning with the concept of
formal suqgestolo9y, e.g., to give simple and straightfor-
ward information in timed and concentrated ways, accompa-
nied by the synchronizing effect of slow-paced music
(Ostrander & Schroeder, 1979). To succeed in it, relax-
ation appeared to be, and is, a central and complex pre-
requisite. But I also knew well that I couldn't invite our
trainees for a full week of relaxation at company expense.
So at the very beginning, I decided to develop a progres-
sive relaxation "super" tape (Altorfer, 1980), not only
accompanied with positive suggestions before and after the
practice, but also in the formal format hoping that progres-
sive relaxation in suggestology format had a compound
effect. And it had. Many people went subconscious.
Often people started to talk about supernatural experiences
after the practice. On the one side I was satisfied with the
result and felt encouraged to try the formal approach on
similar subjects. On the other hand, I was concerned; I

soon started meditation training and the study of other
approaches which appeared also to deal with the lesser
known "darker" forces of the human mind. That's how
suggestology invited me to learn much more about my own
mind.

II. Creating Suggestology" Atmosphere
From the viewpoint of methodology, acceleration of

learning involves more than making tapes according to a
prescription. Suggestology is more than a ;ethnical gim-
mick. I realized this when I started to reflect about the
implications of Dr. Lozanov's formulated prerequisites
(Lozanov, 1978) for applied sugges*.ology, namely,

1. the absence of tension, and the state of joyful and
relaxed concentration.

2. the concept of united or integrated mind activity
leading to the harmonious functioning of the total
mind, e.g., right and left hemisphere intellect and
intuition, willpower and imagepower, etc.

3. the need to bypass, modify or desuggest already-
structured, especially negative-structured energy,
and to access the reserve complex at the untouched
level.

That's a full order for practical application. It defi-
nitely shifts the emphasis from technology to human touch
and contact. Here are some of our experience.:

1. Observations of emotional fitness training taught us
that a state of joy and relaxation at work or in training can
only occur through the voluntary cooperation of the partici-
pants. It cannot be forced. The absence of tension in
this connection is parallel with an absence of dependency
feelings or, conversely, the promotion and maintenance of
autonomy, self-regulation, or self-motivation.
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We use suggestology in seminars dealing v th work rela-
tionships, people contact, and stress management for expert
and senior staff. Participants of such seminars have
already successfully fulfilled the work conditions at a con-
tractual and enforceable level. Therefora, we have no
problem in acknowledging that participants are experts with
a great deal of experience, they already have proved their
expertise, it's okay to learn or not to learn, tile instructor
presents data, participants decide which of them they inte-
grate, but it is important to acknowledge these messages.
And we invite them to take an active part in formulating
seminar objectives

Along the same line of self-responsibility, we encocrage
suspended judgment The message here is

"Don't believe what I say unless it's supported by
your own experience, neither disbelieve what I say
unless it's also supported by your own experience."

We appeal to the quality of worklife in the sense that
improved quality on a personal level will also positively
influence the quality of work output. We invite participants
to think of goals which add comfort, meaning and joy to
their own personal functioning and to detach themselves
from encouraging but sometimes too-anxious advice and
expectations by superiors. "It's okay to get personal ben-
efits out of this learning experience."

When work can ba an enjoyable and gratifying experi-
ence, learning can be, too. We suggest that participants
be aware of their feelings during the seminar, to avoid dis-
comfort and to stick to positive joyful feelings. We estab-
lish the "right to pass" on all processes without justification
or explanation, in order to overcome or avoid old resis-
tances and resentments around learning situations.

2. The use of the total mind offers one of the biggest
challenges for practical implementation in an industry envi-
ronment because "holistic" applications do not enjoy great
popularity here yet. I want to pinpoint some specific fac-
tors within this framework which we used with awareness
and purpose, and which were received, acknowledged, and
commented on by participants. They are:

physical relaxation, such as progressive relax-
ation,
rhythmic breathing,
the use of music not only on tape, but also in the
course of "life" instruction,
the cultivation of positive thoughtn and feelings
through positive presentation of material and the
practice of affirmations,
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the conscious ese of nonverbal expression skills,
such as body language, use of props, tone of
voice, speed, intonation, pitch, eye contact, body
posture, etc.
greater involvement of the senses in general, and
the acknowledgment and expression of feelings in
particular,
multisensory goal setting,
creative visualization, imagery and the use of met-
aphors, etc.

3. The need to bypass or unlearn already-structured
energy and to reach reserve energy at the untouched level
is a condition which requires the neutralizing of existing
thought and habit patterns, or at least involves the trans-
formation of negative restricted thoughts and habits into
creative positive ones. In one of our classes, the Work
Relationship Seminar, we offer some basics in techniques to
create new or modify existing but undesired thoughts or
habits. In a way, I consider this as the final frontier of
relaxation: negative thoughts and self-defeating habit pat-
terns are at the root of excessive stress and imbalance most
of the t;me.

Ill. Feedback
The following are participants' comments from events in

the United States, Japan, and Hong Kong which reflect the
above aoints:

"Of particular interest to me were the breathing
exercises and progressive relaxation techniques."
(Manager)

.. th:s is the only time I can fall asleep in the
classroom without guilty feelings." (Supervisor)

"I enjoyed your method of meditation. I have never
experienced relaxation in this manner." (Supervi-
sor)

"Affirmation practice seems to be a simple enough
method in dealing with negative subconscious mes-
sages...." (Ticketing Agent)

"We must think positively--then the whole world of
options will open up before us." (Sales Agent)

"The negativity which I felt and still in many ways
feel is self-created, not created by my boss and that
is quite a realization in itself." (Supervisor)
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"So many things happened in 3 daysit's hard for
everything to sink in immediatelysuperlea ming,
suggestology, visualization, affirmation, etc , nu'
basically it is the inward looking at oneself...which
interested me." (Ticketing Agent)

"From the beginning it seemed that something is
opening my brain wide-open and tapping and feeding
me with things I wanted for a long time." (Opera-
tions Supervisor)

"I found it (the seminar) very stimulating and most
relaxing, which was also due to the soothing music
in the background..." (Reservations Agent)

"The two main gains for myself in this course were
the topics of relaxation and positive mental th,nk-
ing." (Reservations Agent)

"...1 know that I will have bad times along the way
but maybe I'll be able to do something about those
bad times. I really line the concept of affirmation
and I'm going to give it my best." (Sales Repre-
sentative)

"I found this class exciting and will definitely apply
these methods of relaxation and affirmation to make
myself a happier person." (Operations Agent)

"Also, we could teach ourselves how to mak_ our
work lively and interesting." (Operations Agent)

In connection with the T A. presentation:

"What impressed me the most was the amount of
depth that was able to come across in the midst of
an explanation that was the dearest and simplest
that I have received for T.A

"The pacing is difficult for my 'hurry up' -so while
valuable, it was at times frustrating."
(T.A.-Oakland)

IV. Areas of Application
We haven't thus far applied suggestology for teaching

work routines or technical skills. We used it mainly in
nontechnical training sessions where emphasis is on self-mo-
tivation and attitudes, e.g., people and customer contact,
stress management, work relationship events, etc., after
which we cannot observe clearly defined and measurable
terminal behaviors



Desirable "terminal" effects for us in these events are
statements of commitment, to make a change, to try out new
things, or expressions of having gained more insights of
oneself, etc. This may sound hazy and vague_ yet we
experienced suggestology as a greatly vitalizing and se;f-
motivating agent, assisting people to get out of the rut, or
at least make a decision for taking more active responsibil-
ity and for deriving more work satisfactions thus reducing
frustration about perceptions of work as boring, routine,
etc.

V. Conclusions

We benefitted from the suggestive-accelerative teaching
mode mainly as a mind opener and stimulator to perceive
and accept work as an activity offering mere fulfillment and
a challenge to experience intrinsic satisfaction. It is a tool
to aceess and educate heretofore unreachable capac;ties of
the subconscious mind.

This development is timely, especially in our environ-
ment where people have become so incredibly smart intellec-
tually, and where many people even have excessive
"smarts" to succeed on a given job (over-qualified or
under-utilized). For instance, we observe that mistakes
are not so much caused by lack of knowledge or technical
skill as by factors such as stress, frustration, preoccupa-
tion, ill feelings, boredom, etc.

Intellect and technology, technical skill and expertise
can hardly lead to any more quantum jumps in productivity
and efficiency. It is now clearly within the subconscious
mind of people where the action is.
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El autor detalla sus experiencias en la aplicacion
sugestopedia en una compania aerea en varios
para entrenamiento de empleados

L'application et le fonction
trainement indust-iel

L'auteu,- presente en de
concerne l'adaptation de la
daviation et, en particulier,
demployes.

de la
seminarios

nement de SALT dans l'en-

tail SE.S experiences en ce qui
suggestJlogie a un compagnie
a des seminaires de formation

Suggestive, beschleunigte Arbeitsweise in industriellen
Leh rprogrammen

Der Autor schildert seine Erfahrungen mit dem Gebrauch
von Suggestopadie in verschiedenen Angestelltensemcnaren
einer Fluggesellschaft.
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Contents and Boundaries of Understanding "Intensive
Training"

Alex A. Leontiev
Pushkin Russian Language Institute

and
Galina Kitaigorodskaya

Moscow State University

Abstract. This is a position paper on the state of
the art of intensive, accelerative teaching methods in
the Soviet Union. While based on Lozanov's Sugges-
topedia, accelerative teaching methods in the USSR
have advanced by attending to, and utilizing, social
group dynamics. Information on the use in the
USSR of these intensive methods is also given along
with a discussion of definitioral problems.

In the teaching of foreign languages, it is advised to
understand by the term "intensive methods" itself, that it
is directed at the mastery of a living oral language and its
comprehension (that is, socially interacting in the language
of instruction), leaning not on fulfilling general instruction
with the psychological reserves of personality and the
activity of repeating in particular, but on the management
of social-psychological processes of groups and the manage-
ment of the sociability of the teacher with repeating and
repetition among themselves, and it usual accomplishment
in the pressure of a school term (2 weeks, 1 month or sev-
eral months) and with great daily concentration of time (4-5
hours).

The most well-known variation of intensive teaching is
the "suggestopedic" method of G Lozanov (Bulgaria),
developed in the mid-60s and originally oriented towards a
short course for adults leaving the country. After 100-120
hours involved, it guarantees mastery of a living language
and understanding of its limits in some scores of typ,cal
situations and about 2500 linguistic units (words, syntax
and common sentences)

In the USSR at the beginning of this period (starting
1960, finishing in the 1970s), Lozanov's method was utilized
even though its theoretical basis was not well suited for us.
Further, getting away from this method but frequently
using its principles and methods, Soviet spec)alists created
a series of their methods ("the emotional-meaningful method"
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of E. U. Shakhter, "the method of activating the reserve
capacities of the personality" of G. A. Kitaigorodskaya and
others). A new psycholosical-didactic rationale of intensive
teaching developed. Found along the way was the union of
intensive methods with the customary one of teaching for-
eign languages in the Soviet Union, the generaily-acknowl-
edc,ed practical methcd. The intensive methods were well
tI.ought-out as a unique realization of several progressive
tendencies in general pedagogy anJ didactics (the creation
of an emotional climate for teaching, elucidating the role of
process in teaching, etc.).

There exist? in the Soviet Union at the present time
abo. 25 organizational units (groups, faculties, laborator-
ies), working with several variants of intensive teaching,
not counting individual teachers. They include Eng lis%,
French, German, Spanish, Russian as a foreign language
and Russian as a second language for Soviet citizens, not
counting them carefully. From the experimental state,
intensive teaching shifted to the practical- it produced
more than 5000 participants. Prepared were more than 200
teachers, masters of the methods of intensive instruction;
about 50 supporting textbooks of various types were pub-
lished. The instruction proceeded with various contingents
of participants with help in varied forms: short courses
preparing specialists, courses to advance the qualifications
of school teachers, intermediate schools (experimental
instruction), preparing faculty for foreign, citizens (Russian
language), ten-month courses fo- students from foreign
countries, and also courses for the advancement of qualifi-
cations of f',i-eign teachers of the Russian language.

Intensive instruction in practice in this fashion already
has pulled itself together and 1-; accepted by a majority of
teachers as a specific system of teaching, differing in a
series of parameters from the usual methcds of teaching
foreign languages at the present time. The orginally clear
question yet remains, and that is the question under which
conditions are we able to speak rightly of intensive teach-
ing, where non-intensive instruction stops and intensive
instruction starts. In this reyard in recent years, on the
basis of exneriments and principles of intensive teaching, a
series of concrete methods was created and formulated
bearing a compromised character and even corre93onding to
the idea (notion) "intensive instruction on a strict basis,"
versu. the notion "intensive instruction." Finally, a series
of methods exists specifically for the problems and useable
resources, but not often realized principles, of positions for
the foundation of intensive instruction in several varying
forms. For example, the idea of suggestive reaction is
extended to the so-called suggestive-cybernetic instruction.
There is a series of general positions for the represents
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tives of really intensive instruction and reia.c.bedia
(Geir.hman, 1977).

L-t's analyze the general characteristics of criteria by
which one could define the meaning of the term "intensive
instruction." Clearly the characteristic of contingency
which is usually distinguishing in intensive instruction and
uften performs a differentiating feature, cannot (give us)
the proper relation for understanding this term. Practically
as already stated, the various forms of intensive instruction
at the limits of experimental measurements immediately cover
the sama various categories of teachers. One may classify
all of them on the basis of three types: public school,
university, and post-graduate education. Accordingly, the
bases fo.- nr-ganizing the forms of instruction are changed.
The second criterion which sometimes is used to define
intensive instruction is the period of instruction. In a few
words, intensive instruction is identified with short cour-
ses. Thus, for example, the textbook of 0. P. Rassudovoy
and L. V. Stepanovoy, in the thoughts of the authors, is a
complex "intensive course of Russian" which on this basis is
intended for teaching within the limits of two weeks to a
month and a half. In a similar fashion, the definition con-
strained by the concentrated time of study, by the dated
isolated given course, that is, its comparative autonomy,
etc. is hardly acceptable.

All these criteria of intensive instruction carry a clean,
tidy external appearance but do not reflect those principles
and essentials of distinction which are characteristic of
intensive instruction as a methodical system.

Here, in our opinion, in this article one can attack what
is meant by methodical system and concrete methodical
instruction. Evidently a methodical system presents its
mutuality (reciprocality) as 3 definitive aspect of teaching,
of method:cal means used in pedagogical practice, and most
importantly, those psychological and didactic bases which a
given methodical system appears to use. In this sense,
intensive instruction is both a definite methodical system
uniting individual aspects of content and principles, and a
realization of varying concrete methods (systems of methodic
means). We especially fault the difference between method-
ical system and concrete methods, such that one and the
other means can be uti' -ed for different aspects. In par-
ticular, tha means used in intensive instruction often can
easily be carrier-4 Jver to conventional instruction, but from
the latter one cannot convert to the intensive.

Which of these .,pects are in intensive -'ion?
One can formulate them in the following fashict .nini-
mum period of time achieve the maximum amot arning
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text material. One can see in this formulation that one
cannot really address the problem of proportional acquisition
of all aspects of language activities, and that this does not
really demand practice. Really intensive instruction speci-
fies the forming of habits, and only knowledge of several
aspects of language activity, only laying a foundation for
acquisition and its concerns. In practice, this stands for
all acquisition more often of knowledge for interacting
socially with the foreign I- iguage (listening and speaking)
and requirements for thes a practices.

Such a formulation of aims and uses (measures) for
their accomplishment defines methodic means fully compatible
with a high concentration of teaching hours.

What If there in the contents of intensive instruction?
The content of intensive teaching is mastery of a complex of
habits and learning, achievable and essential for effective
accomplishment of activity in a specific region, also mastery
of the language material, specified formulation, development
and use of these patterns and learning. Still not touched
on in this given definition is one region of intensive
instruction: its teaching function. Intensive teaching in
this very respect comes forward as a desired, fully va'.uable
methodic system in its teaching function. A very important
characteristic of intensive instruction consists exact:y of an
organic unity of these two functions at several levels close
to specific methodical levels. Not fearing a paradox, one
can say the educational region of intensive instruction
enables the teaching function, and the teaching the function
of education. In essence, such a demand exists on the
d -ed methodical system; only just now at the present
time in intensive instruction has there been accomplished
such an organic unity of the greatest consequence.

In this fashion, there yet remains the Important ques-
tion, on which principles is a given methodic system based
that allows it to realize a given content and goals? Speak-
ing more simply, what happens to the possible decis'on with
two apparently simultaneous but contradictory problems,
minimizing time versus maximizing total effect?

Psychological-didactic, or better, psychological-pedago-
gical principles of intensive instruction one can divide into
psychological- pedagogical principles of organizing teaching
activities and psychological-methodical principles of teaching
activities from a given viewpoint.

Psychological-pedagogical principles of organizing teach-
ing activities are an appropriate organization of knowledge
and formulation of patterns via a system of collective
action, enabling the ,eternal mobilization of individual capa-



bilities of each student and effectively using these
capabilities in classroom activities. One can expr.ss these
principles in the general formula: 'in the collective and
through the collective." Simultaneously in external form
and resource in the organization of such a system of
actions, there appears a conscious and fully-directed mas-
tery of the processes of group instruction. Order this
condition, there appears advancement in the creative role of
the teacher, maximizing the realizing of individual capabili-
ties for the goals of education and instruction, which in
turn are impossible without the fully-directed and controlled
pedagogical instructon Further detailed analysis of he
principles characterized above can be found in the series of
publications by the authors of this article (Kit,Agorodskaya,
1979; Leontiev, 1979). In the union of these principles one
can characterize a general strategy of intensive instruction.

Psychological-methodic principles of intensive instruction
one can investigate with a strategy flowing out of its gen-
eral strategy, and as a link between general ps/chological-
pedagogical principles and uses of intensive .nstruction with
concrete methodic means.

Here with the tirst principle, there appears a concen-
trated organization of the process of instruction. This
designates that for the transfer from habits of reproduction
of oral expressions in a given situation and for given goals,
to their active production and situational variations that an
intermediate level of basic cleverness is essential for the
beginning speaking experence and its systematization.
Immediately the original corununicative kernel is formulated
for future mastery socially ii the target language. One can
conditionally judge this sage in a first attempt by how
much it brings together the communicative kernel and the
practical specified sociability, even though at a relatively
elementary level mastery of a definite volume of language
material is essential; and in this way, this stage appears
relatively terminal. Further much material learned at the
first stage is specified at a higher level of analytical stu-
dent activity and its relative ease to transfer these analyt-
ical operations to new language material It it essential to
have in mind that this second level in its measurement
(evaluation) does not turn out to be a simple reflex for the
language experience. This reflex bearing a fully or par-
tially recognized character arises as a consequence of new
problems which at this stage appear before the students,
problems again communicative. In this fashion, one can say
that for effective socializing of students, one must force
preoccupation with structural and systematic analysis
appropriate to their language material in which the teacher
assists it is important to notice that the major essential of
a similar stage can be united at different times with varying
stages in the process of instruction. Thus, in the method



at the well-known laboratory of new methods of teaching at
Tbilisi State University, the so-called mid-cycle stage is
being elaborated and similarly at the prestigious laboratory
for the activation of teaching activities at Moscow State
University, principally the problems internal to the first
cycle (beginning stage of teaching) are being resolved.

Finally, the third stage concentration presents a com-
pletely new synthesis, that ts, formation of creative learn-
ing products and situational variations of expressed speech
under complicated conditions and new spoken material.

The second psychological-methodical principle of inten-
sive instruction leads one to the global use of all possible
resources and channels of influences for mental instruction.
We keep in mind not only the support simultaneously of
auditory and written reception, that in the method of Loza-
nov, the so-called two-planes, that is the simultaneous task
of conscious and unconscious mastery of the speaking pat-
tern and the corresponding language material, but also the
maximum support of the cognitive, emotional, and other
processes mutually involved, and the facilitation and inten-
sification of their passing. For example, the creation in
the students of the so-called ooerational effort condition,
that is, the emotional condition leading to the desired opti-
mum of their activities, extremely positively influences the
effectiveness The creation for those concerned of a plea-
sant emotional climate and simultaneously emotional activation
in the students play a positive role in the educational plan
as one of the resources of reaction in the personality of the
students.

With the frequent application or use of this principle,
the maximum use of nonverbal communication resources
appears, aesthetic resources in action and others.

With 3 third psychological-methodical principle of
intensive instr action one can count the reciprocal activity of
pedagogical sociability of role and proper individual ele-
ments. Enlarging on this presentation, that at the founda-
tion of intensive instruction Ices clearly the sociability role,
doesn't agree with effectiveness (reality). It appears to be
not an obligatory principle, but as an occasional effective
means in the system of intensive instruction except in con-
stant mutual activity of individual socializing. The role of
individual social intercourse in its functions in the pedago-
gical process appears. es with individual situations, to form
itself to overcome role problems. Therefore, the following
incomplete view of sociability for various stages of learning
(even to the limits of the beginning stage) changes, and
the function of the role of socializing by degrees brings usto the individual. Transfer from role to individual socializ-
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ing designates the t. A nsfer of teaching from
classroom-commnicative to real-communicative activity; even
further, this activity can be accomplished in role-play ng
forms. Even the notion of role here is changed in a radical
fashion as one can see: in order to avoid terminalogical
confusion, one can accordingly bring in a working definition
of classroom roles.

It is clear from what has -- said that far from all
methodical means are used in fol. language instruction.
In the following area, their realization demands a systematic
utilization of effective methodic means both simultaneously
and sequentially. Helpful means in their mutuality and cor-
respondence with different stages of teaching and with
repeated concrete problems are described (Gegechkori,
1978).

it is essential to notice that the characteristic higher
psychological-pedagogical principles of organizing classroom
activity and the psychological-methodical principles of
instruction, and even those used in different variations of
intensive instruction, often Ise a different theoretical for-
mulation that screens out, in our opinion, a circle of theo-
retical and concrete methodic problems which are found in
the center of attention of this or another author and, rep-
resentative of the collective. The difference in this case
leads to a different erection or consideration of aspects, to
the pre-eminent analysis of general theoretical problems.

In this article, we have presented our task, giving only
general characteristic details of intensive instruction. It
seems that such a characteristic permits first a greater
opportunity to define the essentials of a given methodical
system, cleanly excluding from the search its external
parameters; second the chance to delimit intensive instruc-
tion from the different concrete methods of mothodical sys-
tems, either coinciding with then in formulated parameters
or realized in part with principles torming its foundation.
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Contenidos y terminos del entendimiento del "Entrenamiento
Acelerativo".

Este es un estudio de posici6n sobre el estado del atte
de los metodos de Ia ense:,anza intensiva y acelerativa en la
Union Sovietica. Metodos de enserianza acelerativa en URSS
basados ell Ia Sugestopedia de Lozanov han avanzado medi-
ante la as'stencia y utilizacion de la dinamica de grupo
social. La informacion en la URSS sobre el use de estos
metodos intensivos es tambien dada a lo largo con una dis-
cusion de problemas definicionales.

Le c:Intenu de la formation intensive et les limites concer-
nant la comprehension de cette approche.

Voici un rapport de position concernant l'etat present en
URSS de methodes d'enseignement intensives et accelerees.
Tout en etant basses sur Ia suggestopHie de Lozanov, les
methodes d'enseignement accelerees en URSS ont fait des
progres, surtout par la consideration et ('utilisation de la
dynamique sociale de groupe. On fournit des renseigne-
ments a propos de l'emploi en URSS de ces methodes inten-
sives et er meme temps on discute quelques problemes con-
ceptuels.

Inhalt und Crenzen des Verstehens von Intensivem Train-
ing."

Dies ist ein Bericht fiber doe aktuelle Situation von
intensiven, beschleunigenden Lehrmethoden in den UdSSR.
Die dort beschleunigenden Lehrmethoden, die auf Lozanovs
Suggest° Odle basieren, wirken sich auch fortschrittlich aus
in der Anwendung fiir die Soziogruppendynamik. Es wird
Auskunft uber den ,ebrauch von diesen Intensivmethoden
in den UdSSR und eine Diskussion von Bedeutungsproble-
men des Fachvocabulars gegeben.
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Yoga Factors in Acceleratiw Learning

W. Jane Bancroft

Abstract. Unconscious assimilation plays an impor-
tant role in the learning process in an era when
television has altered, at least according to Marshall
McLuhan, the way in which students absorb informa-
tion. A number of methods based in whole, or in
part, on unconscious assimilation have been devel-
oped in the last twenty (or, in some cases, forty)
years, among them: Suggestology/Suggestopedia,
Sophrology, the Tomatis Method, Soviet hypnopedia,
the Suzuki approach. All these methods assume that
the acquisition of information can occur in these
states which are considered to be below the optimal
level of consciousness. Whether developed in Bul-
garia, Spain, France, the Soviet Union or Japan,
the systems under discussion have been inspired by
raja yzga or zen, as we!I as by philosophies more
familiar to the West. It is the aim of this paper to
discuss the common elements of these methods and to
indicate which of the common elements come from
yoga

In the 1960s, a Bulgarian medical doctor, Georgi Loza-
nov, discovered that certain yogic techniques of physical
and mental relaxation could be used to produce not only
relief from pain but also improved memory and concentra-
ti3n. His system, Suggestology, which was originally used
in medicine and psychotherapy, was subsequently applied to
educationin particular, to subjects like foreign languages
which require, at least initially, the memorization of large
amounts of basic factual materials. In the late 1960s and
early 1970s, at the Institute of Suggestology headed by Dr.
Lozanov, a team of experts led by Aleko Novakov combined
yoga relaxation and verbal suggestion with the direct
method to produce a unique system of foreign language
teaching Suggestopedia.

It was also in the 1960s that a Colombian medical doctor,
then resident in Spain, Alfonso Caycedo, discovered inde-
pendently of Dr. Lozanov that yogic techniques of relax-
ation could produce a state of analgesia and/or hypermne-
sia At tne Institute Alfonso Caycedo in Barcelona, Spain
in the 1970s and now in the Federation Mundial de Sofro-
logia headquarters in Bogota, Colombia, work in Sophrology
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has been based on techniques derived from the ancient East
in addition to Western Europe. Educators have taken from
Sophrology its special voice training (Ternos Logos) and its
tecnniques of physical and mental relaxation (including
breathing, visualization and concentration exercises) which,
like those originally used in the Lozanov Method, greatly
improve memory and concentration. Within the context of
Sophrology, Dr. Caycedo has developed a memory training
ystem, Entrenamiento Sofro logic° de la Memoria, which is

very similar to the original Suggestopedic concentration/re-
laxation session.

In the 1950s in France, Dr. Alfred Tomatis began his
research into the ear and the voice and subsequently
developed his own unique system for treating dyslexia and
communication prob'ems, on the one hand, and teaching
basic elements of foreign languages, on the other. A medi-
cal doctor, therapist and researcher who, like Lozanov and
Caycedo, has been influenced by yoga, Tomatis emphasizes
the training of the ear and the development of he memory
through listening and repetition, as well as unconscious
assimilation of, or indirect attention to. program mat 'ials.
Two of Tomatis' important discoveries include the "ele vatic
ear," a special machine pla,:ed between the earphor and
the tape recorder, which retrains the subject's ear . hear
foreign language rounds in the manner of the appropriate
native speaker, and "filtered music" that gradually repro-
duces the high-frequency sound co..ditions of the mother's
womb and which is used in the passive phase of Tomatis'
programs for the treatirent of dyslexia and communication
problems.

Soviet hypnopedia (or sleep-learning) is based or. the
hypothesis that learning, i.e., rote learning, can occur in
a state of reduced conscious awareness, providing that the
appropriate materials have already been presented to the
stud.sit: when iitcy are in a wide-awake and fully alert
state. Soviet hypnopedia makes use of the period of para-
doxical ;c.Nr light) sleep that usually occurs just as one is
falling into a deep sleep after going to bed and just before
one awakens in the morning. During a typical hypnopedic
session, familiar lesson material (foreign language vocabu-
lary, for example) is presented to the students in the form
of paired associates, and repetition, rhythm and intonation
(or tone of voice) are used as aids to memorization.

The Talent Education Method of Shinichi Suzuki, which
had its origins in Japan some forty years ago, is principally
used for the teaching of music in North America, although
it has been used in Japan to teach academic subjects;
mathematics, Japarese and English, for example. Suzuki
based his music method on the way children learn their



mother tongue; method in which speaking precedes
reading, pronunciation is developed t rough listening, and
individual words and phrases are repeated over and over
until they are learned and absorbed. In the conception of
his approach, he was very mu :h inflte iced by Japanese
zen. The Suzuki method emphasizes the training of the ear
and the development of memory through listening and rep-
etition. Most importantly, it promotes indirect attention to,
and/or unconscious absorption of lesson materials while the
pupils are in a relaxed state or in a state of light sleep.
Tape recordings of the music are made with several repeti-
tions on the tape or use is made of endless casset.es that
repeat continuously. Tice piece which is to be learned is
played beforehand to the pupil every day by means of these
tape recordinci when the child is engaged in some other
activity (games, drawing, for example) or when the child
lies in bed at night and as beginning to fall z-'

Of the five methods under discussion, S. jgestopedia,
the Tomztis Methoe, Sophrology and the Suzuki approach
emphasize the teacher's authority and sympathetic attitude,
the special pact of confidence between teacher and student,
the role of the physical, social and/or family environment
and the untapped potential of the learner. All five methods
stress the importance of intonation or tone of voice as well
as rhythm in the presentation of lesson materials. Sugges-
topedia, the Tomatis Method, and the Talent Education
Method of Suzuki favor the use of baroque or classical
music, especially that for violin, as a memory-training or
I:nguistic-structuring device. Tomatis' research, in partic-
ular, has shown that the violin, the musical instrument with
the most high frequencies, reproduces the soothing atmos-
phere of the mother's womb on the one hand, and stimulates
the cortex on the other. Suggestopedia, he Tomatis
Method, the Suzuki approach and Sophrology, in accordance
with modern holistic education on the one hand, and the
ancient discipline of yoga on the other, aim to develop the
whole personality of the individual in a pleasant and posi-
tive learning environment

The theoretical pert of the methods under discussio,1
comes very largely from yoga: the authority of the teach-
er-guru, the confidence and onfantilizatiun of the student, a
positive and pleasant physical and social environment, into-
nation or the correct positioning of th^ voice, and rhythmic
presentation of material. Insofar as the practical aspect is
concerned, all five methods in question )romote indirect
attention to and/or unconscious absorption of lesson materi-
als while the students are in a relaxed state (the yogic
state of relaxed alertness). Suggestopedia, the Tomatis
Method, Soviet hypnopedia and Sophrology comprise both an
active and a passive phase or session (an active phase for



outward concentration on the material and a passive session
for inner meditation on the material) following the precepts
of the two-part meditation session in yoga with the students
in the so-called alpha state, relaxed but nonetheless alert.
While Sophrology and the Tomacis Method begin the special
memory-training session with a passive phase, Suggestope-
dia and Soviet hypnopedia begin with an active one. The
Suzuki approach favors what might be termed a passive
phase, during which the musical piece to be memorized is
played to the pupil as he or she is falling asleep, before an
active one of reading the music or actually playing the
piece.

As developed by Aleko Novakov at the Institute of Sug-
gestology, the original Suggestopedic language class fea-
tured a relaxation session for unconscious assimilation of
the lesson material. (It will be remembered that the session
was usually the conclusion of a three-part intensive class
that also included conversational review and presentation of
new material.) The session or séance as it was known was
divided into two parts, active and passive, with each part
comprising twenty minutes, the ideal meditation period in
yoga. During the active part, the teacher presented the
appropriate foreign- language words or phrases with three
Lifferent yogic intonations- declarative, whisper, loud com-
mand- -while the students looked at the dialogue on the
printed page and repeated '..o themselves (using inner
speech) the appropriate foreign words and phrases. Dur-
ing the passive part, the teacher read the language dia-
logue a second time but now in a soft, persuasive voice
over a background of slow movements (MM 60) from baroque
concerti grossi while the students, with eyes closed and in
a relaxed posture, meditated on the text. In the two parts
of the session, the material was presented rhythmically on
an eight-second cycle: two seconds, translation; four sec-
onds, foreign language phrase; two seconds, pause. The
students were trained to breathe deeply and rhythmically in
accordance with the teacher's voice and/or the baroque slow
movements. The original Suggestopedic séance contained a
number of yogic elements: a twc-part meditation session,
twenty-minute segments, three intonations, inner speech
(from the mantra in yoga), voice quality, a music rhythm of
60 beats to the minute (the ideal rhythm for meditation in
Indian music', coordination of thought and breath and/or
music, a relaxed poster.. in a special chair.

While Suggestopedia is ideally suited to rote memoriza-
tion of basic factual iterials and is 'Abe one might term
"teacher-directed," the Sophrology memory-training system
is designed to improve the memory in a global sense and is
what one might call "inner-directed." Caycedo's method is
based on EFARP: evocation, fixation, association, repeti-
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tion, presentation. For training the memory, important
body elements are: abdominal respiration and coordination
of breathing with thought or image, proper cerebral circu-
lation (as aided, for example, by the relaxation of the neck
muscles), correct posture(s). A standing posture is used
for relaxation exercises, while two seated postures are used
for memory training. An in. lined seated posture with eyes
closed corresponds to the passive session in Suggestopedia
and is used for evocation, fixation, and association. A
modified zen posture, with back straight up and eyes open,
knees bent and feet under the chair, is used for repetition
id/or organization and corresponds to the active session in

Suggestopedia. In Sophrology, in contrast to Suggestope-
dia, one normally moves from a deeper level of conscious-
ness to a relaxed but nonetheless alert state. (One can,
however, reverse the process if one is studying technical
material, for example. First, one looks at the material with
intet,e concentration and in an upright posture. Secondly,
one closes one's eyes and, in an inclined, seated posture,
one visualizes the main points of what one has read. Then,
with eyes open, one re-reads the material to see if the main
points have been fully registered.)

Whatever the order of the states of consciousness used
in the Sophrology memory training system, it bears a dis-
tinct resemblance to the Suggestopedic session. (Caycedo,
indeed, in an interview I conducted with him in May 1979,
called Suggestopedia the "same system.") Sophrology lays
greater emphasis on such yogic elements as visualization,
posture(s) and relaxation exercises, as well as breath/
thought harmony, but both systems employ a special two-
part memory-training session and both stress the importance
of voice quality or the correct positioning of the voice.

The Tomatis program consists of two major parts: the
passive phase (listening training) durinc which the child
listens to sounds, and the active phase laudio-vocal train-
ing) which requires the subject's active ,.nd vocal partici-
pation. Employed throughout much of the program is the
special electronic equipment designed by Tomatis and, in
particular, the electronic ear.

During the first (or passive) phase, the child receives
auditory stimulation through earphones which include a

vibrating device placed on the forehead. Music is used in
the initial stages of a "retour sonique", a return to the
high-frequency sound conditions of the mother's womb.
The child listens to Mozart's symphonies or violin concerti
(for Tomatis, Mozart is the universal composer, although
such baroque composers as Vivaldi are also used) At
first, the music is unfiltered, but as the thirty-five minute
sessions proceed, the music becomes more and more filtered
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so that, finally, only those frequencies above 8,000 Herz
are present in the musical piece.

With session fifteen, the child begins listening to a
recording of the mother's voice. at first in a very filtered
form, i.e., only those frequencies above 8,000 Herz are
present. The mother's voice is perceived as one perceived
it in the womb. From sessions fifteen through fifty, in the
various stages of what is called an "accouchement sonique"
(sonic birth), the mother's voice becomes less filtered as
the missing frequencies are gradually reintroduced. In the
same way as a baby progressively hears during the ten
days after birth in his evolution from the liquid world of
the foetal ear to the sound world of air, one begins to hear
a thin voice, then a more complete voice and finally the full
voice of the mother reading a story. The mother undergoes
voice training, if necessary, in order to learn to position
her voice correctly and 4-,ie reading proper is done under
the electronic ear to improve the timbre of the voice.

The purpose of the active training phase in the Tomatis
Method is to help the child use his new listening ability
properly. During this phase, the child is asked to listen
to tapes of different kinds (songs, words, sentences, for
example) while under the electronic ear and to reproduce
vocally what he hears into a microphone. Singing is par-
ticularly favored as a memory-training and linguistic-struc-
turing device. The reproduced sound is automatically
adjusted by the electronic equipment so that the child hears
his or her own voice correctly. During the audio-vocal
training period, a balance system permits the sounds to be
focused progressively on the right ear, i.e., the left hemi-
sphere of the brain, which Tomatis believes is the key to
proper listening. The child is encouraged to read aloud,
both during the sessions and at home. This active phase
continues through a series of sessions and control inter-
views until a combination of the results of the listening
tests, observations, reading tests, and interviews signals
an end to the program.

The Tomatis Method is not as directly based on yoga as
either the Suggestopedic séance or the Sophrology memory-
training system. Nonetheless, in addition to a combination
of images and phonetics exercises during foreign language
programs, which combination of audio and visual elements is
reminiscent of the active session in Suggestopedia, the
Tomatis Method uses active and passive phases, rhythm and
music and, like yoga, Suggestopedia and Sophrolugy,
emphasizes voice quality and mind/body harmony.

As initiated and developed in the Soviet Union by such
researchers as A M. Svyadoshch in Leningrad and L. A.
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Bliznitchenko in Kiev, hypnopedia or sleep-learning is

Intended to be used in conjunction with regular daytime
classes in such academic subjects as foreign !anguages.
During the hypnopedic sessions, students in groups of
twelve or so hear, repeated over and over, in a slow,
rhythmic pattern and with a special intonation, factual ele-
ments such as paired associates of foreign language vocabu-
lary that they have already studied in class. In the Soviet
Union, sleep-learning is used for the learning (or rather
the overlearning) of familiar material. In addition to hear-
ing the material repeated some ten to twelve times during a
period of some thirty to fifty minutes at night just before
falling into a deep sleep and for some thirty minutes in the
morning just before fully awakening, students in Soviet
hypnopedic experiments are required, in what may be
termed an active session, to listen, read, listen again and
loudly repeat the appropriate sleep-learnino program in a

fully awake state, before the dormitory lights are turned
out.

Hypnopedic lessons are kept relatively short (three to
six minutes) as the same lesson is repeated some ten to
twelve times during the relatively limited duration of hyp-
nopedic sessions in order to fix the contents of the material
in the memory. The training materia! for a given hyp-
nopedic lesson unit contains paired associates which have to
be presented rhythmically when they are recorded. The
average recording time of a given hypnopedic information
unit can vary between three and six seconds; the paired
associates must be separated from each other by a pause of
approximately five seconds, the items within a given paired
associate should also be divided by an inter- pair pause of
one to one and one-half seconds. One should be able to
program approximately seven to eight hypnopedic informa-
tion units to be recorded in 60 seconds and a hypnopedic
lesson of five minutes' duration can contain approximately
35 to 40 phrases or paired associates.

Intonation has been an essential component of Soviet
hypnopedia as developed by Bliznitchenko. Hypnopedic
speech must be slow (some ten to twenty percent slower
than normal speech) and maintain an even frequency level
(120 to 200 Herz). Although Soviet hypnopedia was prob-
ably not designed to be based on yoga, in addition to the
importance of intonation or voice quality, the sleep-learning
method emphasizes rhythm and features active and passive
sessions

The Suzuki approach to music education begins with lis-
tening and the development of the ear and the memory.
Ideally, according to Suzuki, music training should begin at
home from the moment of the child's birth. A short mas-
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terpiece or movement from a masterpiece by one of the
great composers is selected and that one selection is played
every day for the baby. Baroque compositions are often
used because of their cies^ rhythmic structures, uncompli-
cated harmonies and/or sustained melodies. After about
five months, the baby wilt have learned, i.e., absorbed,
the selection; at that point, another selection is added.
The hatl now hears two pieces every day. Following this
pattern or musical progression, the baby will grow into a
child who is sensitive to music. Suzuki stresses that, in
addition to soothing -le baby, listening to grict.4 music moti-
vates the child to want to play that music later on, devel-
ops his musical memory and improves his fukure ability to
play by ear.

Once the child's ear for musi, has been developed
through repetitive listening, he or she is ready to begif. to
learn to play a given instrument, e.a. , violin, piano or
cello. Suzuki pupils usually begin lessons at age three or
four. In the lessons, tone production and posture are
emphasized, rhythmic games are used; relaxation, breathing
and visualization exercises may be included. Once the child
has begun his music lessons, both private and group, home
practice plays an important role and regular practice is an
important part of the Suzuki method. The development of
the ear continues to be empnasized, however. The piece
which is to be learned should always be played beforehand
to the pupil ever/ day by means of good quality records or
tape recordings; the pieLc is memorized in advance and
then the child is taught to play it. The pupil should also
continue to listen to the appropriate records or tapes while
ti, is learning the piece.

While listening to the music being played, the L. Id can
be engaged in some other activity. Through indirect atten-
tion, and as with television advertising, the child easily
absorbs the musical sounds at an .inconscious level. Some
parents prefer to play recordings as the child lies in bed at
night. Corresponding to hypnopedia, the child absorbs the
musical structures while he is falling asleep or while he is
in a state of light sleep.

For the beginner, listening is the preferred memory aid
in the Suzuki Method. However, for the older student,
who may be unable to memorize as effortlessly as a child, a
number of zen or yoga techniques are used, techniques
hich are similar to those used in the originll Sugges-

top-dic session. Some Suzuki students listen to recordings
with the music in front of them, corresponding to the origi-
nal active session in Suggestopedia in which the students
both looked at and listened to the language dialogue. A
proven aid to the more advanced student is the purely vis-
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ual one. Music can be studied visually during the time in
bed before the student goes to sleep as the mind's retention
is very high at this time. Corresponding to the use of
inner speech in the active part of the Suggestopedic
séance, internal singing is recommended by some Suzuki
Method experts. Internal singing helps exclude verbalized
thoughts much as does the mantra in yoga, improves con-
centration on the music and, according to Suzuki, gives th
music "breath and spirit."

Suzuki's Talent Education Method thus contains a num-
ber of yoga or zen elements: posture, tone production and
rhythm; relaxation and visualization exercises; and internal
singing. It is designed to promote mind/body harmony
and, like the other methods under discussion, fez .ures
active and passive phases or sessions.

_ confirmed by experimental data, e.g., in SALT
experiments in th, United States, adaptations of Sugges-
topedia speeded up learning and improved retention by 2.5
to 3 times, the success of the five methods discussed in
this paper would appear to depend on the fact that learning
takes place in two levels of consciousness: the wide-awake
(beta) level and the relaxed (alpha) level. While the order
of the active/passive phases or sessions does not seem to
be especially ImportPnt, what appears significant for effec-
tive 7r accelerated learning is that there should be an
alternation, a going back and forth, betweer these two lev-
els of consciousness. Since the younger generation picks
up most of its information from watching television and
while in a relaxed state, it might be said, in conclusion,
that the most important aspect of all these modern methods,
regardless of their country of origin, is that they promote,
:n whole or in part, unconscious assimilation of the materi-
als to be learned, while enhancing the sti..-Ient's ability to
learn.

For convenience in summarizing these yoga factors used
in the five accelerative learning methods reviewed here,
refer to Table 1. With the exception of Soviet hypnopedia,
it is obvious the other four methods share many of the 15
yoga factors considered. Even Soviet hypnopedia shares 6
with the others. Suggestopedia and the Suzuki approach
use all 15 factors. It is obvious that those five different
methods share many common aspects, aspects of yoga.
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Table 1.

Yoga Factors in Accele ative Learning

Mf HODS

Suggestology/ Tomatis Soviet Suzuki

Yoga Factors Suggestopedia* Sophrology Method hyprwedia approach

authority/personality
of teacher x x x x

confidence of student x x x x

positive environment x x x x

learner's potential x x x x

intonation/tone of voice x x x x x

rhythm/rhythmic presenta-
tion of materials x x x x x

mind/body harmony x x x x

relaxed alertness x x x x x

active/passive phases x x x x x

unconscious assimilation
of materials x x x x x

Postures(s) A x x x

breathing techniques A X x

inner speech/Internal
singing x x

visuali..ation (exercises) x x x

memory training x x x x x

*Yoga factors listed for Suggestology/Suggestopedla refer to the
original version of the method, observed in Bulgaria In the early
1970s.
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*** *** m
Factores yogas en la ensenanza acelerativa.

La asimilacion inconsciente juega un oapel impertante en
el proceso de aprendizaje, en una era en que la television
ha altered°, al menos de acuerdo con Marshall McLuhan, la
forma en que los estudiantes absorben la informacion. Un
numero de metodos basado3 totalmente o una parte en la
asimilacion inconsciente, han sido desarrollados en los
iiltimos 20 anos (o en algunos casos 40 anos) . Entre eliosestin: Sugesto1.,.gia/Sugestopedia, Sof rologia, el metodo
Tomatis, Honopedia Sovietica y el Acercamiento Susuki.
Todos estos nvitodos asumen que la adquisiciOn de infor-
macion puede ocurrir en estos estados los cuales se consid-
era estin bajo el nave! opting de rectitud. Ya sea que se
hayan decarrollado en Bulgaria, Espana, Francia, la Union
Sovi Ales o Jap On, los sistemas en discusion han sido inspi-
rado por raja yoga o zen, tan been como los filosofos mas
conocidos del oc.cidente. Esto es el proposito de este
escrito al discutir los elementos comunes de estos metodos y
al indicar cuales elementos comunes vienen del yoga.

Les facteurs de yoga dans l'appr"ntissage accelere.
L'assimilation inconsciente joe un role important dans to

processus de l'anorentssaoe, furtout a une époque ot:, la
television a mndifie, du moans selon Marshall McLuhan, Ia
fawn dont les etudiants absorbent l'information. Un certain
nombre de methodes que sont basses en tout ou en partie
sur l'assimilation inconsciente ont ete elaborees dan les 20
dernieres annees (ou dans les 40 dernieres annees, en cer-
tains cas), parmi lesquelles cn peu mentionner: la sugges-
tologie/suggestopedie; la sophrologie; 13 methode Tomatis;
l'hypnopedie sovietique; et l'approche Suzuki. Toutes ces
methodes prasument que {'acquisition de l'information peu serealiser d "n des etats qu'on considere en general comme
au-dessous du niveau optima! de. conscience. Ayant ete
elabores en des pays aussi differents que Ia Bulgarie, l'Es-
pagne, Ia France, ('Union Sovietique et le Japon, ces
systemes ont tous ete influences ou meme inspires par leraja yoga ou le zen, ainsi que par des philosophies plus
connues en Occident. C'est le but de cet article de discu-
ter les principaux elements que ces methcdes ont en commun
et de preciser quels en sont les elements qui proviennent
du yoga.

Jogafaktor en im beschleunigten Lernen,
Die Einverleibung des UnterbewuBtseins spielt eine

wichtige Rolle im Lernprozess einer Ara, in der das Fernse-
her, nach Marshall McLuhan, die Art and Weise bestimmt,
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wodurch die Lernenden Informatior.en in sich aufnehmen.
Emig Methoden, die ganz oder nur zum Tell auf Einverlei-
bung des Unterbewatseins fiit3en, wurden in den letzten 20
(oder, in einigen Fallen, 40) Jahren entwickelt, z.B. Sug-
gestologie/Suggestopadie, Sophrologie, die Tomatis Methode,
sovietische HypnoOdie und die Suzuki Lehrweise. Deese
Methoden nehmen alle an, dat3 das Aufnehmen von Informa-
tion auch in jenen Gehirnszustanden vorkommt, die unter
der optimalen Bewatseinsebene Itegen. Die hier bespro-
chenen Systeme, gleichgultig ob in Bulgarien, in Spanien,
in Frankreich, in der Sowjetunion oder in Japan entwickelt,
werden von Raja Joga oder Zen inspiriert, aber auch von
bekannterer. Philosophien der westlichen Welt. Dieser Auf-
satz hat als Zie:, allgemeine Einzelheiten dieser Methoden zu
diskutieren und jene aufzuzeigen, die von Joga s+arnmen.
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Evaluation of a Vibrating Chair in
Facilitating Verbal Learning*

D. H Schuster
Iowa State University

Abstract. This experimental study investigated the
possible benefits of a vibrating chair in facilitating
verbal learning. A mixed analysis of variance
(AHOY) design with independent variables of subject
gender, chair conditions, word list easiness and
order was used under controlled laboratory condi-
tions to evaluate the vibrating chair's influence on
the dependent variables of word acquisition and
retention, and pleasantness and alertness ratings
during learning. Subjects were 24 men and 24
women of college student age; most were from an
introductory psychology course at the university,
but 6 subjects were recruited via a newspaper ad
and paid so as to secure enough subjects at the end
of classes. There was a signifiLant fatigue effect,
as subjects learned fewer words per list on the last
three lists learned than on the first three learned.
This was paralleled by a drop in alertness.

Unexpectedly, the vibrating chair did not signifi-
cantly enhance verbal learning above that found
when learning words with auditory and visual inputs
alone using a conventional chair. Pleasantness rat-
ings during learning tended to parallel this finding.
While this study provides no support for the puta-
tive benefits of this vibrating chair in enhancing
verbal learning of university students, floe chair
may have application with sensor-tally-handicapped
children.

Introduction

Tomimoto Amano (1982) in his SALT Conference paper at
Colorado State University in 1982, claimed that a relaxing
lounge chair with vibrators built into the bottom and lower
back, stimulated the brain such that students who sat in
the chair and studied material could learn material much
more easily than sitting in a similar chair without the

*A note of appreciation is due David Miller for the data col-
lection and computer analyses.
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vibration.. Specifically, the enhancement due to the
vibrating plates was maximum when the frequency was
approximately 100 Hertz and that the effect decreased below
and above this frequency. The purpose of this study was
to evaluate these claims in a controlled laboratory study
rather than in a commercial language classroom.

There are two ways the chair may aid learnig: 1) the
oral instruction conveyed to the student haptically (skin
vibrations) via loudspeakers (vibrators) in the lower back
area may facilitate learning because it is an additional sen-
sory input channel, or 2) relaxing music played through
the chair's loudspeakers haptically may help the students
relax, and relaxation does help verbal learning (Schuster &
Martin, 1981). This study investigated both possibilities.

Design
The independent variables used in this study are listed

here. A mixed analysis of variance (ANOV) design was
used with several between-group independent variables and
several within-subject independent variables.

Between-group factors
1. Sex of subjects. Half of the subjects were male, half

female, with 24 males, 24 females for a total of 48
subjects.

2. List control. One group of subjects took the vocab-
ulary lists in a specific sequence and a second
group took them in reverse order to control for
practice and/or fatigue effects.

3. Replication. One group of 12 subjects (male or
female) constituted the first block, or replication of
subjects, and the second group took the vocabulary
lists under identical condition- as a second block or
replication.

Within subject factors
4. Chair conditions. Subjects were asked to .... and

learn vocabulary lists under a number of different
chair conditions:
a. Standard chair (placebo control)
b. Special chair from T. Amano was used, but the

chair was inoperative
c. Special chair used with white noise as vibratory

input
d. Spec' 11 chair used with 100 hertz pure sinewave

input
e. Special chair used with baroque music input

(Gerwig)
f. Special chair used with words input for the stu-

dent to learn
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5. List easiness. Subjects learned three easy lists in a
counter balanced way and three hard lists with the
order counterbalanced over subjects within group.
On the basis of previous research, the easy lists
averaged approximately one-and-a-half to two words
out of 25 correct more than words on the hard lists.

6. Practice or order. The average of the first three
lists learned was compared with the average of the
last three lists learned, with difficulty and chair
condition counterbalanced.

Dependent variables
1. Acquisition score. This was the number of vocabu-

lary words defined correctly right after learning.
The subject's task was to define the word in a free
recall fashion. Subjects were asked if they had
known any words before and, if so, the number
correct score was reduced accordingly.

2. Retention score. This was the number of words
matched correctly with definitions one week later.
The 25 correct definitions were given in alphabetical
order with 5 foils included for a total of 30 possibil-
ities.

3. Pleasantness rating. Immediately after the list had
been learned, the subject on the acquisition test was
asked to indicate how pleasant the learning task had
been on a scale ranging from 1 = very unpleasant,
through 5 = intermediate, to 9 = very pleasant.

4. Alertness rating. Just after having studied the list,
the subject was asked to make a rating of his or her
alertness on a scale ranging from 1 = tired, through
5 = intermediate, to 9 = extremely alert.

Procedure
Almost all the subjects were volunteers from introduc-

tory psychology undergraduate ISU courses who took part
in this ninety- minute experiment to earn extra credit in
their coursework. Subjects sat in a chair under the six
conditions listed above while learning the lists. All sub-
jects took the same six vocabulary lists in about 50 minutes
and returned 7 days later for a posttest taking one hour.
At t ie close of the summer session, we were not quite fin -
;shed collecting data so we had 6 subjects of approximate
college age who responded to an ad fr'r research. These 6
subjects were paid for their participation.

The subjects were greeted at the door by the experi-
menter and the purpose of the experiment was explained to
them They were asked to read a notice-to-subjects and
invited to ask questions. Then they were seated in the
chair in a carefully-specified sequence of conditions. This
sequence of chair conditions and hard/easy lists was speci-
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fled according to a modified Greco-Latin Square design
(Cochran & Cox, 1957). No completely counterbalanced
Greco-Latin Square of 6x6 levels is possible, so the modifi-
cation consisted of counterbalancing exactly the hardness/
easiness over subject's chair conditions as a function of the
six tests taken in sequence.

As a constant input, the subject had both auditory and
visual inputs to learn the lists under all conditions, and the
subject then had the chair conditions varied in a controlled
fashion to test the effects of the chair as outlined above.
The subject had 6 minutes to learn each list, a vocabulary
list of 25 words in front of him/her for all of this time.
The experimenter also read slowly (on tape) the rare Eng-
lish word to be learned, gave its common `..nglish definition
and repeated the rare word E.t a normal rate, paused and
continued with the next word in a similar fashion. This
took 3 minutes and the entire list was repeated in an addi-
tional 3 minutes for a constant 6 minutes of auditory and
visual exposure to each list to be learned.

Results
The analysis of variance summary for effects of gender,

list difficulty, chair condition, and sequence on word
acquisition and retention are given in Table 1. The effects
of list sequence and subject replication were not analyzed
as they were control or replication conditions.

The effect of sex of subject or gender was not signifi-
cant although the results for gender as expected were in
the direction of female's having slightly more language
facility than males. This effect is tabulated at the bottom
of Table 2. None of the interactions with gender as the
major between subjects factor was significant. There were
a number of significant effects as shown in Table 1 for the
within-subject variables of difficulty, sequence, chair con-
dition, and their interactions. Since the highest level
interaction between difficulty, sequence and chair condition
was significant, this interaction is graphed or depicted in
Figure 1. The writ -:r was unable to give any particular
interpretation to this significant interaction. The reader is
invited to peruse this, and make his/her own. To help an
interpretation, the practice effect is shown with a broad
base for the first average of lists learned, and with a nar-
row point for the average of the three lists learned second.
Hard and easy conditions are listed "H" and "E" respec-
tively.

The easy lists were significantly easier to learn by
about 1.8 words per list than hard lists, and the data are
tabulated in Table 2. This is true to a lesser extent for
the retention tests, where this effect was also significant.



Table 1

ANOV s,2^-auary of the effects of gender, difficulty, chair condition and sequence on
word acquisition and retention

Sou rce Acquisition Retention

df SS F SS

G, Gender 1 42 78 40 57 78 1 43
G*D 1 15 59 14 9 75 24
G*0 1 2 17 02 9 75 24
G*C 5 31 8S 06 33 45 17
G*D*Q 1 2 92 03 0 28 01
G*D*C 5 131 73 25 119 98 59
G*0*C 5 204 89 38 71 89 36
G*D*0*C 5 81 64 15 54 36 27
Error 1 46 4945 94 --- 1661 35 - --
D, Difficulty 1 243 84 21 79** 57 78 1 77**
Q, Sequence 1 83 42 7 19** 3:1D 84 7 22"
C, Chair condition 5 43 95 92** 11 20 49
D*0 1 703 34* 153 34
D*C 5 123 39 2 24** 47 61 10
Q*C 5 157 39 2 37** 33 98 150
D*Q*C 5 220 45 3 Take 68 61 303
Error 2 194 215 23 877 81 - --
Total 287 6338 99 3652 98

*p< 05, irep< 01

In general, there was a significant decrement from the
average of the first three tests learned to the average of
the last three lists learned, and this is shown in Table 2
also. The effect was significant both for acquisition and
retention. The sequence effect can be interpreted as a
fatigue or negative practice effect, in that subjects got
tired or bored from the first task to the last task. This
was true for almost all of the chair conditions except when
the special chair was inoperative. This was the placebo
condition and may be interpreted that when the chair
vibrated, it interfered with the expectancy of relaxing in
such an easy (lounge) chair.

The chair condition means are listed in the middle of
Table 2. The regular chair (average = 10.42) was tied for
the best learning condition with that of the special chair
with noise input (10 42 words learned). The chair, when
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Table 2

Average words learned under selected treatment conditions

Treatment Condition n Acquisition Retention

Difficulty of list
Hard 144 9 13 423
Easy 144 10 97 5 13

Sequence
First half 144 10 59 5 76
Last half 144 9 51 3 60

Chair conditions
Regular chair 48 10 42 4 96
Special, inoperative 48 10 40 4 48
Special, noise 48 10 42 4 81
Special, 100 Hz 48 10 00 4 69
Special, music 48 9 48 4 38
Special, words 48 9 60 4 75

Gender
Male 24*6 9 67 4 23
Female 24*6 10 44 5 13

vibrating with 100 hertz sine wave input as recommended by
Amano (1982), turned out to have an intermediate level of
acquisition (10.00 words learned). The expected best con-
dition with words input was one of the poorer conditions
(9.60 words learned) and the worst condition was with the
baroque music input (9.48 words learned). Thus the chair,
when vibrating, does not appear to have any particular
additional benefit over hearing and seeing the words to be
learned by themselves. These trends are in the opposite
direction to that originally hypothesized for this chair.

Although there were no significant effects for chair
condition one week later on the retention scores, the aver-
age retention scores are listed for comparison. Again the
best chair conditions were the regular chair or the special
chair with noise, and the worst conditions were when music
was played through the chair. No particular heuristic
trend can be seen in these data.

Turning to the affective criteria of pleasantness and
alertnesF ratings during learning, there were two signifi-
cant effects. As shown in Table 3, alertness ratings
decreased (F=27.93, df=1/194, p<.01) from the first lists
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learned (average=5.66) to the last lists (averaoe=4.92).
This parallels the decrease in learning.

Table 3

Average pleasantness and alertness ratings under selecte- treatment
conditions

Treatment Conditions Pleasantness Alertness

Sequence
First halt 144 5.15 5.66
Last hall 144 03 4.92

Chair conditions
Regular chair 48 529 5.50
Special, inoperative 48 5.42 5.60
Special, noise 48 4.98 5.35
Special, 100 Hz 48 463 5.27
Special, music 48 5 10 502
Special, words 48 5 17 5.00

The chair condition also significantly effected pleasant-
ness ratings (F=2.27, df=5/194, p<.05;. The most pleasant
conditions were: special chair inoperative (5.42) and regu-
lar chair (5.29). Music and words to the chair produced
intermediate ratings. The least pleasant ratings were:
noise input to special chair (4.98 and 100 Hz sine wave to
chair (4.63).

The special vibrating chair did not provide a pleasant
learning situation nor did it delay fatigue (redurtion in
alertness) while learning.

Discussion
The data from this preliminary study under controlled

laboratory conditions with U.S. college students offer no
support for Amano (1982) and his contention that the
vibrating chair with words and/or music input provides
facilitation to foreign language learning with Japanese stu-
dents. Taking the chair out of context from a Sugges-
topedic environment, we were able to find no support
experimentally that the chair facilitates verbal learning. In
general, SALT-type variables such as suggestion music,
whether taken in or out of a suggestopedic context, con-
tribute to accelerative learning. This is not to mean that
the case for the chair is hopeless. Note that the chair
conditions for additional inputs haptically to the subject
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varied while the subject was learning each list with constant
audio and visual inputs from the same list. It is indeed
quite possible that due to the sper..4al stimulating condition
of feeling the words input haptically, that the chair could
have particular use in learning situations when one -f the
two normal inputs, vision or audition, was impaired. This
possibility should be explored with visually or auditorily
handicapped children.
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*** *Irk ***

Evaluacion de una silla vibratoria en la facilitaciOn del
aprendizaje verbal.

Este estudio experimental invertigo los posit , benefic-
ios de una silla vilaratoia en Ia facilitacion del aprendizaje
verbal. Un analisis mesclado de disP"%o de variacion
(ANOV) con va-iables independientes a., genero sujeto,
condiciones de li, sills, Ia facilidad de lista de palabras y
orden, fue us3do en cond'ciones controladas de laboratorio
al evaluar Ia influencia de Ia silla vibratoria en las varables
dependientes de retension y adquisicion de palabras y la
evaluacion de satisfaccion y agilidad durante el aprendizaje.
Los sujetos fueron 24 hombres y 24 mujeres de una edad de
estudiantes colegiales. Pero 6 sujetos fueron Ilamados medi-
ante un aviso en el periodico y pagados para asi asegurar
sujetos suficientes al final de las clases. Hubo un efecto
significante de fatiga tanto en sujetos que aprendieron
pocas palabras por lista en las 3 Oltimas listas como en las 3
primeras. Inesperadamente, la silla vibratoria no realz6
significativamente el aprendizaje verbal, por encima de lo
que r.e encontro cuando se aprendieron palabras con audito-
rio y entradas visualas at usar solo una silla tradicional.

Evaluac.ione placenteras durante el aprendizaje ten-
dieron a comparar este encuentro. Mientras este estudio no
provee un soporte para los beneficios supuestos de Ia silla
vibratoria en el incremerho del aprendizaje verbal de los
estudiantes universitarios, la silla puede tener aplicacion
con nine's sensorialmente incapacildos.
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Evaluation d'une chaise vibratoire dans la facilitation de
rapprentissage verbal.

Cette experience eut pour but une e nquete sur les
avantages possibles d'une chaise vibratoire en ce qui con-
cerne la facilitation de rapprentissage verbal. Afin
d'evalue;- ('influence de la chaise vibratoire sur les variables
dependantes de ('acquisition et de la retention des mots et
de ('appreciation, pendant rapprenttssage, de Ia v; aciti
intellectuelle et de ragrement des etudiants, on a utilise,
dans des conditions de laboratoire controlees, un projet
d'analyse mixte de variance (ANOV), comprenant des vari-
ables independantes de sexe du sujet, conditions de la
chaise, facilite de Ia liste des mots et ordre des mots sur Ia
liste. Les sujets comprenaient 24 hommes et 24 femmes dont
tous avaient rage d'etudiants universitaires. Le plupart de
ces sujets etaient membres d'une classe de psychologie
elementaire a runiversite; cependant, afin d'obtenir un
nombre suffisant de sujets a la fin des classes, on avait
recrute 6 sujets par le moyen d'une anoonce publicitaire
parue dans un journal; ces sujets avaient ete payes pour
leur participation.

II y avait un effet de fatigue significatif parce que les
sujets avaient appris moins de mots par liste en ce que
concerne les 3 dernieres listes de mots a apprendre que
pendant les 3 premieres listes. En meme temps it y avait
une baisse de la vivacite intellectuelle des etudiants.

Les resultats etaient imprevus en ce qui concerne le fait
que la chaise vibratoire n'a pas vraiment ameliore l'appren-
tissage verbal; dans une chaise ordinaire, les etudiants ont
appris tout autant, surtout lorsqu'on a presents les mots
avec I'appui de stimuli audio-visuels. Aucune difference
significative non plus concernant rappreciation de
I'agrement de I'apprentissage. Les resultats de cette
experience ne soutiennent pas les ?retendus avantages de Ia
chaise vib-atoire dans ramelioration de rapprentissage ver-
bal des 'etudiants a runiversite. Cependant, it se peut que
la chaise vibratoire s'applique a reducation des enfants
sensoriellement handicapes.

B. wertung eines Vibrationsstuhls fiir die Forderung des
Verballernens.

Dies wissenschaftliche Studie untersucht die rniligliche
Erleichterung beim Verballernen durch den Gebrauch eines
Vibrationsstuhls. Ein Forschungsplan, eine Mischanalyse
der Variarz (ANOV), mit den unabhangigen Variablen vom
Geschlecht der Versuchspersonen, vom Stand des Stuhls
von der Einfachheit der Wortliste und von der Ordnungs-
reihe, wurde rimenteil verwene3t um den EinfluB des
Vibrationsstuhls auf die abhingigen Variablen von Wortauf-
nahme und -behalten, von Wohlgefiihls- und Wachsamkeits-
bewertungen wahrend des Lernens zu messen. Versu-
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chspersonen waren 24 Manner und 24 Frauen im
Universitatsalter. Die meisten waren Teilnehmer an einem
Einfiihrungskursus in Psychologie an der Universitat; aber
sechs Teilnehmer rekrutierten sich durch ein Zeitungsin-
seat und wurden bezahit, so dal3 am Ende des Semesters
genug Versuchpersonen zur Verfii3ung standen.

Die Versuchspersonen wiesen signifikante Ermlidungs-
effekte Ermiidungseffekte auf, indem sie von den letzten
drei Listen weniger Worter pro Liste Iernten als von den
erstem drei. Parallel dazu war eine SchwNchung der Auf-
merksamkeit zu bemerken. Unerwarteterweise Rirderte der
Vibrationsstuhl das Verballernen nicht signifikanter als der
Gebrauch eines gewiihnlichen Stuhls, wenn Wiirter mit
hiirbaren und sehbaren Stimuli verwendet wurden. Obwohl
these Studie keine Unterstutzung fur die vermeintlichen
Erfolge in Verballernen von Universitatsstudenten durch
den Vibrationsstuhl nachweisen kann, ware der Stuhl
miiglicherweise verwendbar bei gefuhlsbehinderten Kindern.
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